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May I,

1873.

Bank in

The only Savings
Ellsworth, under the super- ^Franklin
vision of the Bank Examiner.
SCHEDULE
lias paid sixty-four (01) semi-annual dividends.

OF A] AILS

AT ELLA WORTH FOAT OFFICE.

Deposits in this bank are exempt from
municipal taxation to depositors.
TRUSTEES

JOHN F.

Wldtconib, Haynes A Co., Lumber,
Attorney-at-Law,
N. B. COOLIDGE-

BURNHAM,

Attorney- at-Law,

Mrs. Sarah

W.

&

F.

p

ra.

w.

is

guest of Mrs. F. F. Simon ton.
Col. E. C. Milliken, of Augusta, State
pension agent, was in Ellsworth yesterday.

the

I_MASON,

days

few

a

with relatives in Ellsworth and Hancock
county.
Mrs. George K. Grant and daughter
Marie arrived from Boston last Wednesday evening. After a few days here they
went to their Hancock Point cottage for
the summer.

Chief-Justice A. P. Wiswell left Sunday
New York, whence, with Mrs. Wiswell, he sails to-day on the Baltic, of the
White Star lire, for a trip of several
months abroad.
for

Mrs. Harriet M. Reed, a former resident
of this city, who has made her home in
Everett, Mass., for several years, has returned and is boarding with Mr. and Mrs.
M. J. Drummey.
Word has been received here of the
on June 9, at
Eureka, Cal., of Mrs.

Charleston,

of

spending

has been

death

lumber drives got in

Tibbetts,

Llnwood H Mitchell, of Chicopee Falla,
of the late Silas Mitchell, of

Mass., son
Ella worth,

KFICE.

Snnday night.

Note—'Those desiring Home Savings Hanks will be supplied with them
application. Correspondence solicited.

C.

«

Fred VV. Joy, of New York, is in Ellsworth for his annual vacation.
The Union river

CHAS. C- BURRILL, Treasurer.
CHAS- R. BURRILL, Assistant Treasurer.
on

MAIL CLOAKS AT rOAT

•Including Sundays,
tDally, except Monday.
$ Hally, except Saturday.
••For points on Washington County RRonly.
!Mt Desert Branch and Far Harbor only.

F. CARROLL BURRILL,
A. F.

RECEIVED.

MAILS

From Wrbt—*6.17 a ro, tl2.33. 4.20And
From East-it 67 a m, 5.35 and l( 43 pm.
GoWti West-1» SO a m, $i *5 and ♦Opm.
Going Raat—**7 a m, *«3 4\ J5 30 and J9 p

:

WHITCOMB, President,
of

In gtfert June 6, 1906.

Ieighton,

A.

Mrs. H. C. Woodward arrived Monday
from East port, for a visit of a few weeks.

Tryphena Cousins, formerly of Surry,
She was a
aged seventy-four years.
sister of Mrt. Samuel L. Lord.
Mrs. Alma R. Whittemore has opened
her bouse on Bridge hill for the summer.
Her son, H. W. Whittemore and his wife,
came w ith her last w eek, and remained a
few days, returning to Portland.
The steam yacht Karing, Capt. McKay,
by Mr. Clark, a summer resident of
Hancock Point, came to Ellswmrth last
week and was taken out on the marine
owned

railway

yard

at Curtis’

for

slight repairs.

Mrs. E. A. Lermond attended the annual
meeting of the State council, Daughters
of Liberty, as delegate from the Ellsworth

council,

at

Bangor

Wednesday.

last

Mrs.

vice-councillor.

Mrs. Marion L. Fullerton leaves to-day
for Gardiner, w here she will be employed.

Lermond

GENERAL INSURANCE.

Mrs. A. II. Gerrish, of Winter Harbor,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Julia A. Crab-

been

tree.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH, ME.

Miss Florence Smith arrived home last
week from New York for her summer vacation.

vacation. Miss Simonton has been reelected to the same position for the fourth

notice:.
Insurance does not cost but a trifle compared with
value of the property insured. Why go without it?
Write

O.

W.

or

call

Harry C. Mason, of Stonington, is
the spending a vacation of two weeks in
Dr.

on

grip

TAPLEY,

Ellsworth.

which confined him to

Smith and wife.

HAVE YOi: SEEN Ol'lt STEW

MEAT DEPARTMENT
We recognize the fact that if there is one thing people are particular about, it is the sweetness and cleanliness of the meat
they eat. We pride ourselves on the cleanliness of this department, and the care we give our meats. We have the Neatest
Meat-Cutting Rooiu in the City! Entirely new; per-

E. J. Walsh returned home Sunday from
South Weymouth, Mass.
His father’s
health is improved.

Buy.

We are

selling

a

particularly

cents.

WHITING BROS., General Store.
WE KEEP ALMOST EVERYTHING.

Wednesday evening,
“The Missouri Girl,”

etables and Groceries.

And if you

the

Meats, Vegmake

address to Schoodic
that

run “a

joy

purchases

happy

in the

home”

family

groceries, etc.,

that

line,

in this
poor

with

the

sell.

but you CAN

eatables;

unfailingly high grade

keep

meats,

Try us!

a

cut

Have

glasses
them ?

broken
your
you
or have you outgrown

Gardner,

and

tician.

the

STREET,

i—--—-.

a

of

guest of Mrs. H. L. Crabtree.

Your Troubles to

is

help

the

Cunningham,

attorney for

as

Bangor,

of

last week sold the Charles W\

The county commissioners last Thursg
hearing
Union River Telephone
o'
lege
constructing

day

tve a

on

William E.
ton

are

the

summer

Jude and Charles C. Knowl-

home

boy8

worth

of the

the

from Bowdoin

vacation.

college

The other

Ells-

Bowdoin—Parch°r, Joy

at

foi
and

Howe—remain for commencement week.
Knowlton will be employed during the
summer as

clerk in the

postoffice.

Next Sunday being the nearest Sunday
to St. John’s day, Rev. P. A. A. Killam
has invited Lygonia and Esoteric lodges

meeting

the annual

of

the

are

Harry

M.

Bellatty,

Maud E.

Bel-

aSiiert-Etnunta.

of all kinds for the

silver

Lucie M Smith

Essay—"Corporations”. ....Austin L Maducx
Music

Prophecy.M
Essay—"Famous Sieges”.Julia
Essay—"Woman as an Ir ventor,"

Beckwith
Cushman

Ruth Thomas Goodwin
Music

Essay—* The Discovery of America,”
Valedictory.Margaret Lorrett Dresser
Presentation of diplomas.Supt R E Mason
Address to clasB.Hon Lucllllus A Emery

to

the

church in

a

and

proceed

Frank

Bangor

last A-eek.

_

1858, Matthew Vassar was confounding of Vassar college*
he asked the advice of William Chambers,
the great
philanthropist and publisher, of
Edinburgh, who tried to dissuade him
from his purpose. He urged him rather
to apply the money to the founding of a

When,
sidering

in

the

school for the

deaf and dumb,

or

for the

feeble-minded, assuring him that his design for the higher education of women
was

absurd and
and could

?;ree,
ailure.

Music
♦Excused from

chimerical to the last debut end in ignominious

'aWjtrtiannnxtB.

delivery.

The class of ’05 numbered fourteen,
those.not having parts and whose names
do
not
appear on the programme,
are Rubie J. Gurney
and
Blanche E.

Raymond. The music for the exercises
by Monaghan’s orchestra of ten
pieces.
was

The class concert and

will

ball

take

place this evening. The concert will be
by the Lotus quartette, of Lewiston, assisted by M. M Dennett, also of Lewiston,
reader.

Music for

the dance which fol-

by Monaghan’s

lows will be

orchestra.

The supper will be served by the junior
class in the banquet room. Tables for the

graduating class and teachers will be
spread in the municipal court room. Both
these rooms are decorated in light blue
and white, the class colors of the juniors.
COMING EVENTS.

Wednesday evening, June 21, at Han-

store.

o’clock,
body.

hulls at 10

Reach.

high school.

Tickets at
*

Moore’s

drug-

*

Wednesday, June 28—Excursion of Congregational Sunday school to Swan’s
Children of

Island.
teen

years

of age,

the school under fif25

cents; others, 50

cents.

It returns in amusement and entertainment a hundred fold its cost. Without skill or effort you may always have
music in your home. Entertains the
guest plays for dancing, amuses the
family. An Edison Phonograph costs
from flu up, and Edison Gold-moulded
Records cost 35c each. Call and hear
the phonograph and see our tine stock
of PIANOS and ORGANS.

STAPLES, SMITH

&

MOODY,

FRANKLIN ST., ELLSWORTH.

DEMAND

XHEI

BEST.

and

w’ord for everyone which seemed

cheerful

tit her name, was a valuable asset in
her business and she was always a welcome

to

By hard

accumulated

w’ork she

considerable

take place to-morrow
afternoon, at 3
o’clock, at the Free street Baptist church,
Portland. A reception w’ill follow at the

the bride’s sister, Mrs. R. E.
Dewey, at South Portland. Mr. and Mrs.
Fisher w ill live at Astoria, Ore.
Frank John Sargent, a former Ellsworth man, died at Everett, Mass., June
Mr. Sargent en9, aged seventy years.
listed in Co. C. First Maine heavy artillery,
as a private, served through the war and
homo of

discharged

a

He

lieutenant.

was

vin,

who died last year, and
Ellsw orth. All three were w
a

wife and

Abraham,
ounded.

CHOCOLATES.

*

mThe Taste Teixs.**

»

TAKE!

IMO

SUBSTITUTE!

Don t You Need

a

New

Carriage

OR SOME WHEELS, AXLES OR OTHER PARTS ?

If you do
Several

Wagons.

you

new

can

diggers.

find

a

Also

Instalment plan

or

large stock
a

great

at my

variety

place,

at the lowest

of desirable

prices.

second-hand

easy terms.

one

S.

of
Mr.

SOUTH STREET,

L.

LORD,
ELLSWORTH.

one son.

county commissioners have been
making arrangements
for the board of prisoners, under the new
law. By the old law, the county paid the
sheriff an average of |2.50 a week for
board of prisoners. Under the law passed
by the last legislature, which goes into
effect July 1, the county commissioners
are required to buy the food for
prisoners, and provide for the cooking and
serving of it. It is probable that the new
law will make the care of prisoners more
The

MOORE’S
DRUG

STORE,

ELLSWORTH.

___4

j

j in session this week

you.

best

[

respective

Sargent leaves

Fourth.

Us,

—

cock hall—Graduation concert and ball of

visitor.
Maine

|

present at the morning service.
Members arc requested to meet at their

be

to

Very Suddenly.

Joseph H. West, one of the beat known
citizens of Franklin, died very suddenly
HANCOCK HALL PRETTILY DECORATED Sat urday evening at Tunk pond.
Mr. West, who was in the seventy-third
FOR THE OCCASION—CONCERT AND
year of bis age, accompanied by Mrs.
BALL THI8 EVENING.
West, had been enjoying a day’s fishing at
Tunk. He returned from the lake tired,
The graduation exercises of the class of but
apparently in his usual health, and
’06 of the Ellsworth high school were held
was driving to camp with his
wife, whoa
at Hancock hall this afternoon. The hall
he was stricken with heart disease and
looked its best in its gay dress of crimson I
died instantly.
and white, the class colors, with a liberal
Mr. West had a wide acquaintance in
and artistic distribution of green.
Hancock county, and was for many years
Strings of bunting supporting colored
prominent in the affairs bf his town. He
electric lights were festooned from the1 was
a member of the board of
selectmen,
ceiling and draped the front of the gal- and had held other offices in
the town.
lery. A large screen of evergreen formed His sudden death was a
great shock to the
a
pleasing background for the stage, community.
which was attractively set, the furnishMr. West leaves a
widow and one
ings being loaned for the occasion by C. daughter, Mrs.
Harry Collins, of Washing-*
R. Foster.
Ferns and crimson flowers
D.
C.
ton,
were bunched along the front of the stage.
Above the stage hung the class motto:
Cow Moose Shot at Gouldsboro.
“Labor Omnia Vincit“ (.Labor Conquers
19
Gouldsboro, June
(special)
All), in crimson letters on white ground.
A cow moose was shot on Gouldsboro
The class was escorted into the hall by Point
Saturday. Saturday night State
the junior class, Miss Mary
Davis, Warden Dyer arrived, and Sunday raornmarshal; Miss Margaret L. Dresser was ing be took charge of the carcass of the
marshal of the graduating class.
The moose.
class entered upon the stage from the
The affair has caused considerable exright, and took seats arranged in a semi- eitement, but no arrests have as yet been
circle. Principal W. H. Dresser and his made.
Several moose have been on the
assistants, John A. Scott. Misses Eva Point for some time, the first which have
,
Aiken and Helen
Campbell, and the been in this vicinity for four or five years.
speakers had seats upon the stage.
The programme was as follows:
For Deer Isle Ferry.
Music
The county
commissioners at their
Prayer.Rev J M Adams
special session in Ellsworth yosterday,
M ustc
rendered their decision granting the
Salutatory—Essay—111 Leveies of the Past,”
of Charles Scott, of North Deer
Helene Bernice Bellatty petition
History.A Ruth Fields Isle, for permission to establish a ferry between Sargentvilie and North Deer Isle.
Essay—"Successes of the Nineteenth Century”.Frances Evelyn Jordan^ The hearing on the petition took place
M usic
last week, and the petition was opposed
Essay—"Opportunity”.Sadie O'Connell by Frank Hardy, who at present has the
contract for carrying mails across the
Essay—"What and How to Read,”
ELLSWORTH HIGH SCHOOL.

Bucksport, Essay—"The True American”. ..Harry LGcrry
Mrs. Charlotte Thurston, ♦Essay—"Strange Peoples”. Georgietta F Jude

Morrison house at the southeast corner of
Pine and Hancock streets to Edgar Strout,
of Ellsworth.

Well Known Franklin Man Expired

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES OF

of

property. She owned propHistorical society, held at Brunswick yes- erty at Belfast valued at $8,000, and other
terday, Chief Justice A. P. W it well, of property elsewhere. She leaves a son and
daughter.
Ellsworth, was elected a member.
Miss Margaret Dresser will leave this
Miss Bonnie Marshall, of Des Moines, ;
la., was the guest of Miss Ray W’hiting evening for Portland where she will be
A luncheon and a
bridesmaid at the marriage of Miss Ethel
one day last week.
drive to Branch pond were given in her Frances Swett, formerly of Ellsw’orth, to
Earl Augustus Fisher. The w edding will
honor.
At

thing suitable

CANDO

O. P.

large

three brothers w’ho served in the same
company, the other brothers being Cal-

polish.

MAIN

Judge

June

a

of

E. F. ROBINSON,
23

photograph

of

Bangor, is in
attend the graduation conShe will remain a few days,

Ellsworth to

ates

If you can’t think of any

we can

Wednesday evening,

to next

It is important that there be
attendance.

was

and

—if it’s your eyes come in
consult a competent op-

from the

A GIFT?
Bring

Whatever it is

of

IT?

WHATJS

poned

M_ Fowler, of Ames, Iowa, and
Mrs. Fowler were the guests last week of
Harry E. Walker, principal of the high James A. McGown and wife. Mr. Fowler
school at Fort Fairfield, is in Ellsworth
is a native of Searsport, and is a nephew’
for the summer vacation. Mrs. Walker
of Mrs. McGown. He has not been East
arrived a few weeks ago.
l»efore for twenty years. He is the manMiss Annie R. Stock bridge has opened ager of the B. A. Lockwood Grain Co.
her cottage at Contention Cove. She has
Mary Christmas, the Armenian peddler
as guests this week Misses Mary A. Stockwho has visited Ellsworth for many’ years,
A.
and
Mary
Gaynor.
bridge
died
The smile

ELLSWORTH

That Headache?

P.,

K. of

The graduation exercises of the Surry
Road school, Winfred E. Clark, teacher,
The gradutook place Friday, June 16.

FLOYD & HAYNES,
MAIN 8TKEET,

lodge,

Portland Evening Express Saturday

cert and ball.

on

we

can’t

Portland, Conn., reSaturday for the summer

home

Owing to there being no quorum at the
last meeting of Donaqua lodge, K. of P.,
the nomination of officers has been post-

at

You

at our store.

com-

presented.

place.

Miss Grace

ALL your

in

year.

June snow ball taken by B. F. Joy, of
Ellsworth.

wise, you’ll

are

was

J. 1*. Simonton will go to Prospect
Harbor next Sunday to give a memorial

The

Advice to Brides.
buy

when the

Rev.

printed

If your husbund is wise he’ll let YOl

turned

Hancock hall

fair house at

Cnitarian church will be closed
during the months of July and August.
There will be services as usual next Sun-

tine

Corned Beef" at 7

last

edy,

was a

Tie

-SPECIAL.-

teaching

petition
Rev. C. B. Bromley, of Gouldsboro, will
Co., for the privipreach at the Methodist church Sundy
a
telephone line
in exchange with the pastor.
through plantations 33, 21 and 8. Ther<
Elisha T. Salisbury has been appointed w.?re no remonstrants and the petitior
local agent for the Great Eastern Casualty was granted.
and Indemnity Co., of New York.
E. H. Grcely has just sold to John I
Mrs. Chester Lowell Sloan, who has been
Kane, of Bar Harbor, a tine pair of chestthe guest of Miss Nan 1. Drummey for a nut mares for $1,300. One of the pair it
few days, returned to Boston Tuesday.
by Columbo, son of Bingen, and the
II. L. Gonzales, of Lowell, Mass., a either is by Philip, son of Nelson’s
former Ellsworth boy, Is visiting relatives Wilkes. The pair is well matched, and
can “step along" some.
in this city and vicinity for a few' wreeks.
There

screened.
can

attack

the house

Frank M. Smith and wife, of Bath, are
visiting Mr. Smith’s parents, Moses C.

BROS.

We Sell the BEST CORN-FED BEEF that Money
Our Prices are the Lowest.

an

M. Simonton, who has

Miss Catherine

several weeks.

DRY GOODS, SHALL WARES,
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, HATTING.

Fancy

M. S. Smith is out again after

elected State

28.

»

of

WHITING

fectly

Ellsworth.

was

JOSEPH H. WK8T DEAD.

CLASS OF ’05

Arnold J. Patten and Paul Dan forth.

HKICK.

—

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Commenced Business

TH Jft

C R Foster-Gasolene launch for wile.
In bankruptcy
Ket A Bird (Jouuh.
*•
-E»t Willard T Smith.
Chai lotte T Jone«- Hay cut.
Whiling Bros- Meats,' vegetables, groceries,
flour, dry good*. etcFloyd ft Haynes—Meat*. flsh and groceries
Pairick Kearna—Groceries, canned goods, etc.
K F Robinson—Jeweler.
WEST Eden
E M Humor—Mt Desert Bridge Corporation.
BangorWood ft Bishop Co—Stoves, furnaces, etc.
Poktland Mk:—
II Ilaxclton—Life assurance tnstruc••

Savings Bank

OF

I>|

tatty, Hattie E. Clark, Mary

CORNER OPP.

POSTOFFICE,

ELLSWORTH.

(Continued

on

paqe

5.)

_

Topic Fop the Week
H<uliinlnu Jane 2.'.

Wruy^r

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Our national heritage.—Isa. lv.
►13. (Home missions. This may also be
«aed

temperance topic.)
speaking of Christ in
as a

the opening
says, “Ami
of His fullness have all we received,
•nd grace for grace.” The addition of
In

chapter of his gospel John

only comes by
Inheritance. We
.Inherit a111 the good of the- ages that
In philosophy.
have gone before us.
In invention, in theology and in religious
experience we have the advantage of
all that has been thought out and accomplished in the past periods of huThe heritage of the
man
history.
American nation is a glorious one.
When we think of the priceless privileges and glorious advantages that we*
enjoy today as a nation as a result of
grace not
but also by

to

grace

growth,

God's blessing upon our godly ancestry we cannot be too thankful to God
and too appreciative of the sacrifices
and toils of those brave bands of men
who at great cost laid the foundation
of the republic, whose freedom and
manifold other blessings we enjoy today
ms un iuheritence that has cost us nothing. As a nation wo can truthfully
•ay, “The lines are fallen unto us in
pleasant places; yea, we have a good-

ly heritage.”
>ot the least of

our

national

EDITED BY

“Helpful

and

Mopeful

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It la for the mutual
henetit. and alio a t<* t** helpful and hopeful
Being f. r the eoro non good, ,l 1* for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Pleas. In this capacity It solicit*
communication*, and itssucce**depend* largely
Comon the support given it to this respectmunication* mupt I** signed, hut the name of
writer a 111 not he. pi In ted except hy permission.
Communications will »>e subject to approval or
rejection by the editor Of the column, but none
will Ik* rejected without good reason. Address
all com mu ideations to
The America*.
Ellsworth. Me.

Vy

THE RIVER or DREAMS-

The river

dream*

of

runs

silently

down

By

a secret way that no one knows;
But the soul lives on while the dr. amtide flows.
Through the gardens bright or the forests

Lydia £. Pinkhant’s
Vegetable Compound

And 4 think sometimes that our whole life wm«
To l>e more lhan half made up of dreams.
For Its changing sights and It* passing show*
And Its morning hopes and It* midnight fears
Are left »*ehlnd with the vanished years.
Onward, with cea*« less •» oilon.
The life stream flow* to the »cean.
And we follow the tl 'e, awake or a*leep.
TUI we see the dawn on love’s great deep.
Then the bar at the harl»or mouth 1* crossed
And the river of dre-nts lu the sea 1* los
—Henry I’aa Dyke.
Selected by Aunt Emma.

is a positive cure for all those painful
It will entirely
ailments of women.
cure the worst forms of Female ComOvarian
all
Inflamtroubles.
plaints,
mation and Ulceration. Falling and
Displacements of the Womb and consequent Spinal Weakness, and is
pecu iarlv adapted to the Change of
Life. Every time it will cure

Backache.
It has Cured more cases of Leueorrhtca than any other remedy the world
has ever known. It is almost infallible
in such cases. It dissolves and expels
Tumors from the Uterus in an early
stage of development. That

mess-

Dear M. B. Friend*:

tngs. inherited from those who have
Another week brings us together for a
gone before, are our religious blesschat again, and my opening remark will
itngs. The men who laid the foundabe that I misplaced in my desk the followtions of our republic were strong reBearing-down Feeling,
letter from Mrs. Ida Lane Dieter dated
causing pain, weight and headache, is
ligious men. The manliest men of the ing
March 1, of this year; and the fact that
instantly relieved and permanently
Itrorkl have always l>een religious men.
when the letter was written the mercury cured by its use.
Under all circumtthe religious privileges that should
38 degrees below zero, may j stances it acts in harmony with the
have been theirs by inheritance had registered
female system. It corrects
serve to cool the temperature of 85 degrees
been cut off by tyranny and oppresabove which we are experiencing at this
Irregularity,
sion, and to a new land they came
time.
and won them back for themselves
Suppressed or Painful Menstruation,
and handed them down to their children and their children's children, let
pm hope, until the end of time. These

latllci

blessings

itt~

are

ours

today—

Jhdth in Go<l, the Bible, the Sabbath
day, religious liberty and ail the minor
busings that go with these greater
possessions. And these priceless inare abundant proof that God
baM called us from among the nations
unknown when Isaiah wrote and that
•• a nation we have earnestly sought
the Lord our God and the Holy One of
Israel because He glorified God. Hitherto our national life has centered in
£od and in Christ, who glorified God.
And may it ever be so. Realizing that
■atlons as well as individuals should
*^eek first the kingdom of God," may
•or nation ever give God the first place
in its life and exalt that righteousness
which exalteth a nation and avoid sin,
Which is a reproach to any people.
The inheritor, to show his appreciation of his heritage, should use it well
And strive to pass it on to those who
tome after him in still better condition. One of the darkest facts in human history is that of wasted inheritances. In how many cases inherited
fortunes have been a curse rather than
■ blessing!
May it not be so with our
As
we
national inheritances.
have
fully received the gospel from those
have
who
gone before us. may we extend It throughout our land and hand
down
in
it
its purity and simplicity to
fooso who come after us. And as our
national ancestors lived close to God
and avoided the evils of life that de•troy, so may we also live, practicing,
above all things, that self control for
which they were noted and by means
of which they were able to do great
things for their God and for their felThus can we best thank God
lows.
and thank them for our goodly nationmi heritage.

heritances

BIB1.E

READINGS.

Ex. XX, 8-11; I Kings xv, 11-13; II
Kings rviil, 1-8; l‘s. xvi. 5-7; xxxiil 1210; Prov. lv, 25-27; xiv, 34; Acta i, 8;
Bom. ix, 1-5; x, 14, 13.
Objection

An

The
English
Times suggests

Box.

Christian
Endeavor
an attractive feature for Christian Endeavor meetings
an occasional objection box.
At one
time, for example, meml>ers might be
asked to bring to the meeting all the
objections they had heard raise 1
against foreign missions. Some skill
ful speaker of experience will be prepared to answer those objections and
to send the members away ready to
meet them with convincing argument
when they occur in the course of future
conversation.
At another time in a
similar way objections to the Christiau
Endeavor pledge might be considered,
or to our Christiau Endeavor consecration meeting, or to the practice of tith
as
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Dear Aunt
I am gUd
am

New

Endeavor.
sort of

Tribute

A

new

All ho.'!

Christi

the sturdy pine.
iiusterful ever,
o
Ar ! i.
turd!
product of ail.
Vhe Pin:! Suite's Christian Endeavor!
to

the

Maine.
number of Maine's
ieavor organ.)

to

fWritten !e.

\V:

st. .<• rf

n<* nr*-

>

Honor the state of th

Discouraged.

v

■

nperance

host.

never,
rm self con-

And honor that !v “her of
trol.
The Pledge State’s Christian K

Ieavor!

▲ cheer for the state that gave Longfellow birth.
The poet of young hearts forever.
And a cheer for that poem of God and of
Perennial Christian Endeavor!
And never may weakness or sfn or decay
These three from our banner dissever
Hot always may power and pureness and

youth
Be the glories of Christian Endeavor!
—Amos R. Wells.

Madge'
that

Indigestion,

Bloating, Flooding, Nervous Prostration, Headache, General Debility. Also

you enjoyed your collar, and
receive a letter from you at

Dizziness, Faintness,

to

ability,
lessness.

melancholy

Kidney Complaints

yourself

j

are on

East.

With kindest wishes to

Aunt Maria has

written

me a

to you all, and I am going to share
some of my own personal letter with you
too.
••Was there ever a June
It remind* roe of Lowell's

so

lovely

as

this?"

"And what Is so rare as a day In June?
Then, if ever, come |ierfect on ye;
Then Heaven trie* emit If Hi lie In tune.
And over It softly her warm ear Uve;
Whether we look, or wbeibrr we listen,
We bear life murmur or see It glisten,
Every clod feels a stir of might.
An Instinct within it, that reaches and towers,
And. groping blindly above It for light.
Climbs to a soul. In grass and flowers "

Why, the whole world seems bran new; even
men speak about It. Now, then, we will have
our jubilee when It Is best for ;ou and your

the

John—for we must have him, and It seems tome
that Surry Is the place best suited to convene
all hands—more centra), I mean. Down to G's
would be fine for she Is very near *a»t water,
but It would be so far for you Kluch 11 foUs.
Oh, Aunt Madge, I so w **h you were a
granger. Let me show you the La*e house:
A country tavern of old tiroes, set In am>ug the
trees, with a wide piazzi. hammock*, lawn
swings, rustic seats, wide « p- n doors, lovely
cool large rooms, a soft-tom*.i piano, prett\ pic
lace curtains. «il sorts of chairs >>d
tures.
couches and lovely fl wer* set in tmonir t» e
high bills with a pretty lake quite ii.nr ...,d
wide Helds.
Isn’t that
will make

all,

from your
Alnt Madge.

letter and

one

a

charming description?

us

all want to be grangers

She

Madyr and Frieade:
will I
r*>M« ion in
September,
>r .Mg* t»,. -ee to It better then,
mu
because
and of ri-ur-e ui w..> t
visitors from afar,
andal* > eurBa'^ut mure we have it it this—
let it i- »m 11 uvi.r salt water.
Now you bar* to this—1 saw “G.M last Satur
day at our New Century Pomona grange, and
didn’t we enjoy every minute we were together.
“Esther” was there, too, and I wish you could
all have been with us for it was a glorious time
in all ways. We held our Pomona at the Labe
bouse in Dedham—It is a lovely place—and
that’s one reason that we had such a good time.
You see we were all visiting, and that lightened
our work, and then we had an early morning
ride, r ad at this time of year such a ride is a
joy. It is so good to see the sun rise and hear
the sweet low bird-calls in the woods. Why. the
birds begin to sing and talk as early as 3 o’clock
in the morning! Did you know it?
Now 1 must tell you that we have real large
potatoes and peas, and all of our garden stuff
is growing fine. We shall have green peas the
fourth, sure, and I hope you all will too.
Here's best wishes to you all that you have a
Yours truly,
happy summer.
Acht Maria.
Aunt

Ye#,

Endeavor s<y
Japan
ciety—a Warriors’ Families' Endeavor
society, started in Yokosuka among the
families of sailors. The empress became
interested in the organization and sent a
generous contribution to its treasury.
It is established also at the Maizuru
naval yard and consists mostly of
families of sailors and cares for needy
relatives of absent seamen.
a new

Weakness of the Stomach,

Rochester, Mias.,j
\
March 1, Itttt

any time.
Extreme Lassitude, “don’t-care*’1 and
**
1 received your postal card and thought the
want-to-be-left-alone feeling, excitview of IlluehUI looked very natural. Many
irritability, nervousness, sleepthank* for the same.
or the
flatulency,
**
Tell Day, through the column, that later I will
These are
blues,” and backache.
give her a description of my home. And 1 sure indications of Female Weakness,
wonder if she knows that her husband is a first
For
some derangement of the Uterus.
cousin to me, our fathers being brothers.
Ask Dell if she will send me the address of
and Backache of either sear the Vegetathe firm where she got the Bluff to mend tin
ble Compound is unequaled.
with. And I think I know who Dell Is; ask her
if she remembers the “Day twins’*.
You can write Mrs. Pinkham about
I enjosed the wrltlugs about Longfellow ever
in strictest confidence.
so much. I think 1 shall spend the summer in
LIDIA E. PlXKHAl BED. CO., Ljbb, Km*.
Maine, and if 1 do I shall certainly attend the
reunion.
We have bad some very cold weather here, it into the absolutely billing salt d wmcr. If
being as cold as S8 degrees below zero Then cooked la a double toiler (or to a Are i*roof dt*h
one would not feel the cold as much as when It
on a grate In an Iron kettle) It will never burn
would be 10 or 12 degrees In Maine. We often (with plenty of water In the kettle or outer
take a ride of twenty-five or thirty miles.
boiler!, and will come to the table looking and
I promised to give a description of Rochester.
tasting right. It will not be Mmuah”. Cook
It is called “the city of homes**. It has beauti- yonr rice In the aame way only with much more
ful parks, twelve churches, fine public library, water (after washing li), then drain through
new Metropolitan theatre, sectarian and private
wire sieve or colander and you will have rice
schools, besides six public schools, Rochester boiled In whole kernel*, not a hard maaa ot
business and normal college, Rochester com- atarchy roll 1 blue stuff. More later If deMred.
mercial club, eight hotels, two dally and two
M. A. B
weekly papers. It lias three foundries and
This from M. A. B. from whom we are
machine shops, water works, electric light an«l i
always glad to hear is only a prelude to a
power plant, bottling works and a gas company.
shall have to enjoy next
It ha* a population of 6.0U0 and is located lOO longer letter you
miles south of St. Paul and Minneapolis, ft j week. We have never bad many ‘‘don’ts”
has four feed and grist mills, six grain elevators come to us, so your warning “don’ts” will
and stock yards. 1 will close now before 1 wear be all the mor$ quickly heeded. Here is
out my welcome. I will algo my maiden name
another one: Don’t forgot that Frances
as some of the sisters may know me by that.
Ridley Havergal is the subject for this
Ida J. I)at.
month; please send in your favorite poems
I hope you will be with us at the re- of her and your sketches of her life.
union. VTe will try to have it while you Those you sent of Miss Crosby were fine.

Dear

A

has

Lark St.,

always glad

rt-ce.,/

"AURT MADGE”.

(Original]
Itn Motto:

A

tttht* pag*9

Additional Onrafy Aw»,

»o«

Hancock Pomona
Divide*
divUion of the Hancock
granges into two Pomona* h»,
been made. The division wa#
entirci
harmonious, and due to the growth i
number of grange* and their
wide
tion.
Hancock Pomona had apread
over moat
of the county, and became too
large
one aet of officers to give
proper attention
to each individual grange. It
wa,
alble for one Pomona to viait the
dinate grange* in leaa than
twenty-eight
month*, which did not keep the
in
touch
with
the
ship
Pomona.
The county naturally divided
itaell |Bto
two Pomona* before the dtviaion
ieiam.
formal, Union river wa* the
natural
line.
When meeting* were
dividing

NEWS.

Lighting the Signal COUNTY

tUifcna&niifntfi,

Mutual Urntfit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

CHRISTIAN

we

A

Llnnw Like Lavender

Water.

The old theory of animal liking for
scents denied them any share in such
pleasures unless they suggested the
presence of their food or prey. Hut
such a reason can hardly Ik? alleged fo.*
a lion’s liking for lavender water. The
writer, wishing to test for himself the
reported fondness of many animals for
perfumes, paid a series of visits to the
zoological garden provided with bottles
of scent and a packet of cotton wool
and there tried some harmless experiments which apparently gave great
satisfaction to many of the inhabitants.
Lavender water was the favorite scent, i
and most of the lions and leopards
showed unqualified pleasure when the
scent was poured on the wool and put
into their cages.—Spectator.
Carnival Dancing.
the most picturesque

of the
Among
carnival festivities of Europe must be
classed that of the Gilles. or dancing
These
men, of Blnche, in Hainault.
men. 200 strong, in their rejnafkable
headdress of tall ostrich feathers and
their lace decked costume fringed with
bells, dance from an appointed place
to the town hall, bombarding the specArtators with oranges as they go.
rived at the town hall, the public Joins
in the fun. and soon some 5.1100 per
sons—men. women and children—may
be seen gayly waltzing around the
Grande place.
A

They

were

Rral

Mlwr.

dented at the supper ta-

ble.

“Say. ma.” queried little Dolly, “what
miser?*'
“A miser, my dear.” answered the
diplomatic mother as she glanced
across the table at her husband. “Is a
man who thinks his wife's hat should
not cost any more than his own.”
la

a

A horseman wearing a sombrero, ai.
embroidered Jacket aud trouser* dashed
up to a camp in n palm grove.
sentry,
"The president!” cried a
bringing his musket to a present
•'Tnru ont the guard!”
The horseman, without noticing the
sentry, the guard turned out in his
honor or a group of officers who rose
to salute him. threw himself to the
ground, while the commandant of the
outpost advanced to meet him.
"Major." said the president, -a plot
has been discovered to depose me and
make Itoderigues Sanchez dictator. Tonight wheu a signal tire is lighted on
the top of the peak overlooking your
eamp the revolutionists are to close in
on the city from different points, make
me a prisoner or murder me and proclaim Sanchez. Wc are not ready, nor
will we he till the troops ordered In
from the south arrive. You are to prevent at nil hazards the lighting of the
signal. You are not tot'o tills, revealing that the plot is discovered.
Do yon understand V
“I do. your excellency."
“Uemetnber. any failure on your part
and you shall bo shot tomorrow In the

Ckpt. C. M. Perkins
to

Mias Effie Bridges, of Boston, is visiting
sister, Mrs. J. L. Wardwell.
George O. Littlefield, of the battleship
Missouri, is at home for a week's visit.

memi*/

Presiding Elder F. L. Hayward, of
Orono, preached at the Methodist church
Friday evening.
A

committee of arrangements is prepar-

ing a Children’s day concert for Sunday
held
weat of I n ion river, the
evening, June 25.
representation
from the grangea eaat of the
Dexter C. Littlefield, whb is employed
river waa
at Bangor, si>ent two days with his family a mall, and when in the eastern
j

the weatern granges were
past week.
seldom
\
dented.
and
wife
son
L.
Wirdvell,
Gerald, j
Roy
In dividing the grange, Union
who have been visiting in town for two
river waa
adopted as the dividing line, except that
weeks, have returned to Augusta.
the grange* at North
Ellsworth snd
Bernard E. Varnum, a member of the
Mariaville were included in the
eastern
graduating class at Bucksport seminary, section. The
weatern, in which the
is at home clerking in hia father's store.
grange in Hancock county had its hirth
Merle Bridges, of Springfield, Mass., and reulna the charter of
Hancock Pomona’
Mrs. C. K. Bridges, of Chicopee Falls, The eastern aection lea*
organ iaed under
Mass., spent Sunday with friends in town. the name of Green Mountain
Pomona.
Julian Emery, of Salisbury Cove,
The Chase school league will have an
who
wa* master of Hancock
ice-cream social at the schoolhonae FriPomona, has reday evening. Proceeds for the benefit of signed that office, and is master of the
the league.
new Pomona.

repre-’

her** the

Mias
well

Mildred Wilson and Nella Wardhome from Castinc, where they
been attending the Eastern State

are

have

1

normal school.

IMl'i.AO

to

California

ami

Return,

The body of Mrs. Rose Snowman, who j from
Chicago May 1, 2, 5, », lo, 11, 12, u, ^ j*
died at Orland June 16, was brought to j 81 *ik1 Juno 1, round trip to San
rrancioco, Lot
this town for burial Sunday, June 18. Angelr*. Santa Ji*r»w*r» or Sacnuncnto. CWMrs. Snowman was formerly of this town, «•««. Milwaukee A *«. Paul Railway, Psloa
being the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Paciflc anil Hoot hem Pacific Line. Throat*
touriat sleeper* leave Union Paaa«o«er
Clement.
fiUtton,
Chicago. 1Q.2S p. m. dally, for principal polau
Mrs. Nora Mitchell and George Ix*aeh. la California.
of thia place, were married at Orland FriDouble berth In tourist alee* Int car all the
day evening, June 16, by Rev. C. H. Bry- way coal a only #7, and affonl a a comfortable
ant, of this place. The newly-married and ecoromlcal manner of crossing toe conth
couple are on a trip through the State. A i nent. T. A. tili'er, General Passenger Ayrat,
Chicago, or W. 8. ilffwcll, s*l Broadway, Sew
host of friends extend congratulations.

Sidney G. Varnum, the newly-elected
commissioner, is receiving minii ;
praise for the thorough manner in which |
he is putting the road* in order. Much of j
the improvement is due to removing large
rocks,* which have been allowed todemain

York -Adr<.

road

in the roads

for years.

JHrtu'cal.

Ellsworth

Citizens

Gladly Testify.
Perkins, the
four-year-old
It ia testimony like the follow ing that
daughter of Ospt. and Mrs. Reuben Perkins, of this place, was taken to tie
has placed “the old Quaker Remedy’’ so
Eastern Maine general hospital, Bangor,
When people
June 15, where she wan operated on for ; far above competitors.
appendicitis. The o pi rat ion was successful right here at home raise their voice m
and she is getting along as well as can j
praise there ia no room left for doubt.
be expected.
By request of the worthy grand patron, Read the public atAtement of an Ellsworth
thirty-tw o members of Penobscot chapter. citizen.
O. E. 8., visited the newly-organized
A. M. Frank, carpenter, of 27 High
chapter at Orland Friday evening, June
16, and exemplified the work of initiation.
A cordial welcome was extended, and the Htrcet, Ellsworth, Me., says: “About two
visiting chapter report a very enjoyable
I noticed my lack was growing
evening. The new chapter will be know n years ago
as Riverside, No. 123.
lame, and as time went on it became a regBorne of the progressive citizens at
ular thing to have backache and Anally I
South Penobscot have formed a transWilma

Me commanded.

portation

company, and have under cona gasoline boat, to be used on

struction

the river the coming

summer.
The hull
of the boat is well under way and will be
for
about
ready
launching
July 4. The
engine for the boat has arrived, and will
be
soon
put in place. Much interest is
being manifested in this new enterprise,
and its success is assured.

discovery.”

place.”

ncraJ1

her

The figure stood still for a moment,
then started on.
"Halt or I Are.”
"Jose, would jou kill your Juana?"
asked a soft voice.
"What! You Juana Sandiest?"
"Yes. I.”
"What are you doing here, sweet
her :-t ?"
"1 am about to light a signal Are."
"The plot to make your father dlotn
tor lias lieen discovered. Tome to me.
and 1 will try and get you away with"I shall light the signal.”
"Juana. I Implore you. desist, or 1
shall have to take you to the city,
where you will be allot. Mendoza will
not spare you because you are a woman."
Tbe girl without reply pushed on up
the peak.
"Juana, dear heart, come hack,” called her lover. "It is death either to you
or me.”
She (went on without reply till she
There was but
reached the summit.
one thing for Jose to do to prevent her
lighting the signal-to shoot her.
A match sputtered, she covering It
from the wind with her hands.
It
went out. and she
lighted another.
This time he saw that a bonAre bad
been prepared for her.
His revolver
was in his hand cocked, but he was
Irresolute.
The second match went
out.
There was one more chance* for
him to save his life by taking tiers.
Again he heard a scratch. This time
Tbe match
he raised his weapon.
blazed out. lighting up her face, lie
threw his revolver on the ground. She
touched the match to a bit of paper.
The signal was ablaze.
Jose descended tbe peak and called
his men to a rally on tbe center, thus
giving the signal lighter an opportunity to make her descent unobserved,
then waited in bis camp for the doom
that had been promised him in case
of failure.
It was not long before a
hundred horsemen dashed up. seized
him, placed him in their center and
rode away with him. He was taken
to tbe city, but had no sooner entered
than the gates were In possession of
the revolutionists.
His guard carried
him to the piaza. where the president
was marshaling his forces to resist the
attack. As soon as he saw Jose Alaman his eye was ablaze with fury.
"Stupid: Incompetent! The task I
gave you was simple.
Why did you
let the fellow slip through your lines?"
“It was not a man. but a woman. I
saw her
light the signal and could
have shot her before she did so.”
“And why didn't you?"
“Because I preferred to die in her

trip

F. Wardwell spent Sunday with
his mother here.

"Yes, your excellency.
Ix)iil« Mendoan. the president, turned
and galloped away. Major Jose Alnman 11s soon as It was dark posted Ills
men about the peak .as nearly In touch
The moon was nt the full,
ns possible.
ti great disadvantage to the revolution
Ists. and except when there were trees
or brush any one ascending the sugar
loaf peak would lie noticed. Jose Ala
unm, having made disposition of his
men. paced anxiously in front of his
tent till midnight. Then it oecurml to
him to test Ills cordon by trying to slip
through It. Stealing through a clump
of thick hushes midway between two
of his sentries, he penetrated the line,
lie was about to turn and change the
disposition when a stone fell from
above and rolled down nearly to where
he stood. Looking up. he saw something disappearing behind a rock. He
followed, again and again catching
sight of a dhn figure that. If it were a
man. Judging from Its garments, must
be a frocked priest. He chased tt to a
point near the crest, when suddenly he
saw it stand out clearly on a rook di
reotiy abo've him. It was a woman. To
reach her be must make a long detour,
but she was within reach of a shot
from his revolver.

out

a
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plaza.”

Halt there!

home after
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Boston.

June 19.

8uba.

WEST FRANKIJN.

Mias Janie Springer is expected home

Bangor

She will

soon.

Iieslie Clark and

Friday

Lewiston

spend

her

family

on a

arrived from

visit to Mr. Clark's

parents, S. 8. Clark andjwife.

days
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this condition

in

Kidney

couple of

a

from work for

off

was

helped

doaea

taken

Contlj- Pointer*.

Miss Fancier—A pure blooded terrier
like Buttons is about as costly a dog
Her Escort—No.
as there is, Jack.
There Is one that is much more expensive, the Wall street pointer that a
friend gives you^-Puck.

Mendoza called for a platoon, which
drawn up In the plaza, and Alaman was placed before It.
But the
r-t’er to fire was never given.
The
revolution itts burst Into the plaza,
shot flown most of the firing party and
made Mendoza and Jose Alaman priswas

oners.

Pennibus— Poor Scribbles is worried.
Inkerton—What's the trouble? Pennlbus—He's afraid he has lost his cunning as a humorist. The English magazines are beginning to copy his Jokes.—
Atlanta Constitution.

a'slopp/paste

What becomes of
not smoking?

by

the money

a man saves

That afternoon the door to Ataman’s
cell was thrown open, and Dona Juana
fell Into his arms.
It was Louis Meudoza Instead of
Jose Alaman who was shot in the
Central American republics
plaza.
find It Inconvenient to hare two presidents living.
HARRIET COWLEY.

The first

Pills.

I had

and, when

me

I

boxes

entirely

was

This last fall I contracted

cured.

a

remembered

attack.

another

Doan’s Kidney Pills

cold

store and

got

the aching
been

had cured

me

how
two

I went to E. Q. Moore's drug

so

years ago,

a

in

box.
my

They
back

soon

removed

ard I have uot

annoyed with it since.

For sale by all dealers.

Price 50 cents.

Foster-Mil burn Co., Bo Halo, N. Y., sole
agent, (or the United State*.

with ocstarted things

weather

bugs are
expected.

to

days.

hen I got Doan

at*home.

vacation

compelled

several

which settled in my kidneys and caused

Harold and Llovd ClarkJj are visiting
their grandmother, Mr*. Cynthia Clark.**
8. 8. Scam moil and E. O. Burnham have
received a car load of flour and grain from
the West.
from

was

in

evidence,

Remember the name—Doan's- and talce
no

other.

Uanfetng.

_Ch’e’ek.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

j

M iss Beatrice lies Hosiers, of Cambridge,
Mass., who has been visiting relatives
here, will return home next Saturday,

It what your money will
Invested In thares of (he

June 21.
Mrs.

Hannah

M.

GrindJe,

of

Bluehill,

has been visiting her granddaughter,
Mrs. Eliza 11. Perkins, returned home last

who

E.

A
<•

now

NEW SERIES

open,

Share«, 91 each; months

paymentsf 91 per

enare.

in

Travel—Tourist Hleepera to
California
are flr*t class In everything but name.
They
afford a most comfortable and economical way
of croaelng the continent. Berth rate, only $7
from Chicago to California. Round trip ticket,
Chicago to San Francisco, Lot Angeles, s>nta
Barbara or Sacramento, £62.50 on May 1, 2, S, 9,
10, 11, 12, IS, 29. SO, 81 and June 1, Chicago,
Milwaukee A St. Paul, Union Pacific
and
Southern Pacific Line. F. A. Miller. General
Pattenxtr Agent, Chicago, or W. 8. Unwell.
381, Broadway, Sew York Artvt.
Economy

if

Ellswortb Loan and Bnildica Ass’q.

Thursday, June;l5.
June 19.

earn

—

WHY FAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
■hares, five a first mortgage »na
Monthly
reduce It every month
payments and Interval together
will amount to but little
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 ye\r® you
will

n^re

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
w

particular® Inquire of

UnftKT w. OOtHMAJl. Set yFirst Nat‘1 Bant Hid?K:®o. P resident.

Abbrrtiftmtnta.

EAT LUNCHEON BEEF

That yon shall do at once.

Cause For Alarm.
Dear Aunt Madge:
I have long read the recipes for cooking with
pleasure but in the course of my daily life I
have found more occasion to use protests than
recipes. So 1 send a few “donls”.
Don’t begin the dag and spoil the breakfast
by stirring the oatmeal into a gluey mass, or
like substance. If
worse, into
you must c£ok oatmeal (and many desire it), do
not stir it at all after it is all well stirred at first

PENOBSCOT.

•*

Neither Corned Beet nor /toast Beet
but much more delicious than either

"

ft,This delicate and delicious meat retains
all its juices, possessing the taste and savor
of fresh meat. G, It is a palatable prepared
luncheon—just the thing for picnics and

COUNTY NEWS.
Omwlyl jVl..

for

n*h*r

...

pngft

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU,

KLL8WORTH

Mrs.

Jam* Hmith, of Augusta, aged
sixty-1 hree years, was burned to death by
the explosion of a
lamp last week.
The State of Maine
club, of Boston,
will open its clubhouse at the corner of
Ashburton place and Somerset street to-

MAKKKTS.

CAPT. KIDD’S GOLD.

WkdhkidiTi June 21,1905.

Story

Search for Treasure at.
MklRI LAW IROAUtlVO WK1QHTS AMD
Brimstone Island Years Ago.
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall welch 60
NORTH 8ULUVAN.
South Derr Ihlk, June 17
pounds, and a hushel of Turks Island salt shall
(special)—
Monroe- Gordon returned borne U«t
I read a few weeks ago an article
welsh 70 pounds.
about
York.
New
from
week
The standard weight of a bushei «rf potato*'*
Capt. Kidd’s treasure, which reminded
in visiting
in good order and fit for shipping I* 60 pou~lf>.
me of an incident which came under
MilMi Ethel Gerry, of Cariboo,
my
of apples, 44 pounds.
West Hollivan.
day.
observation some fifty years ago.
,t It. ft. Ileeey’e,
The standard weight of a bushel of Deans Id
C. W. Jenner,
has moved his family from
In
of
the
Jewett
the
of
manager
1860
fin
year
Dennys- good order and flt for shipping, Is 62 pounds
old gentleman
AJbert
house to his home here. villc Lumber Co., East
port, died suddenly Of wheat, beets, ruta-bags turnips and peas, 6* | drove into the village on the western side
He Austin Havey
last Wednesday, of paralytic shock. His
of
Deer
Isle
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cracked corn, 1 30 gl 35 Cotton seed meai,
of the dealer and sender, as prompt free
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In the days of our grandfathers, carpets
DEER ISLE.
Bulletin 116
circumstances will allow'.
Mrs. F. O. McCollum, of Cambridge, will be sent free to all residents of Maine were a luxury. There were a few woolen
carpets in Philadelphia and New York, a
is visiting her parents, Thomas Green and w ho
apply to the Agricultural Experi- few
ingrains, and here and there an imwife.
ment station, Orono.
Turkish rug. But these were used
ported
Swan’s
went
to
Miss

Jessie Johnson
Island this week, where she will have

a

class in music.

William Patten, principal of our high
school, left for Bangor Wednesday. We
are glad to hear he returns again for another year.
Miss Lizzie Burns, who has been at A.
O. Gross' during the winter, returns to
Atlartic Thursday to open her summer

hotel, “The Anchorage.’’
Among the captains who

are

at home

this week are C. A. Haskell, of schooner
Mary A. Hall, w'ho is loading stone at
Htonington; Capt. E. T. Marshall, Capt.
Charles Haskell and Capt. Ed. A.'Richardson.
The latter has not been at home for
over a year, and he only stays a few days
while his four-master, Medford, is loading in Baltimore.
S.
June 19.
OTIS.
P. L. Speed, of Bangor,

spending

is

a

few weeks in town.

Mary Black, of Bangor, is visiting relatives here and at Mariaville for a few
weeks.

Field strawberries are beginning to
ripen. Edith Salisbury picked several
June 9.
The recent rain

improve the

was

much needed

grass which

is

not

good

to
in

this section this year.
Blanche Kincaid came here from Waltham, Mass., to spend her vacation with
her father and brothers.
Mrs. Angie Morey and children caine
from Bangor Saturday, for the season.
They will board at Tibbetts’.

Harry Salisbury and wife
congratulations on the birth

are

of

—Eunice Muriel—born June 5.
June 19.

a

in Maine of whose

MVUJUAX’S

ANTIC'S.

for state

occasions.

glory of

a

A

rag

carpet

was

the

thrifty housewife.

A few Axin Philadelminster
but tne century was well begun
They Eielted CnHfy'i Cariosity anti
before
ingrains appeared. Until 1850
lit* Got uti Explanation.
there w*as not a power loom for carpet
Casey and Mulligan lived in adjoin- i making in America.
mg tenements. Casey was looking out

carpets

phia,

Ids front window one afternoon
he saw Mulligan go through the
street door on the run. In a few moments ho returned, still running. On
the next night Casey saw Mulligan rel«*at the performance. Casey told his
wife there must lie sickness iu the
Mulligan household, but Mrs. Casey
said no. On the third day Casey again
saw Mulligun dash out of the door and
return on the run. On the fourth night
Casey saw Mulligan leave the house
with a skipping rope and go down the
street skipping the rope. When he returned he was still skipping the rope.
Tills was the last straw to Casey's alHe
ready overburdened curiosity.
watched and when Mulligan was ouy
went to his home.
"Is there anythin’ I can do for you,
What
Mrs. Mulligan';" he asked her.
for?” asked Mrs. Mulligan. "Sliure,
and your husband has gone daft,” said
Casey. "I seen him run out of the
house and run back ag'in three nights
and the fourth go out skippin' a rope.”
“Oh, that's nothin’,” said Mrs. Mulligan. "The doctor was here last week.
Mike bein’ by way of ailin', and gave
him four pills. ‘Take three ruunin' and
skip the fourth,’ sez he. ‘and that's
what Mike has been doin'.’ ’’—New
York Tribune.
of

were

made

antcrtiBnnnita.

wlieu

BromVsfnir

in acute attacks of in*

Norway

Medicine

Co., Norway,

Complete information sent free
receipt of coupon with blank
lines filled.

he is.

F. A. MILLER,
General Passenger Agent,
CHICAGO.

To Cure a Cold In One Day
Take LAXATIVE BBOMO QUININE Tablets
All druggists refund the money If It fails to cur©
E. W. Giotc’s signature la on each box. 28c.

Dreamy

doors.

illustrated booklet entitled “Central

Massachusetts”,

the other
Country &

and two

cents also

Take

for

booklet entitled “The Hoosao
Deerfield Valley”.

A blessing alike to young and old; Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry; nature*#
specific for dysentery, diarrhea and summer

complaint.—Advt.

flbbertistmentB.'

CLARION QUALITY MEANS I
ECONOMY
Economy in fuel, which is important, but also economy in
attention, which is imperative.
Very few housewives have
time to bother with

a poor
range even if they do
not have to consider the food it
spoils and the fuel it wastes.
Better start right and be sure
of right results with the bake-

cooking

of a Clarion.
See the CLARION agent,
write US.
even oven

THE IMPERIAL CLARIOtt
ESTABLISHED

WOOIXG BISHOP CO.,

1839.

Sold

or

BangorrMe.

by J. P. ELDRIDGE, Ellsworth, Me.

Follow tiie Flag 99
to

Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and
Omaha, making direct connections for Texas,
Mexico, Colorado, Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Fast
Vestlbuled
Trains JJaiSy

and
Seattle, Tacoma and all intermediate points.

Tourist Carr, for Chicago (berth, $?.75\ connecting with Tourist Cars for all points
west, leave Boston on fimous “Continental Limited"
Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, connecting at Rotterdam Junction with same train
from New York, came days.
Reclining Chair Cars (Seatn FREE).
Privilege oi Stopping Gil 10 Days at Niagara Falls.
For reservation of ,nu/.'ma9 Palace Car S*eef-ing-Rtrihs, also Pullman TouristCar Ilerths, Rates,etc.
,affly to
H B.
J.D.Mc^EtTH.N.E-P.V l^G WsishimrtonSt .Bouton.
Mc^LELLAN, «.E. A ,33?
C. H.LATi A,8.E.r A 13th&Chestnit St*..,?hiU, J E.BARRY.TouristAk*.,'78Wishinirton St.,Bouton.

in California

Milwaukee ft St.
and

Paul,

Southern Pacific Line

Name___
Street

address__

City_
Probable

State

destination____

CALIFORNIA

To Cure

%

Dick—Dey say dat fortune
knocks wunst at ev’ry feller’s door.
Plodding Pete—Huh! Dat ain’t much
conserlation ter us guys wot ain’t got no

Western Massachusetts among the Hoosao

Me.

When a woman has matrimonial designs
receiving on a man she doesn’t let him think she
daughter thinks he isn’t what he thinks she thinks
Davis.

men

on

W. S. HOWELL,
Gen'l Eastern Agent, 381 Broadway,
NEW YORK CITY,

an

its

This is the route of The Overland Limited, leaving Union
Passenger Station, Chicago, 6.05 p. m., and The California
Express at 10.25 P- m- The California Express carries tourist
sleeping cars to California every day. Both trains carry
through standard sleepers.

digestion and bowel troubles,
cuts, burns, sprains, bruises,
insect bites, chilblains, etc.
It’s the best household remedy
in the world. 25c. All dealers.
Warranted to cure.

accommodations

proximity to
region for businoM

ful

Union Pacific

PAIN
once

hotel

a
city
desiring summer homes.
I, The Deerfield valley and that portion of

Central Massachusetts, a delightful region, is noted for its healthful climate.
In fact, such towns as Jefferson, Rutland,
Barre, etc., are recognized by the medical
profession as among the most healthful
resorts in the country, especially for per
sons suffering w ith any
pulmonary affec-

Chicago,

Stops
At

The

The trade in the Orient is opening up.
Our exports to Japan and China multiplied
during the last year.
There will soon he a tremendous increase in
the trade of tha Pacific Coast cities with the Far
East.
Big opportunities for the man who lives there.
Why not look the field over?
Only $62.50, Chicago to San Francisco or Los
Angeles and return, May 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
29, 3°. 31. June 1, August 6, 7, 8, 9, 1 o, 1 1, 12, 13,
and 14, 1905. Tickets good for return for 90 days.
Rate for a double berth in a comfortable tourist sleeper from Chicago to San I'rancisco, Los
Angeles, Santa Barbara, and many other points
in California,only $7. Through train'service from
Union Passenger Station, Chicago, via the

■

broken

tion.

and because of
I excellent,
the
it is
favorite

are regions where
landscape
Marblehead, Swampscott, Salem,. Beverly, Mountains
beauty and delicious atmosphere arc tno
Clifton, Devereux, Manchester-by-the- attributes. Persons desiring
full inforsea, Rockport, Montserrat and Gloucester;
mation concerning the resorts of Massabut this is not all, r**tber but a small por- chusetts should send a two-cent stamp to
the
General Passenger Department, Boston
tion of the vacation grounds of the Bay
& Maine Kailroad, Boston, for the beautistate.

Opportunities

Vm??**

Rainbow grange is in a prosperous condition. The members have Just been having a literary contest w hich has been the
means of bringing in several new names.
June 19.
D. J. W.

Central Massachusetts.
Massachusetts boasts of a shore section
which is known not only throughout the
United States, but throughout the civilized world. The north shore of Massachusetts contains such famouA resorts as

Laxative Bromo

a

Cold In One

Day

Quinine Tablets, /s
^ &//,

Seven Million boxes sold in past 12 months.

This

Signature,

Caret Crip
hi Two Days.
on every
box. 23c.

LOCAL AND POLITICAL

A

The person who shot that cow moose at
Goulds boro last Saturday may find It a

JOURNAL

WEDNKSOAY AFTERNOON

EVERY

shot.

expensive

very

PUBLISHED

into politics is the advice of E. W
Burrill, of New Century arrange, to tb«
grangers of Hancock county.
Get

AT

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,
BT 1 BE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor sad Manager.
W. H. TITUS, Associate Editor.

Southwestern Hancock county
Ellsworth one better. Snow flurries

ftibKription Price—6*2 00 a year; $1.00 for all
month*.; 50 cent* tor tnroe month*; If pafc
strict\v In advance, $1 50, 75 and So cent
respectively All arrearages are reckoned
the rate of 12 per year.
AdvertUin* Rate**—Are reasonable, and wli
be made known on application.

reported

from there

goei
wer<

Monday.

on

Surry, is raising
the cotton for Ellsworth’s proposed mill
He sends a sample gathered last week.
Chat to, of East

Capt.

BusltM-bD commnnlcr.tlona should be addreswi
to, and all money orders made payable to Till
Ella
Hanoh.k uupsnr I’lblishisu co.,
worth Maine.

send*

H. Remick, of Marlboro,

Mrs. S.

_

partridge with her ten children,
becoming quite tame, is attracting many to drive along a pretty wood road
where the delightful family may be found
at anj* time without tbe least shyness,
writes our Otis
correspondent. “One
baby partridge was caught, petted, named
“A

which are

|
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and let go, to come aga
its name was called.”

| reunion
next

and again when

n

Smiths get together at that
Molasses
pond. East brook,

If all the

1/

Quarter 6*±

at

Saturday, they, will drink dry that
Kalugador spring. Sweeter water

famous

This week’s edition of The
American is 2,2’>0 copies.

found

cannot be

in

And

Maine.

why

shore of

sweet—on the

be

it

shouldn't

Molasses pond, at the foot of Sugar hill.
“Alice

Sounds

2,43;

Average for the year of 1904,

we
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recommendations for their remedy;
seoODd, to discover what if any
methods can be adopted to contribute
Such
to economical administration.
overhauling of their affairs is not
generally welcomed by the heads of

|

methods in the postoffice department,
the recent defalcation in the Smithsonian Institute, the recent manifest
tnal-administration in the General

l\Jte
expect

to

almost

warrant

differences which had developed between
the two nations.
Japan
steadfastly declined to Bend representatives to any meeting place in
Europe, other than London, fearing
that they would be more or less influenced by the hostile sentiment with
which they would be surrounded in

Paris, Geneva

perhaps

or

Hague. Russia
hand, opposed to

The

the other
meeting in Asia,

was, on
a

and the United States
natural

even

seemed

the

ground

_

Aroostook

them to meet elsewhere for a time.
That is, they may meet and organize
in Washington, then adjourn to some
northern summer resort. Bar Harbor

being suggea.ed, and then return to
Washington for their closing sessions.
Assistant Attorney General.
Attorney General H. E. Hamlin on Sat-

urday
Judge

announced

the

appointment

of

long

Bar Harbor buck boards,

famous in

abroad.
this country, are becoming
Recently one was shipped to Count Coiuad
von Hock berg, at Obersohleim, and^ist
week another was sent to Prma, of Peas.
Another will shortly be sent to Corrina,
Spain. The above, from ,4he Lewiston
Journal, is correct except in the intimaknown

tion

that

factories

1

to

a

thing is very certain, Mr. Sanford
perfectly right when he says that the
people of Ellsworth have never appreciOne

is

ated that water power that has been flowI
ing by them for so many, many years.
think

he

is

right

also

that there is not

another one just like it anywhere in the
Statv. The lumber being so well cut off,
it is bound to show far greater financial

of

and take.

the

of

fame

something

the

and

Ellsworth

at

Harbor.

’_

the work of

would do credit to

political machine,

laying wire* that
a
highly-organised

has been in

progress.

contest, which is entirely friendly,
has now narrowed down to Prof. E. A.
Cooper, former head of the commercial
department of the seminary, and James
Brooks, of the Bangor high school. The
contest will probably be settled at a meet-

The

ing of the trustees in Bangor next Friday.
A
has

worthy
stepped

arena,

cat

with

into the

an

illustrious

Hancock

prices competitors

and all the cats before

reported

••

changed

good

litical

taken

out

and this tube restored

to

Its norma!

condition, bearing will be destroyed forever
nine cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh
which la nothing but an Inflamed condition oi
the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for anj
ease of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that can
not be cured t»y Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Send fo
circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY * CO, Toledo, O.
Sold by Drugs Isis, 75c.
Take Hall’s
Pllla for constipation.

finally

goods

depend

right.
leading departments

tism enable
where

a

man

others

fail.

statistics of

Sanford, but I do know that a cotton yarn
mill, under modern methods, is a moneymaking institution. I believe that the
water in the Union river and the atmosphere up and down that river are good for
the manufacture of cotton goods or cotton

Suits from

the

Fortunate is the
envy

He is

once.

the ablest business

very wealthy,
and

men,

one

of

one

Coats,

whose wife

mau

in the country. From my intiith him I have learned a good deal

best known

macy w
about the cotton

applies

industry, especially

as

CUT—Having disposed of my horses.

HAY

to make arrangements with a
U> cot and make my hay for the
Charuottr T. Jam a*. Ellsworth.

season.

JFot Sal*.

it

part of country, and it is |
that the future under modern
methods and with modern ma-

to this

my belief
business

chinery w ill be better
point of view than has
enoed in the past.
management.

from
ever

It is all

a

financial

LAUNCH
to C.

Apply

It.

Eighteen feet
Fosr a

a,

Ells-

Chfckett cot tag*- at Contention Cove.
Inquire of Ksi.rn H.
Cr.ocRRTT. Rockland. Me.

C->TTkfiE—The

been

a

AltOLESE

("iJ h,00K-

expertquestion of

Horse, with black points;
1.100 pounds; young and
Mr*. John Whitmore,

HOR8E—Bay
weight about

I hope if Mr. Sanford is responsible—
and I presume he is—that the good people
of Ellsworth will succeed in inducing him
to locate in the dear old town, and that
they will do everything they can to encourage him to establish his plant on the
Union river.
James A. Davis.

sound.

Bayslde.

Apply

to

to change of loat a bargain, all
good*
general merchandise,
located in Lamoiue Orange Store, situated in
I^amolne; a!*o rent of said *tore.
W. P.
Hutchings. Lamoiue. Me.

MERCHANDISE—Owing
cation, I offer for sale
stock
of
of

my

I.

The

only place

to

get bargaina

store that advertises

is at

are

BALE

At HANCOCK HOUSE STABLE.
Several good business Horses, new and second
hand Carnages. Harnesses. Agent for H. A
Moyer’s Fine Carriages. Everything as repre
tented or no sale. Terms reasonable.
r. m. «iouLi».

Ilome-grown grade

NOTICE.
of Mount Desert Bridge
notified that the
corporation will ue
held at Us toll house in Trenton, ou the
second Monday of July next, at two o’clock
p. m for the following purposes, vis.:
First. To choose officers for said corpora*
tion for the ensuing year
Second. To transact such other business as
; may legally come before said meeting.
E. M. Hamor. Clerk.
;
West Eden, Juue 15,1906.

proprietors
THECorporation
hereby
snuual meeting of said

Sourruscmtius.

FOR

£paial Kotlcit.

the

for your trade.

!

of

PEAS FOR SEED

EL.LS WORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
NO

v

ANHKk/

WEST ESD

ELLSWORTH,

MR.

RESTAURANT.

ASSESSORS'

NOTICE.1

Meals and Lunches at all hours. A
The assessors of Ellsworth will lie
Mrs. S. A.
pood dinner for 25c.
Moore, Water Street, Kllswortli. in session at the mayor and’aldermen's
Room*

room,

formerly occupied by P. 8. Bowden.

INSURANCE SOLICITORS.
NOTICK: If you are an insurance man and
are 1 ok hie for a good opportunity.. NOW 18
YOUR CH ANCE. A fcrstelass Company writ
TO

inu

11 KALI rl

AMI

All.lUKnl

Hancock hall

Wednesday of
ginning June 1, 1905.
last

of

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ella
for those
worth to support
HAVING
be-d a««:stai>ee during the n**xt Are
and care

u:«v

wix

jrean

ami art? legal residents of Ellsworth. 1 fcrbkJ
all persons trusting them on my eccount, as
there is plenty of room and accommodations to
care lor them at the City Farmhouse.
M. 4 Dtnjimwr.

Clgarphone Id Your Mouth
It is the
everyone thinks it a Cigar.
Joket
greatest musicale ever got up.
played with it as well aa the latest tunes.
Address C. D. McGowv
Price 10
cent*.
Medford. Mass.

and

Send Postal for my 1 Hum rated Catalogue
of Books. Pictures aad Frames, Toys, Games
Tricks. Fancy Goods, Jewelry and HousehoR
Specialties. C. D. McGoww, Medford. Mass

if
l'

5 to

15 1

Main Coats.

5 to

15

1 to

5

Silk

Petticoats,
#3
Waists,
1
Wash.Waists,

5 to

lO

Silk

to #7.50
to

J

.1.50

DRESS GOODS and SILKS.

CARPET SEASON OPENS.
The Carpet buying has begun in earnest. This store stands ready to
figure on any sort of tioor-eovering for any amount of space. The best service
is-at your disposal, and the fullest and most complete line to choose from. We
offer specially good trades in

MATTINGS. FLOOR OIL CLOTHS.
LINOLEUMS, RUGS. ART SQUARES, AND NOVELTIES IN
WOOL CARPETING.

A CURTAIN SALE.
This sale embodies I,ace Curtains, liuliied Muslin Curtains. Swiss, Irish
Point, Portieres, Couch Covers and a full line of Draperies and Furniture

Covering.
We devote a whole room to Carpetings and
carry the largest stock iu the city.

HOSIERY AND

Draperies.

We

UNDERWEAR.

The merit, the honesty and the price fairness prevailing in the Hosiery
and Underwear end of our business have won for it an enviable reputation.
Spring showing is now most complete, and the choosing-time is here. We
make a specialty of Children's llose, aud think we have the licst and most
for children sold anywhere.
line of I a 1 -tic hose for Men. t.adies. Misses and Children;
also our 23c line.
If you buy hosiery from us once you will never buy anywhere else

satisfactory hosiery
See

our

afterwards.

GLOVES, CORSETS AND MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.
If you want goods which give satisfaction, don't past these departments.
The assortment is enormous, and prices as moderate as inferior goods are sold
for.

LACES AND TRIMMING.
Our store is known for taste and up-to-date goods in that line.
want the style, look these over.

If you

Our Shoe Store.
We devote a separate store to Hoots and
Shoes. We carry the largest stock and assoriment in the city. All widths, styles
dies for Men, Women and Children. If
want shoes that tit, up-io-date In style
in any quality, we have them.
We are great believers in children,

and
yon
and

and
comfortable.
For that
reason we carry more of an assortment in
Children's Shoes than all the other dealers

in making them

building,

on

The reason we sell so many shoes for
Children is simply because we better supply
the Children’s needs than others do. Kvery
requirement, lit, shape, looks, wear, and
moderate prices.
Newest

each month, be-

anil

Hoys' Shoes,
Youths’ Shoes,
Men’s Shoes,
Ladies’ Boots,
Ladies' Oxfords,

Do you wish

to get a pos tion In the city? Why
equip yourself for one by taking a corresin sbonnand an*1 typewriting,
course
pondence
and studying during your leisure hours? Write
to-day for full inlonw.tion and rccommenda-'
tlons. Te« ms reasonable, and easy payments.
Supplies furnished. *!•»» Tibt>-its’ frhurt-

not

8 tamo

Men’s

sensible.
Our Assortment is so large that we know we can please you.
Our price on Children’s Shoes is from
25c to *2.00
Misses' Shoes,
#1.00 to 2.50

WHY NOT LEARN SHORTHAND?

Schoot.The

In

more

Assessors.

hand

F stolons

Laities’ Shoes—Styles you eau't gut elsewhere. The Hump last is the latest. Al! are i>ip toe. Military heel. It’s
the Head swell; you ought to see it. Of.course we have other lasts perhaps a little

F. 15. Aiken,
Gf.o. W. Fatten,
IjEvi VV. Bennett,

INSUR-

ANCE lias recently been admitted to the rotate
Maine and desire* a manager for **ach county.
If you are experienced, ean furnish good references. and PRODOCK GOOD RE8ULT8,
YOU AKK THE MAN WE WANT
Apply at
once! PKEKLIUU CASUALTY CO., Box 284,
KEENE, N. H.

lO

combined.

aitjmisnnmta.

B. ESTEY Sl CO.,
KRIPGK,

nre

and

will ceaae ou same, on and after Jaly 1,1965, to
wit:
Nos. 71, 72, 73, 74. each of denomination of
1100 of issue of Jn'y 1, 1*92.
Nos. 67, 58, each of denomination of fftOOof
issue of July 1, 1002.
Nos. 50. 51, each of denomination of #1,000 of
issue of Jaly 1, 1892.
A. F. Paok, Treasurer.
Bucksport. Me.. June 3, 1905.

AH kindlaundry work done at short notice.
Goods c*l’od for and delivered
H

the

that

payment,

Long Instance Telephone.

PA t

NOTICE.
is

hereby given
following
of Bucksport Bonds
>TOTICE
| described
called in for
that the interest

to

An enormous assortment and all the new weaves. 'Particular attention is
called to the new weave—the Panama Cloth—at 73c and $1, and Mohairs
from 50c to $ 1.30 per yard.

DO

town

Ellsworth Greenhouse.

•»

bPBCIAL NOTICE.
not trespass In Cnniculocus Park. I
demand protection to life and property
from tbe county of Hancock, the Mtate of
Maine, and the Uuite'* State* of America.
Mary C. Prktz Austin.

lOK

Petticoats,

doesn't

A

to

I-adles' and Misses'

spinster.

a

# 7.50 to #20

Walking Skirts £.50
Dress Skirts,
5

resident of this
county office of

a
a

I desire
suitable party

of the

Department.

Almanac ”.

The print also shows
up-river sections—the
the population, the tax rate, the vote
in qor days to succeed ! area,
at past elections, and the statement that
Those who do not

Modern business practice and
years.
modern methods with practical conserva-

...

|lof

offering
cheap,

invite.
in,

given

cheaper.

Our Cloak

name

county

—

-:

good, liberal, broad-gaugeiHiop

remarkably strong.

Bar

The contest for the office of principal of
Bucksport seminary waxes warm. Ever
since las: spring when it was announced
that President Bender had determined to

resign,

methods,
Many

Dry

buck board

backboards have for years been shipped
to far corners of the earth, from the Davis
both

money-spending
honesty.
thoroughly
prices just,

doing

Warren C.

17. of M. Graduates.
the Hancock county graduate a
I Among
of the University of Maine were Byro a
»H. Chatto, of East Surry, with degree < f
B. S. in electrical engineering, and Josep h
H. Doyle, of Franklin, L. L. B. in eoUeg e
oi law.

goods
Many

has

“Bar Harbor”

new.

Phil brook, of Waterville, acknowledge the czar. Thomas Brackett
an assistant attorney general
an office
Reed is the name of this cat which weighs
created by the last legislature, with an
twenty-three pounds. He is owned by
Fred Robbins, of Blast Sullivan. Here we
| fl,800 salary attached.
Judge Phil brook was born in Sedgwick, have the record of Hancock county’s
j) Nov. 30, 1857. He attended the village heavy-weight cats so far reported, in the
n schools of Castine, Eastern State normal
order of their weights:
‘school in that town and the Waterville "Thumas Brackett
Beed,” E. Sullivan,... 23 lb«
l: Classical institute, and was graduated '‘Stonewall Jackson,” North Sedgwick, Wtf
.18 '•
[ -from Colby college in 1882. He studied • Park. r*a Pet,” BluehlU
law in the offices of E. F. Webb and •‘Ilenry Clay,” Sorrento. 15
iteuhen Foster, but after graduating from '•Dick.” Bluehill.15
Colby taught for a year in the Farmington "Snowball,” Surry.14
.'normal school, and after another year’i
Bring on your heavy-weights; wild cats
‘course at law became principal of th«
are barred.
Waterville high school, which position h«
“You don’t agree, then, that ‘seeing is
filled for three years, resigning to finis!
■*
“Not much! I see some peobelieving?’
U'his legal education,
j He was admitted to thf Kennebec bar ple every day that I never could believe.”
Oct. 21, 1884, and entered upon the practio
Cannot l>* Cured
law in Waterville in 1887. In 1892 h
bv local
was appointed judge of the
Watervill ! diseased applications, as they cannot reach the
portion of the ear. There la only one
}
municipal court, which position he hel I j way to cure deaf nee. and that la by ronstltuI tional remedies. Deafness la caused by an In
for several years. He was representativ 9 flamed condition
of the mucous lining of the
Pto the legislature from Waterville L 1 ; Eustachian Tube When this tube ia Inflamed
a rumbling sound or Imperfect hear
1897-8. He has served on the school boar 1 you have
lug, and wheD U 1* entirely closed, Deafness l*
i several years.
the result, and unless the Inflammation can be

Si

bought

give
The one great trouble with Ellsworth, it
I present.
business, but
on the conservative method for
always seemed to me, is that certain of
After the ceremony refreshments were
seem
have
been
her citizens
to
our success.
We
sell
very much
more
Goods out of our store than
and
bride
and
left
for
a
groom
served,
afraid that somebody might come into
wedding trip before going to their home any store in Hancock county, which proves our method
and
benefited
aa
that town
be
W'ell as
! at Ix*e.
We call your attention to a few of our
You know that for many
themselves.
The bride was the recipient of many
which
arc
years Ellsworth did not have even a hank. handsome
The
of
number
presents.
Urge
You probably know the reason why; if
friends in Ellsworth and Hancock county
they had a bank, certain men in Ellsworth extend congratulations.
could not loan money at high rates of interest, practicing usury as they did there
t'nlque Campaign Document.
for years. That hurt the town and set it
A unique campaign document is being
The active sale of Tailorliack a good deal. Now you have practisent out by Dr. J. H. Patten, of Amherst,
made Suita will be Increased
cally three lianks, and they seem to be doI who is a candidate for the nomination for
ing well. They might have done just as
when yok know of the stylish
senator from Hancock count}*. It is in the j
well years before if it had not been for
lot of fresh arrivals. Prices
form of a blue-print of the whole county,
|
selfish greed.
will particularly please you.
the division known as up-river.
1 he business man and business methods j showing
We have Ladies' and Misses’
Dr. Patten calls this the t4i’p-Kiver Pohave
a
deal in the last few
case

him at

no

can

him, he took to the woods.

the two nations than any other country suggested. President Roosevelt,
although he had personally favored
The Hague, was not loath to have the
conference held here, for it must emphasize the diplomatic importance of
the capital of “the new world”.
It
is authoritatively stated that if the
climate in Washington proves too
warm, every facility will be afforded

county

train a race farther down
moose gave a
He knew* when to quit, and
the line.
when he saw the iron horse gaining on

abroad is

more

regard

Woman Is often referred to by man a* 'douport just too late for that banquet of
bling hi* Joy» and hairing hi* sorrows.*'
That may be complimentary built would *e*m
newspaper men. These big fish have been
to be rather hard on the woman.
For In plain
called sea serpents, white whales and
term* It means that where thing* are going well
yarns. I have always thought so, and as I with th man bt« wife make them
white porpoises, but it turns out that they
go better.
grow older and learn more about it, my But when thing* are going ill with him. he
were simply two members of the lagenore*t»eet* the wife to share half hit bunion.
has
conviction
steadily
grown
stronger
ere'a more truth than poetry la thl*
hynchus acutus family. Nothing to get
from year to year.
Men
presentation of ma«cullnc wlflohne**
excited over.
I am very glad indeed that someone has don't appreciate the fact that the strain of
motherhood alone Is s burden bigger than sll
brought up the question of cotton manu- the loads that rest upon male shoulder*
Warren C. Philbrook, who has just been
v
grow thin, pale, nervous and
facture and cotton yarns. We hear a good Th* *e the wife
worn, without, a thought that she it over-burappointed assistant-attorney-general of
Among the pleasant letters received
In deal about the cotton industry going dened
Maine, is a Hancock county man.
by Dr. Pierce are those from husband* who
that is more or less of a bugaboo,
have waked up before It was too Ute to the
fact, be had just been down to hi* boy- South;
burden* laid upon the wife, and In
hood home in Sedgwick helping them and it is the same old story of “water crushing
the search for help have found In Or. Pierce**
if
its
ow
n
level
it
you only give
celebrate a church centennial and old finding
Favorite Prescription a restorative which has
time”.
given l>acii to the. mother the health of the
the plum dropped.
home week, when
maiden and the mahfot/s happiness
"Favorite
I have a very intimate friend who is a
The fact that he Vas Hancock-countyPrescription" a lira y* help* and always cares.
owner
one
of
in
the largest cotton j It hs* |>crfcct*jr cured ninety eight out of ever?
born may have had nothing to do with his large
in New England. ! hundred women who have used It when * filleted
with diseases peculiar to women
appointment, as qualification for the office manufacturing plants
I know from him what the earnings of
was the factor that counted, but it is a
the cotton industry mean. If I were to I
source of gratification to his man}' friends
IHantrt.
mention his name you would all know
here.

to oompromis-, being,
nearly half way between

too,

in

because of

_

longer enjoy
alone the free advertising of its big game
executive
a
deer chased
moose
and
of
through stories
methods.
] by trains. Hancock and Washington
! counties are in it. Last week a large moose
The selection of Washington as the
appeared twice on the Washington Counmeeting place of the commissioners I ty railroad near Franklin. His second
of Russia and Japan inpeace negotia- appearance was his undoing. He was run
tions, was the natural outcome of the over and killed. The same day another

Office, etc., amply
thorough probing of all

Ellsworth

yarn mill.

wedding of

modern methods fall far in the rear j not since the war has
Wonderland’*, and adopt
i section been elected to
of the procession.
find sugar-plum tree®.
Now I do not know- anything about Mr. any kind.

What fish storiea the Maine papers have
The white whales which visited
Bar Harbor recently, got around to Bucks-

The President has created a committee with Charles U. Keep, assistanl
secretary of the treasury, at its head,
to make a thorough investigation ol
the business methods of every executive department in W’ashington, first
to ascertain if lax methods of handling finances exist, and if so, to make

Land

Mr. Sanford to
cotton

XI. Gallert

more than usual interest
the wide acquaintance of both
bride and groom in Hancock county, took
place in Ellsworth this forenoon. The
IS READY FOR THE SPRING TRADE.
bride was Mias Carrie B. Cochrane, of
Ellsworth, and the groom was Rev. George
Tla-re is satisfaction in
when the article
Edward Kinney, pastor of the Congregational church at Lee, N. H., formerly pashears
the
To
have
of
our customers
stump
The
tor of the church at SorneaviJle.
reliable store, to have them feel
bride, who has just completed her services feel that this is a
with the Maine Missionary society after
are reliable and the
the
has been our
several years of faithful and efficient work, that
has friends all over the county.
have tried and tested our business
ambition.
The wedding took place at the home of
the bride’s father, William Cochrane, on and as a result are firm friends of this store.
more
Kev. Alexander P. Mcthe Shore rrw*d.
not
as yet have tested these methods: these we
may
Donald, of Seal Harbor, officiated. It was
to trade
The bride You’ll find this a
a simple but pretty service.
unattended, but two a store that works for the interest of its customers.
and groom were
No
little flower girls, Eunice Oowcll of Ells- matter at what
are
their
worth, and Hard Gillis,of North Rluehill,
will find them at our store as
and in many inpreceded them into the room. Only the you
! relatives and a few intimate friends were. stances
We are not
to sensational methods of

A

in

missed!

the various departments, bat the
President believes that the postofilce
scandals, {which grew out of lax

Proposition.
Boron, Jane 15,1906.
Amertcati:
To the Editor of The
I wu very ranch interested in reading
Thk American of June 14 of the visit of

apple blossom from one of thf results than ever before; it only depends
It is really an apple upon bow you go at it.
t rees on her place.
“God helps those who help themselves.''
blossom, doubled, tripled or quadrupled,
giving it the appearance of a rose, but That is very true, but sometimes people
lose sight of the fact that they help themwith the apple blossom fragrance.
selves by helping others.
It is simply a

If there is an
along the whole
Maine coast w hich has not, at some time
or other, been searched for Capt. Kidd’s
Our South
treasure, it is yet unnamed.
Deer Isle correspondent sends us a story
of the search made years ago at Brimstone
island.

g\New

OOCHRA NK-K IX* KY.

The Cotton Yarn >1111

us a rose

island

SSbmtBtmniU.

WKDDING BKMA.

Cortreponfttnrt.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

<Et)f (Cllsumtb -Vmcrican.

•1.00 Fountain Pen Gold Plated,
with Robber Handle; bolds ink to last one
4C
Price
for “sample
Month
writing.
Address C. D. McGown, Medford,
centsMass.

1.00 to
1.25 to
1.50 to
1.00 to

.'LOO
2.00
5.50
4.00
4.00

Particular attention is called to our enor*
assortment of Ladies’ and Misses' Oxfords. We are showing several styles at
mous

price, which makes
qualed by anyone.
each

*,Washington D.€.

Boys. Here Is Tour Chares.
Printing Press that will Print Cards, Linen,
Three letter* of each
or anything in fact.
kind. Type Holder, Ink and Pad, and everything that goes to make it complete, for 20
cents.
Postpaid. Address C. D. McQowk,
Medford. Maas.

1.00 to

an

assortment une

We have the largest store in space,
occupying two
whole buildings, with the largest assortment, the best
goods
and the lowest prices. Modern Dry Goods,
Fancy Goods,
Ladies’ ready-to-wear, Carpet and Shoe Stores.

M.

GALLERT, Ellsworth, Me.

u\w ror«T decision.

aimmtsmntv

FROM BAR HARBOR.

the Case at flaKertky ami Plan* for How Show and Fair—
” _,p|
k
K«gle liiikc Water Supply.
(Ulr* v#. Webber.
court in the twee
Tuesday evening of last week a meeting
decision of the lew
J. T. Oilee, of Klla- of the board of ttsde was held at Grand
c Hafffrthy end
■Vv yf. John P. Webhor, of Brookline, Army hall, when It number of matters of
**
down. The deimportance to the town were discussed.
n„. iwen bended
who un- Charles R. Pineo was chosen chairman of
in fevor of the plaintiffe,
the emonnt of the meeting in the absence of L. B. Deasy,
nil! recover »2.7«8J8,
rendered et the April term, 1*M, president.
The question of holding during the
.nty, with intereetet 8 per
until it to summer the annual horse show was the
from dote of Judgment
7 lir
round number*. alvoot 13.000. most important matter to come before the
John A. Peters were et- meeting, and this topic received careful
« Rim; end
f r plaintiff* end I.. B. Thaay for consideration. At a meeting of the board
held two or three weeks ago a committee
riot, which ie by Juatie* White- was appointed consisting of John E.
Bunker, jr., Dr. George A. Phillips and
i( ee followe:
the statute' relating to George B. Dorr, for the purpose of correby
provided
estate, that "the person to sponding with Gen. Edward Morrell, of
m-.. of reel
tendered to redeem aueh leads. Philadelphia, owner of Robin Hood park,
v
*7
Is entitled to in reference to
» inner sum then Ue
obtaining the use of the
.7.1 refund tharwse".
park by the Bar Harltor fair association
the plaintiff, the
for holding the horse show again this
i7rt, ii 1 lent leeetred fromfrom
mnrtgneethe
i.94 to redeem
,, r
summer.
the
net
but
this
In
one,
jury
-tloe
,j
Dr. Phillips, for the committee, reported
m, 1JU„ t that t>-e defends! t was not entitled that
they had written to Gen. Morrell,
sum. and arnmllnijlj
that
of
sot
part
nob
who had replied offering the association
fur the en
Lsppl a eeedel for the plaintiff
on
this
court
the
use of the park provided arrangements
rtw ea-e cornea to

THE

in

NEXT

School

pTmouat
atos.lel

et

..

options.
tusii.-e Instraeied the

jury that

eords of lark upon this
{tr„ wire I..OOJ
„„t uud lurlne the period of ffrteen years,
fur the a haw. to have
.IT.

aet

or me (thaws or

thctr

suooeasors to

tlte period of d
iJaiaken off1, within
IrtIT. that then that would

I lean yeart
be the
May
aad nothing would he dun
a of this rase,
aed the pialmlff* nuMIe
pa the mortaaan,
„

rtiedto re. ter.
waa
undoubtedly eorreet.
III. la.trucUun
enforced the ssreement
IdaplT saeulned and
accordla# to the manifest tnlen
.Of illoclodsl by Itw terms of the niortjcwe.

JJaeths

»baws to the
t,oe Muilock trees from the
of the
lap, the terms of the tf.MI) mortgage
(mm the Hallo to the Shaw*. aad the unre
el Mtermont therein referred to and
admits that
peitbed 1 he defendant frankly
he understood
[1ST time hr male the purchase,
hare haea
of
hack
If 12,000 oofde
off of the lead during the period of If.
the sgreement, •nhal
Jtars presided In
la uneld hare ended the martffaffO ;* and It Is
stint that Mr ( lament, the plaintiffs' wit
nw.dM not Intend to tin any different new

«idd

it It
»»»«1
HtppMrw iron* iiw Kwavi;
M ti* defendant that the agreement examined
m) discussei by them rr%* plain «n<| anally
pdsrstood, and «h«tr prompt concurrence u to
Mbdance and effect of It* terms U more
lory evidence of the contents of like !o*t
than aay
inadvertent form* of ex.
•n employed by counsel In preparing tie
rotatoria* for Uemcrtt deposition- It U
▼able that lb*defendant. Webber, wool-1
are been *o readily convinced of the effect of
fcagreemeot If It bad spoken upon thU point
Ifthany uncertain sound.
With reaped to the motion It la earnestly eonmkd In the first place .hat the verdict la not
mted by the evidence for the reeaoa that
money recelvoi by the defendant, which the
hiallff* seek to recover In tbla action, la
*ly abown by the cvkleoce to have lx*en
by the plaintiff* for the purpose of com
•log ami anally ruling a disputed mortage debt. and that the defendant In therefore
•titled to retain all that he received, although
lalaht sabaeqoontiy appear to be more than
iw actually due.
Bat It la a significant fact that Instead of refitting the tun of 11,‘lfi Pi, by check, an he wae
utbortz'd to do t»y the defendant** letter, the
Metlff Giles went to Bangor with hi* attorney,
Ir k'l-K.and paid the defendant the full *um
'f fil,T56 SB In hank hill* which he carried from
Ebwortft In a satchel for that purpose. Th *

Utnordloary proceeding

w»» entirely Irrrcon
fiiat.le with the defendant** theory that the par
had r>T! u«|y agreed upon a definite aum
(btaccep’ed by th** defendant a* a final nettle
eat by way of compromise. There was also
Philtre testimony from Mr. Ode* that at the
of the delivery of thoae hank bills to the
Meadaui'* agent, Charle* P. Webber, by Mr
Lift, thv | alDtlfr* attorney, that according to
elalm there waa nothing due under ihe

■■*****. that the money waa paid under prosed tnat an action woulo be commenced to
Weaver it.
C. P W et>t>er and his
stenographer. It la true,
Unified that no sock statement* were made by
Mr. King, but the
jury taw the wltneaaea and
tottbile-* considered th*lr testimony In connec
with the Improbability that Mr. King
oohlthus deliberately parti ipaur to *uck a
wapromU* adjustment and immediately there.
***** repudiate the settlement and commence an
Ktlua u> recover the
But uo useful
money.
Parpote/ran be subserved by reviewing lodeblithe forty.four
of
pages
testimony relating
toibl* branch of the case. It la
only necessary
to*ay that there waa sufficient evidence to war
'Wf the
finding of the jury, nod that the court
*oald not be Justified in
disturbing the verdict
wthl* groan-1.
The scale books of WUIUm
Watt*. a deceased
Mrveyor, were undoubtedly admissible evl
***** Pike v. rchore 40
Me. ACS; 1 Green Kv.
Kl ; Sect*. 115 and 316. 3
Wlgmore on fcr***» Ittl lMO. |
la the Ugnt of all
the testimony these books
Pjear to have :*cg
competent evidence for the
adileratloo of the jury as tending to prove
quantity of bark taken off of the tract In
Tbl> wa* lbe Important
purpose for
1b the ^ba
were kept, and the entries In
are original
evidence and the beat evlobtainable to
•s

i«

prove

the

facta

therein

accordingly
atust

the opinion of the court that
be. Motion and exception over-

CHt'KCfl NOTKS.
OONO REG ATIONA L.
Hev. j. 4y, Aftum*, pastor.

Juue 25— Moruing service at
Sunday school at 11.45.
yer and conference
meeting on Fri^y evening at 7.30.

jT

UNITARIAN.

for. S. w. Sutton, pastor.
onday, june 25-Service at 10.30
Sunday school at 11.45.

|

*90^*

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
J‘ **' S*montoni
P^tSiOT.
****** June
meeting

F

A

at

June I2>— Morning service at
^nnon by Rev. C. B. Bromley, of

Sunday school at 11.45. Ep^"khoro.
ie«gue at 7.
7.30.

J?

ere

win be

Evening service,

no

service at Trenton Sun-

moruing.

i

BAPTIOT.

i
»

^eV’
unday,

h^day

A'

unusually impressive

an

of

wild

rare

beasts.

Opens July 5. *9<>5ProfTMilve and enterprising men wanted

to
become Lite Assurancv Salesmen.
You may be tboromcti'y educated and trained
m our School »t Instruction by men who know
how. Tuition five. Write for full particulars.
FKANkl IN H. MaZEI.TON,
No. 93 Exchrnte St..
Portland, Maine.

LOCAL AFFAIRS(Continued from page 1.)
i expensive. In counties where there are a
| large number of prisoners, and where
! there are separate cook houses for the jail,
! it would doubtless result la a saving.
Where there is an average of only about
seven

plan

worked

the matter stands at present.
The question of purchasing the park

how

the meeting Tuesday
was discussed at
evening, and it seemed to be the prevailing opinion that arrangements should be
made to buy it. On motion of Dr.
Phillips it was voted that the board of
trade heartily recommend that the direc-

iation at Jacksonville camp-grounds
to-morrow.
The Washington County
railroad will run excursion trains.
Th°
fare for the round trip from Ellsworth
will tie fl.10. The train will leave Ellsworth at 7.15 a. m., and on the return trip
a social train will run through to Ellsworth, dug here at 8.45 p. m.
assoc

There

large attendance

was a

at

Han-

the union service Sunday
evening, when Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of
range
the Baptist church, delivered the baccaseason.
laureate sermon to the graduating class of
William Fennelly, treasurer of the as- the Ellsworth high. Ite was assisted in
the services by Revs. J. M Adams and J.
was
in
the
slated
that
there
sociation,
P Simonton. The Baptist choir furnished
B. C. Reynolds, for the music.
treasury $2,700.
The sermon was an appropriate
committee appointed at the last meeting one. an inspiration to high endeavor, not
to try to get the warships to come here only to the members of the class, to which
it w as especially addressed, but to all who
this summer, reported that while the
tors of the

Bar Harbor fair association arthe annual horse show this

cock hall at

to hold

had received no direct assurances that the ship* would come, they
wert working towards that end and were
hopeful of the result.
committee

it.

heard

The equestrian,
animal acts and

aerobatic,
races given in

aerial and

two rings,
the coliseum
course and in the wide aerial
space above
them are of the latest and best, and clowns
furnish unlimited and inimitable fun.
Among the special and notably extraordinary features Alpha and Omega, in their
hazardous and daring feat of leaping

elevated stage,

an

upon

HERE.

The better the tools, the better the crop.
Have them in readiness, for the weather
is fickle. We have the best of

Mowers,
line

Rakes, Tedders.

Reapers,

We also have all kinds of Farm Machinery, including the Olds Gaso-

Fngine—any

power.
“EMPIRIC” CREAM

on

YOUNG

&

a
fifty-foot chasm on bicycles,
The
Tribunal of
challenge attention.
Nations, introducing with spectacular
and
living
counterparts
pomp
pageantry
m feature, form, arms and royal robes of
the
famous rulers of
ast and present
times, is another superb innovation.
A colossal and captivating novelty in
the way of animal performance!* is the
simultaneous introduction in the same
arena of educated elephants, zebras, camels, dogs, goats, water buffalo, llamas,
dromedaries, monkeys, horses, ponies,
boars, sacreo cattle', mules, donkeys, and
other trained w ild and domestic beasts.
The morning parade is a flue display of
animals and amusing features.

across

SEPARATORS-best

on

the Market.

Dir I

DOW,

Ellsworth.

IIh'1,

Club

GASOLINE ENGINES,
Tlie Famous and Reliable

M I A N U S
outsells them all in Maine. Fully guaranteed, low in
high in quality.

cos

Charles A Tower,

a
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Hancock
7M0iUf3*' .Miwj
Franklin K|*flS
Wash’* Jc 7 sffllll M>
ELLSW'H 7 82 11 57 2 23(6 851 10 26
Ells Falla |7 37 I2t0<
5 47!
Nlcolln
7 MO 12 V .‘5 67
; 58 13426
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Lake H.... 8MH112ti2
*fi3
Holden
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8 I3i 12f
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B Ex. St.. 8 40 1 07, 8 86 6 47' 11 85
Ban M C... 8 45; 1 1( *8 40 6*50; 11*40

(Harvard Kupene J
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COCHRASE-KINSEY-At
Ellsworth. June
it. i.y Rev Anxaiuler P McDonald# of Heal
Mar nor.
Carrie It Cochran**, of Ellswurth, lo R<-v George Edward Kinney, of
Lee, N M.
COflARY—DUNTON—At ElGworth. June 19,
by Rev J P Slmonton, visa Leonora E Conary
to Frank C Dunton, i»oth of Surry.
DUN BA K—W A Rl> —At
Southwest
Harbor,
June 10, by Rev J 11 Aldrich, Mia* Suale F
Dunbar to Charles S Ward, both of Bar
GRAY— HARRl* At Rrooksvllle, June 15, bv
Her Walter C Peirce, Miss Edith Mabel Gray,
of MlUbury. watts, to Sidney
Harris, of
Brookline, Mas-*.
MITCHELL —LEACH—At Orland, June 16, by
Rev C H Bryant. Mrs Nora Mitchell to George
Leach, both of Penobscot.
PENNELL—LONGFELLOW —At Bar Harbor,
June li, by Rev Angus M MacDonald, Miss
Bessie Rae Pennell, of Bar Harbor, to Ellis
Wass Longfellow, of Haverhill, Mass.
SNOW MAS—HIM K LEY—At Hluehll), Jure
14, by Rev R L Olds, Miss Lula Belle Snowman to Everett 'A heeiock Hinckley, both of
Bluehlil.
STOURBRIDGE
SPRAGUF.
At
Swan’s
Island, June 14. by Rev F N Johnson, Mrs
Amanda Stock bridge to Frank Sprague, both
of Swan’s Island.
—

ft

..

MARK1KD.

Why should not your name he included in this, the most universal of
all directories?

re
10*35 f7
10 43 7
10 46
7
UfO 17
11 10

..

...

llfl7
11 ‘24

...

TO SETTLE AN ESTATE.

a 43

A M

Portland...
N Y

We offer for sale on easy terms an
85-acre farm: cuts about 15 tons of
hay; has an orchard of 75 thriving
trees (grafted); two good wells of water;
wood enough to use on place; excellent

dally

ex

1! 60
U* 5
A M

5 86 7 4011 05; 4 16 4 1M
9 05| 11 05j5 SO 7 20 7 20
j
Sunday 1 7 OS;

BANGOR TO BAB HARBOR.

s^aeci

Sundays
P M

Bstn

AM
8 00

a**R
A M

Pot 14 1*56

7 00 11 06
▲ M

AM

A M

AM

A U

10ao

..1x3 4i

P M
1 00
p a

5 05 « 05 9 30 11 30 H 16 *5 00
5 10 6 10 9 35 11 34 * 3 19 5 (5
6 17 9 42
5 12
Hld'n
6 38 10 02
5 82
Lk H
6*44 10t09
f5 39
Gr L
6 5 2 10 17
5 47
Nlc’ln
5 5'
too 10 28
Ells F
6 10
7 14 10 40
ELLS
7 30 10 48'12 331 4 20 6 16
W Jc
7 i>0 10t92 12 88 4 32
Fr R
11 00...
t6 30
Han
ii 09..
t« 39
Wauk 6 43
11 13 12 57 t4 49 6 43
M DF 6 60
11 20 1 05 4 55 6 50
Sull’niT 3u
1 35 5 15
Han P 7 55
11 40| 1 26 5 40
Srnto 7 15
2 Oft, 5 56 7 10
Bar H 7 40
12 10 2 00; 5 45 *7 40
SfMlU.h 30;.
..! 2 50; H 3&J..
N E H<8 50
3 10j 6 55*..
9 W U 9*00i.
..i S 20| 7 10!..

pasturage: buildings in fair condition. Enp’rBEx e
Also 1 express wagon, l buggy, 1 Br Jc

AM

X8

25] 1x45
6 so ii r
8 87
8 571.
f9 04!.
9 121
t» 21!9 35!.
9 4112 a
48
9 f
10 (
1 »t(* 1 IS
10 15! 1 28

The committee on plans and specificameat-cart with refrigerator.
tions for the proposed new Methodist
For further particulars enquire of
church in Ellsworth opened bids last
G. B. Stuart,
Thursday. The bids received were as follows: W. 8. Smallidge, Northeast Harbor,
May 31, 1905.
Ellsworth, Me.
THE WATER HtTPPLY.
M.
A.
Foster, Ellsworth, |7,829:
For two or three week.* the condition ol 17.635;
Charles Watts, Pittsfield, f8,845. As all
Bar Harbor’s water supply has been the I these bids were higher than the limit fixed
chief topic of conversation, and man; b / the committee, it was voted to reject all
bids, and another set of plans for a church
theories have been advanced to account
10 i
I>IKD.
of simpler design was sent for. These
10 l
for the very disagreeable oily, fishy odoi
p ans, if adopted by the committee, will be
11 10| 3 85
.June 18, Grace I, wife
CARTER—At
Ellsworth,
bids.
has
had.
for
which
the
water
submitted
and taste
12
St
of Charlaa fc. Cftt-er, aged 27 years, 6 months.
12 20: 3 40
The more commonly accepted theorj
While there is nothing new to report in COUSINS—At Eureka, Cal, June 9, Mrs
12 30] 3 50
is
causec
of
74
about town is that all the trouble
Tryphena Coutios, formerly
Surry, aged
regard to the cotton yarn mill proposition
Trains leaving E'l*worth 7.16 a m and 6.1S p
by eels in the pipes. But this the watei submitted to the citizens of Ellsworth by DJ X— At Augusta. June 10, Mrs Emily J Dlx,
LOTS In centre and near the en- m, and arriving KUr-worth 1156a m, 9.47 p m
thal
connect with Washington Co Ry.
! company denies, although admitting
of Trernont, aged 70 years, 4 months,* 21 days.
Arnold B. Sanford, of Boston, the comtrance of Woodbine Cemetery belonging
*
Dally.
an occasional eel may get into the pipes
mittee having the matter in hand has had HKRRU.K—At South Penobscot, May 16, Mrs to Lygonla Lodge. These lot* are beautifully
MatlMa Orcutt. wife of Samuel Ilerrick, aged
a Loaves Sundays at 9 a tn.
several meetings, and is busy investigating j
and says that a vegetable growth in tht
situated and well graded and easy of access a
w>
3
mouths
years.
v
z Sundays only.
the matter. The committee is not yet pre- I
Sundays only steamer
lake give# the water its present unpleasJune 13, all times- Inquire of
HERRICK—At »outh Penobscot,
I leave- Southwest Iiari>or 2 20 p m;Northeaa
a
detailed report to a
H. L. MOOR or
Samuel Herrick, aged *8 year.-, II months.
j pared toofsubmit
liar or 2.30 ,* n
Harbor 2 50 p m, to OOOant odor and taste.
the board of trade, but expects KING —At Lamolne. Juue 20, Adelaide B, wife
meeting
DAVID FRIEND.
| met with thli tialu.
The water company had Mr. Clark, I to be able to do so in a few days, when
of Lewis King, taged 68 years, 2 months, 27
ou slg »al or notice to Conductor.
fStop
be
called.
At
the
will
!
another
day
meeting
chemist, for the Massachusetts board ol ! same
F.Usworth Falls, June 16. Charles
Tickets for all points South and
meeting it is proposed to reorganize SLATER—At
Her rv. infant son of Mr an J Mrs Hugh -Mater,
health, cotne here and look into the con- the board of trade and put it on a proper
West for sale at the M. C. K. ii.
">
1
a*e
1 dition of the water
day.*.
supply and make an working basis.
ticket
Mrs
Roe
SNO'VMaN—At Orland, June 16,
office, Ellsworth.
!
Clement Snowman, aged Is years, 4 months,
analysis of the water. In his report to tht
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
While the number of sailing yachts in
The most up-to-date dental
28
<lavs
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boacomjwny Mr. Clark says:
the Ellsworth fleet has dwindled, as these TIBBETTS—At South BrooksvMe. June 16,
ton and St. John.
work. Crowu ana Bridge
Mt«» Betsey Tibbetts, aged about 85* years.
‘•The*c analyses show that Kagh* Lake watei
pleasure crafts have given place to m tor- WK>T-At
Work.
Ether and
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
Gas,
t ranklln, June 17, Joseph H West,
tickets
before entering the trains, and especially
Is, from a chemical point of view, a eery nails boats, the few devotees of the sailing
Cocaine for Painless Exair*d 72 years, 6 months, 26 days.
! Ellsworth to Kalis and Falls to Ellsworth.,
factory supply, a practically uncoutamloated craft have lost nothing of their enthusitra ction.
F. E. BOOTH BY, G. P. A T. A.
water, low In color and organic constituents,
There was a race or series of races
GEO. F. EVANS,
asm.
I&j&etttsnnnits.
The physical exso land otherwise desirable.
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager
last year in which A. D. Stuart's M a del la
amination on the other hand has shown that the
and Frank S. Lord’s l^orelei participated,
water at the present time has the string, of- j Every
EASTERN
time two or three of these antifensive. a*by and oily taste produced by the i gasoline sailors get together, that race is
DENTIST.
The
over
sailed
all
as
known
again.
controversy
dlnobryon j
microscopical o-ganlsms
involves calms ana winds, fouls and time
Ellsworth.
Main Street,
ami uroaiena. That the odor of the water Is
and inconfrom the samples taknn fiom the allowances, prejudiced judges
SUMMER SCHEDULE.
much
..

FOR SALE.

....

LOTS IN WOODBINE CEMETERY.

..
..

..

...

BURIAL

'•

Porcelain Inlays.

H.

GREELY,

Nine

stronger
In the
tap* iu the village than from the water
lake Is due t > disintegration of the organisms In
free
of the
the supply system and the setting
oily product*. While trouble of this kind Is uot
ao uncommon occurrence with surface water
supplies ana while rendering the -safer disagreeable and offensive to Ha customers It Is not
a

source or a cause

of disease."

Thursday of last week a thorough Hushing of all the pipes of the water system
was made, but it did not appear to imFor the
prove the taste of the water.
(mat two or three day#, however, there has
is
been a marked improvement, and it
expected that the trouble will soon wear
away.
Dr.

Young,

Augusta, of the State

of

in town last week to
examine the water supply, and said that
the condition of the water is probably

board of health,

caused by

a

was

vegetable growth. Dr. Young

agree# with the other
water is not in the

jurious

authorities that the
slightest degree in-

FATS

VS.

I.KANS

A ball game st Lindall’s park between
the Fats and Leans Thursday afternoon
afforded lota of fun for the spectators a>
The Fats got t
well as for the players.
good lead at the start, but could not hold
it, and were beaten out by their opponents by the score of 57 to 37.
The Fats—Leach, c; Wakefield, Fierce
and

Freble,

p;

the Green Lake lumber

pond

Goose

was

Green Lake, had

near

right foot badly

employed
company’s mill

who

McKenzie,

Neil

cut

by

a

McKenzie

afternoon.

saw

was

at
at

his

Monday

TH-l-l-l-H-l-I-l-H-H-I-ll-l-l-l-i-I-l-l-

Nickels

cutting-off

saw, when his
left foot pressed the lever which raised it.
The saw entered his foot almost in the
middle, cutting it from ball to heel, makThe saw entered
ing an ugly wound.
deepest at the heel, splitting the bone.
was
man
The injured
brought to Ellsworth by train, where I>r. A. C. Hagerthy
McKenzie’s
home is
•tressed the wound.
in the Provinces, and as he had no home
or relatives here, he was taken to Bangor
hospital on the afternoon train.

directly

Two
stable

Cup,

over

Preble, lb; Guthrie,

2b:

the colts

last week.

were

50c Tea!

Chandler,

If;

Fernald, ss;

Pierce, cf; Bunker,

Both

Royal

Edict and

The Leans —Arey, c; Jellison, Pettingill
Willey and Keucher, p; C. Suminsby, lb;
Willey, 2b; Walls, 3b; Pettingill, ss; J
rf.

Keith’s Theatre,
Hot weather does not materially affect
the attendance as regular patrons arc
fully aware that it is bs comfortably
cool in summer as it is warm in winter
Heading the vaudeville programme for the
week of June 26 is Frank Keenan, “the Sol
Smith Russell of the varieties,” who will
make his appearance in his latest play.
“At the Threshold.”
The surrounding show will be one of ex-

Commencing: Monday, May 1, steamer J T
Morse leaves liar Harbor dally, except Sunday,
1 80 p m, for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, Brooklln, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, connectlog whb steamer for Bo-ton.
Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehlll dally, except Sunday, at 2 p m, for South Bluehlll, Stoclnwton. North Haven and Rockland, connecting
wlti. steamer for Boston.
Steamer Juliette leaves Sedgwick dally, exc« pi Sunday, at -’..10 p m. for Herrick’s Lauding,
South Brooksvllle, t'.lase’s l'olnt, Kggemoggln
Dlrlgo and Rockland, connecting wltu uteamer
for Boston.
RETURNING

!

[

KLL8WORTH.

are sons

Dariel, 2.004, Whisper, 2.06,

Here’s

colts

great, benefit

The dam

will undoubtedly prove ol
to Maine breeding interests.

its

Percy
Wednesday
first excursion of the season having on
board an Ellsworth party. It was made
Col.
upas follows: Capt. J. M. Higgins,
C. C. Burrill, F. Carroll Burrill, Capt. G.
W. Dow, B. T. Bowie, George F. Haskell,
Spencer J. Hall, J. M. Nealley, J. W.
the

Nealley,

Dr. G. S.

Hagerthy,

V. made

H. C. Strat-

ton, L. H. Mitchell (of Holyoke, Mass.), S.
K. Whiting, George W. Whiting, E. G.
Burnham (of Franklin), Dr. G. R. Caldwell, L. 11. Cushman, L. M. Moore, F. W.
Rollins, James Lord, Austin H. Joy, exMavor A. W. Greely, A. A. Burnham,
Walter J. Clark. The party was on fishing bent. A stop was made at McKinley,
w here a short call was made on ex-CountyOommissioner Perry W. Richardson, and
dams for bait were secured. Thence the
boat sailed for the fishing grounds off the
northern shore of Swan’s Island. Here the
cod, haddock, lampereels and codfish kept
the party busy until about 3 o’clock, when
Here a
a landing was made at Atlantic.
fine fish chowder was served, and then
the start made for home. The party arrived at 6 o’clock, well satisfied with the

big

a

strength—makes

ideal brew

—

offered

Augusta,

17 Oak

A

|
j

6 p m dally, except Sunday.
at 5.30 a m, dally, except Mon-

All caryo, except live stock, via the steamers
of tbfs Company, Is insured against lire and
marine risk.
F. 8. Sherman, Gen’! Agent, Rockland, Me.
Calvin Austin, V.
1*. Jt Gen’l Manager,
Boston.

St.

Ellsworth, Blnebill and Swan’s Island

1848.

STEAMBOAT LINE.

SAI L_-IVi AKER.
Dealer In Duck, Bolt-Rope and all
ktuus of Trimming* used to making
sails. Everything to work with.
SON'S

I I I

45 Cts. jtr Poii.
fine

owiim,

FARROW,

WM.

us at

If

»»ui

CO., Dept.

Me.

ESTABLISHED

an

by

oi

HOME SUPPLY

50-eent article—new and
full

worm

Extracts. Spices. Tea, Coffee,
Cocoa. Toilet Goods aud Standard Groceries.
Send at once for our new, big
catalogue of 200 PREMIUMS.

invoice

elegant Tea—regular

of

and others in

of

Royal Cup is
Gold Cup, by Potential, son of Prodigal
and Helen T (sister of Arion 2.074) dam
Angelina, 2.12, by Wilkes Boy; second
dam, Mollie (dam of Angelina, 2.12, Gladiator, 2.27, Prophet Wilkes, 2.25, and
No. 194.
others) by Kentucky Clay,
the 2.10 list.

$iu

’.»n»

Royal Swell,

to

From Boston at
From Rockland

DESK GIVEN AWAY

Royal

the best bred horses in the country,
by Bow Bells, 2.194, out of Rachel,

Last

rf.

"

Week.

at
•

UNDERTAKER,

brought to Ellsworth

being
Baron Wilkes. The dam of
Royal Edict is Rose Teacho (dam of Mollie
Rain ton) by Melrose, second dam Mollie
Clark (dam of Addie Wilkes, 2.154 and
Tom Judge 2.254) by Holabird’s Ethan
Allen, sire of the dams of “sweet little”

These

^JORDAN,|

For

a

;

notable additions to E. H. Greely’s
are

which

onqof

a

w.

L.

;;

Six Trips

standing

2.06'4, by

to health.

Steamship Company.

sistent stop-watches. It looks very much
as if another race was in order.

ceptional strength.
X’Ulain, pastor.
The Fadettes woman's orchestra, whe
June 25—Morning service at
^
are more popular than ever, will make an
8ch001 at
Evening entire
^‘fvice at°7 aoy
change of selections, and a complete
wrvioe at 7.30 list of comedy and interesting motion
pictures will be exhibited in the biograph. day’s outing.
S

comprise

instructive exhibit

and

WILL
SOON bE

HAYING TIME

DIRECTORY

^ast Lamoine, Sunday, June 25, ser>
Thursday, Suminsby, If; Keuchercf; Thurston,
Ju? at c^urc^ 7.30 p. m.Christian
Ensokoolhouse,
riJ1*
*Vor
at
8.00
m.
meeting
p.
Boston.
Y-

said to

Instruction

abbirtietmintB.

BOBBIN*’ CIRCUS.
The Frank A. Robbins & Co. circus will
visit Ellsworth Saturday, July 1. Frank
Bobbin's tbe managerial head and front of
the “All New Great Feature Shows”, enterprise, has won fame in the show busiThe menagrrie he has collected is
ness.

M IAN US MOTOR WORKS,; 29-33* Portland Pier.
prisoners, as in this county, the old
B>»tu u*.« wuoiip*.
PORTLAND MAom,
satisfactorily.
The annual excursion of the Congregacould not be made for its purchase on the
tisilraaSe ant Sttamoos.
terms offered by him and accepted by the tional Sunday school will be made by
On June 28 tlie
steamer Percy V.
to Atlantic, Swan’s
directors of the association last summer.
The five years for which Gen. Morrell Island, next Wednesday, leaving EllaHORN
gave the fair association the use of the I worth at 8 a. m. Tickets for pupils and BttV'CK-'t H<r
Harbor, June 2, to Mr and NEW ENGLAND TELEGRAPH & TELEPHONE
will
be
Mr* Harry Hw^vink. n aott.
given out next Sunday.
park for the purpose of holding the horse parents
As
the
1*1.1
number who can go is limited to Bl
*08 —At Mtt *' Oevr Isle, June
show' elapsed last summer, and late in the
to Mr
Commencing June 5, 1905.
COMPANY'S
and Mr* l*ean r* i>l llni(4, a con.
season he made the following very generseventy-five pupils, parents and others
BAB HARBOB TO BANGOB.
COOMBS-At AVinter iIart»or, June H, to Mr
Sonous offer:
“He will sell the park to the should obtaiu tickets at that time. If
and Wr* Ui»woo t o -inba. a sun.
day.
association for 517,000, and in payment there are any tickets not disposed of Sun- (jRlNDU1!—At *'nr Harbor May S’f to Mr and
AM A M
A M PM P M
Mm VVinflel*! tirtidh-., a daughter.
So W Hbr 1
8 50 11*20 y
*7 1
would take $2,000 worth of stock and a
day, they will be on sale after Sunday at
No K libr
9 0v 11 30 y
HOOPER—At Casrlne, June 8, to Mr and Mrs
7 20
second mortgage for $5,000, allowing the Moore’s drug store.
Seal Hbr ..I
9 20 11 .‘uy
: 40
John L Hooper, .« son.
i>ar
association to put a first mortgage for
It is expected that more than twenty- M'UOWN'-At Kist Hover, June 2, to Mr
CO)lu .hi 1 «u 3* (0 9 0
nor...j6
Sorrento... .0 15.
45
and
Mrs
Alexander
a
son.
Mdiuwn,
$10,005 on the property. The directors five Grand Army men and members of the
Hancock I*.6 8 10 3fci
4*25; 5 55
GOES TO PRESS.
MOON—At Bar Harbor, June ’5, to Mr and Sirs
Sullivan.. !
10 6t .4 aoj
voted to accept this offer, but the neces- relief corps will attend the sixth annual
frugenc Moon, a on
HU Des'l F 7 0> il 2
1 5-4 55! 9 55
e
sary $10,000 has not been raised and that is reunion of the Eastern Maine Veterans TOW KB At Klbw.irth, June 21, to Air and Mrs
6
Waukeag.. 7 0 .11 27 1 4 7 5 <3 0 02

Searls, 3b;
a. in.

of

Life Assurance

£n'is
Ja

■7.

TERM

OF THE

T.

STrmrtres
£,

AMUSEMENT NOTES.

you're

a

lover

Tea, you surely

]«]YE,
D. W.

EAR.

BUNKER,

BAK

M. D.,

HAKBOK. ME.

I

SUMMER SCHEDULE.
Steamer PERCY V.,

Capt. A. E. Smith.
Trips Per Week.
Commencing May 1, 19(5, steamer will leave
Ellsworth Monday, Thursday and Saturday at
*5.30 h in for ‘Surry, ‘South Surry, Bluehill
(connecting with Eastern S S Co at Hluehlll for
Rockland and Boston), ‘South Bluehill, ‘North
Brooklln. We t Tremont, Bass Harbor (Me
Klnlcy) and Atlantic.
Three

RETURNING.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

P

PHYSICIAN

chance.

ME,

THROAT

NOSE,
AND

don't

saving tea-buying

KOCKLAND,

PtoftBBional Cattm.

of

want to miss this money-

WHARF.

and

SURGEON.

MANNING BLOCK
OFFICES,
Residence, No. • Hancock Bt.
TELEFHONK.

Leave Atlantic at 6 a m, Tuesday, Friday
and 8unday, touching at the same points and
connecting at Bluehill with the Eastern S S Co
from Boston.
The above schedule also gives a through connection via Eastern S 8 Co from Atlantic, Bass
Harbor and West Tremont to Boston Tuesday
and Friday, and from Boston Thursday ana

Saturday

Connection Is made at Bass Harbor (McKinsteamer Clrabrla for Bangor and Bar
Harbor.
All freight billed through via Eastern S 8 Co
to ail points to and from Rockland and Boston.

ley) with

X)R.

Patrick Kearns,
MAIN ST., ELLSWORTH.

L.

L.

LARRABEE,

Dentist.
Office:

Room 8. First National Bank Building,
formerly occupied by Ellsworth Dental
Parlors. Telephone 57-11.

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

•Flog landing

NOTICE—This

steamer can

be chartered every

Wednesday for excursions. Capacity 126 pas-

sengers.
O. W. TAPLEY, Manager.
WALTER J. CLARK,

Agent,
Ellsworth, Mo.

The Americas

ha* subscribers at 10

Hancock count] r
post-offices
of
AU tit other papers in the County com
bined do not reach so many. The Ameri
in

the 117

CAM i«

not <he

ii

only paper printed

Hancock county, and has never claimed t }
be, but it in the only paper that can prop
erly be called a Cocsty paper; all th f'
rest are merely local papers. The circula
ti nt of The Americas, barring the Ba
Harbor liecord’s summer list, is large r
than that of all the other papers printe 1
in Hancock county.

COUNTY NEWS.
County Sewn

tor additional

other

are

Ipagt k

SALISBURY COVE.
A.

B. Leland and wife, of Bar Harbor

spent-Saturday
called
and

Sunday

Emery, wife

Lawrence

Sylvia
Emery

and

on

their

wife, Sunday

and daugbte
parent#, R. R

afternoon.

week.

Wednesday evening Bay view

grange enand sisters fron

tertained 4 heir brothers
Lamoiue grange. During the intermissior
refreshments were served. An enjoyable
evening was passed. Bayview grange is always pleased to entertain members from
La mo me grange.

Capt. P. H. Young’s home, Locust lane,
opened Friday for the first time since
Mrs. Young’s departure nearly two years
ago. The following will spend the sumwas

Mrs. Leon L. Smith and son,
Wilson Ooodridge Smith, of Portland;
Mrs. Charles C. Palmer and son, Robie
Ellis Palmer, of Dexter; Miss Ada Crocker,
of Portland, and Miss Bertha Hill, of
Dexter. Later in the summer they will
entertain Misses Gertrude and Helen
Smith and Miss Mabelle Crocker, of Portland. Leon Smith will also spend his
vacation at the cottage. C. C. Palmer
spent the latter part of the week with his
wife, returning to Dexter Monday mornthere:

ing.

V
a

Earle Sylvester, who has eni|>loyment
yacht sailing out of Rockport, spent
few days at home the past week. He w'ill

on a
a

return

Monday, accompanied by

on

Freeda, who will spend the

sister

his

June

Since this Hank

W. Lorritner, of Franklin, was
Saturday calling on friends.
Miss Sadie Strout, of Ellsworth, is visiting her grandfat her, Roland Hodgkins,
Mrs. Lincoln Dow, of North Hancock,
visited her daughter, Mrs. Rexford Hodgkins, last week.
Melvin Wilbur came home Saturday
Rev. A.

came

WALTHAM.

McIntyre, of Ellsworth, who has
Bangor for surgical treatment, is
here with bis wife and children stopping
with his mother, Mrs. Mary McIntyre.
His friends here all sympathize w ith him
in the loss of his eye.
Daniel

boy.

up early last Saturtook his boat and lines and

team

a

and sold his fish, and

his

a. m. w

itb

a

where she has

employment

for the

sum-

mer.

was

dollar in

pocket.
Are.

east

Sylvia Jordan

has gone to

North-

Harbor.

Sidney Jordan and wife have
from Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Mrs. Sarah Haslem is visiting
in

Fatten is still in very poor health.
Mat lie Blaindell is very ill with
gastric fever. Her sinter Mamie is earing
Miss

for her.

Miss

returned

W. L. Hardison moved last week from
Sorry into the Emery Colson house. He

plans

to boild

Freeman
relatives

Vermont.

visit

home,

where he is

6ourt Synctic and companion

court Sun-

beam, I. O. F., by invitation visited the
courts at Amherst Saturday evening. The
degree work was done by the guard of
honor of companion court Sunbeam.
It
was a very enjoyable time and the Foresters here extend thanks for the hospitality
shown them.

soon.

Kinsman, who made a short
has returned to Bar Harbor,

employed.

F. E. Blaisdell and W. H.
attended quarterly meeting at
East brook the past week.
Deacons

Gordon

Eva, daughter

Springer,

of Nason

has

M. C. institute
and will retnain at home for awhile.
returned

Mrs.

from Pittsfield

Marie

Bcammon, who went to
to visit her daughter Vivian,
The Foresters will hold their annual Bucksport
who is attending the seminary there, reservices at the church Sunday. June 18.
turned home Saturday.
Rev. J. P. Simonton, of Ellsworth, will
F. E. Woodworth, who is employed in
speak.
Bar Harbor, came Saturday ana returned
Lin wood and Alonzo Bralev have purat G. H. Rutter's, where
chased the Lewis Abbott house and proved j Monday, visiting
i he made his home for a number of years
there. Their grandmother will keep bouse
! previous to going to Bar Harbor.
for them.
The people all over town were shocked
June 12.
H.
and saddened Sunday morning on learning of the sudden death of their esteemed
SWAN’S ISLAND.
townsman, J. H. West. Much sympathy
Schooner David Faust arrived Monday
is expressed by all for the wife and daughwith 300 tons of coal for the Rockland &
ter so suddenly bereft.
Vinalhaven Steamboat Co.
June 10.

W. Kent has moved his family
Rockland for the summer. Randal
Trask will have his house until they
return.

loaded

southern shore.

about

Mina Hatler has gone to Bar Harbor to
spend the summer with her aunt. Mrs.
Charles A. Tracey.
Claude Clark left Sunday

position

is

to

accept

a

She

June 12.

Mae.

X.

Angelina Robbins
friends at

has

been

North Deer Isle.

visiting

Miss Alma Wood, of Stonington, is with
Maud Robbins for a few days.
Mrs. Mary Powers, who lias lately
moved to Deer Isle, has had her husband’s
A

Guaranteed

Care

for

Piles.

Itching, Blind, Bteedlng or Protruding Piles,
thrugals'<* refnnd money if PASO OINTMENT
fatts to cure any case, no matter of how long
Standing, In 6 to 14 days. First application give*
ease and rest. Me. If your druggist hasn't li
acnd

.Me

in

stamps and it will be forwarded

postpaid by Paris Medicine Co.,St. Louis Mo.

on

the

is

in very

returned

been

who has

years, sailing
many seas,
returned home Saturday.
The steamer Silver Star has commenced
making her noon trip* to Belfast.
We
now

on

have three arrivals each

day.

June 19.

Tombok.
TRENTON.

j
j

Miss Inez Cousins is employed at J. H.
Smith’s.

Woodworth, of Bar Harbor, was
Sunday.
John Carpenter, who lias been very ill,
Lonnie

The community

was maddened
by the
Joaeph Bowden last week.
He was working on the Albert Gray farm.
He leaves a mother, aged eighty year*, of

»udden death of

Leach's Point.
June 13.

O.

SOUTH

list,

is out

on

the

again.

town

is able to be out.

Miss Leonie Moore has gone to Ellsworth Falls to work.N
Pirie spent Saturday and Sunday,with K. L. Moore and wife.
Clarence

Jordan has gone to Bath, where
in the Bath Iron

Edward

employment

Miss

Bernice

Jordan

and

Clarence

Young,

Mrs. Carman and little son Harold, who
have been in Boston, are at home.
Austin Smith is
having his house
painted. Francis Stanley is doing the
work.

a

in

he has
works.

DEER ISLE.

Celesta Hendrick, who has been
lick

of Ijunoine, were the guests of
Miss Jordan’s parents, Benjamin Jordan
snd wife, Sunday.
June 19.

L.

M.

NORTH LAMOINE.

Capt. John Smith,

"*■

,urf

”* *

Jes.

--

maria vujj;.
M.ry Black, of Bangor, l* a
gucst..
the
homo of Mary Marah.
Arthur Moor, who ha. bean
employ*.
"atervilte the paat few
15
home for a few day*.

months,'^.:

Theie

box .upper at
Frank
dan', hall
Wednesday night. A good
her wa. present and
quite a little ,um
realixed toward building the
fence on Tannery hill.
June 12.
wa* a

...

.emeterl

P" C*TT *“d

*on* an

(

^

worhing at Ilia*

Irvin Carter has bought a
horee ni
Roger, at Bangor.
.ehool
i.
Snnday
being held thi»,„m
mer in di.trict No.
3, with a good »tt,nd

ago.

Harvey Jones, of West Stonington, is
ioing some much-ne-ded work in the
cemetery here.

are

home

Thursday
to see his little dau<;nter Rosie, who is
cared
for
being
by her aunt, Mrs. Ida
came

on

Pert.

June 17.

H.

gen

(’apt. A. B. Holt and wife, accompanied

I'iark,
it

ettie
cm

Tinker

Thursday

for

and
a

niece, Cora
days’ stay

few

Austin Joyce arrived home Saturday
from East port, where he has been teach-

Hodgkins,

short visit

of
to relatives

Y.
CAPE ROSIER.

Arthur
Miss

Minturn.

Harold

June 19.

ATLANTIC.
Mrs.

of

visiting Mrs. Crane's parents, Ira Haand w ife.

bv Herbert and
East port, made a
here yesterday.

V. Gray works at Eagle Isle.

Milly Blake,

relat ives

of

Belfast, is visiting

here.

John S. Blake has three

summer

guests

thus early, and expects a full house as
September.
usual.
Mrs. Robert Storton, who has been
Mrs. L. J. Smith and daughter, Mrs.
a
few
left
weeks
at
Island
spending
Rest,
Colin E. Redman, of Brooklin, are visiting
for her home in Boston Saturday.
relatives here.
Mrs. George Staples, of Bluehill, and
B.
June 12.
her two little sons came on the Percy V.
Saturday afternoon to visit her mother,
GOTT’S ISLAND.
Mrs. E. M. Staples.
S. A. Johnson and family will arrive
June 17.
S.
June 30, to occupy Old Farm cottage for
the season. The daughters are Miss Hilda
NORTH DEER ISLE.
B. and Virginia M.
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Haskell arrived
June 19.
Bpec.
home Friday.
Miss Alice White, of Chicago, has arSibertisnnntta.

ing

Sentinel.

W.
HULL’S COVE.

since

rived

Scvenski and family arrived Saturare in the Tabor cottage this

here for the summer.

Hardy and Miss Lena Hardy reseason.
turned from Ellsworth Friday.
Mrs. Herbert Parsons and Miss Rosalie
The sidewalk society will be entertained
Coe Campbell, of
New York, are at this week
by Mrs. Ellen Hayes.
Honfieur house for the summer.
Capt. George Torrey arrived here SunSchool closed here last Friday. The
day in the schooner Horace P. Shares.
pupils gave a reception for tK* parents
George L. Hardy, w ho has been steward
and friends at the schoolbouae in the
afternoon. The school room was prettily on the schooner Horace P. Shares, is home
decorated with flowers, and the exercises, this week.
which consisted of readings, recitations,
A handsome pair of four-ysar-old bay
dialogues and music, were very good.
Miss Laura McGown, in behalf of the horses landed here from Bangor Thursschool, presented the teacher, Miss Lenora day for R. P. Davis. Their combined
Clark, with a very pretty bracelet.
Refreshments of ioe-cream, cake and fruit weight was 2,400 pounds.
were served.
Capt. E. T. Marshall has reached here in

others
Pittsfield.

are

June 19.

home from the M. C. I. at

very

Mi.. Alta Traey, of West
fully decorated with evergreens, blooming
Oould.boro,
.pent Saturday with Floaaie Hancock
plant* and a profusion of flowers.
Schoodic lodge, K. of P., held memorial
Rev. and Mrs. Ranney and Mrs. Street
service here Sunday in memory of W. B.
came on Wednesday to occupy their cot-

W’inalow.

tage. “The Pointed Fira,” for the season.
We are glad to find Mrs. Street improving
in health. Mr. Ranney will go back to
Hartford next week and join the family
later in the season. His pulpit to-day was
supplied by Rev. Dean A. Walker, who is
so far recovered as to be able to
preach a
part of the time.

have rloaed for the .urnrner vaMr*. Wentworth leave*
Tutuday
for her home in Appleton. Miss
Schoppec will remain here a few week*.
June 19.
Q.
School,

cation.

SbfifTtismmts.

The Congregational sewing circle was
very pleasantly entertained on Tuesday of
last week by Mrs. Pease, at the Claremont,
where more than a i,dozen guests are
The circle enjoys
already registered.
immensely a visit to this hotel,;for s'viewed the harbor* and {outlying island) from
the w indows and verandas is one of the
most charming
of Southwest Harbor
Plans for the innual summer
scenery.
sale were discussed.
The date will aoon
be announced.
June 19.
_Bi*eay.

Lurvey

Persia

Paint

Economy
Paint economy
sists in

Brewer to

has gone to

visit her mother.
Emma Norwood attended the
Chstine.

Mrs.

com-

mencement at

John R. Tinker is at home from Isle

Haut,

where he has been

working.

the purchase
of Rogers

Paint.
Paint
is not
Rogers
tf]T
jl
best
the
merely

wick, attending thef centennial celebration of the Baptist church.l
Leslie Bmith snd family, who ||ave been
living for the last two years |in the house
>f the late Levi Lurvey, hats moved to the
Jjtxxm Lurvey place.

paint

NORTH SEDGWICK.

of

our

people, old

]

the schooner Jeremiah Smith

on

his way

can

ill l.6i®nn Palm Dealers.

Sedgwick.

Florence Heald and MU* Virginia
Mien spent Saturday at Bluehill with Mrs.
lames Betelle.
Mrs.

large number

make,—it is

paint that

M*3e by Detroit White Lead World
Sold by

Rev. and Mra. Thompson spent centen-

A

we can

the best
be made.

T.

young, took in old home day
quet at Sedgwick Friday.

is

attained by

Howard Robbins, head light keeper at
Rockland breakwater light, is visiting
his family here.
Helen Bawryer spent last week in Bedg-

nial week at

the

economy
au

Marie Sawvcr has taken a trip to wa
with her father, Capt. Emmons Hawyer.

June IS.

con-

buying

kind that will go the
farthest and last the longest.
Such

and

and the ban-

Rev. S. P. Merrill, of Raleigh, N. C, Mr.
□reely, of New York, Mrs. Ireson, of
Sew Jersey, and Mrs. Louise Boyden, of
Bluehill, were the guests of Mrs. I. M. Alien last week.

Mrs. P. B. Day, of Ellsworth, Mrs. Ruby
of North Bluehill, spent part of
last week with Mrs. Hattie Allen at Pond

Mayo,
day”

They
Sedgwick.

farm.
at

attended

“old

home

Friend and wife, of Melrose,
Robert Friend and wife, of
Lowell, Mass., were in town a few days
last week, visiting relatives and friends.
Victor

Mass., and

The

boys enjoyed Ashing.

June 1ft.

Rae.

EAST SURRY.
Rural

sewing

Chatto June 28.
ially invited.

circle

meets

H und red* of children and nd’M* (»**•
•ms, hut are treated for other til *'■»«**
»
-J s> inpcomnare: -IndifMtlun. with
variableat. petite: fbuttongue; oflen«"
breath; hard and full belly with o«we
•tonal grlpingsand pains about thensTiK
eves heavy and dull; Itching of ttienos*.
short, dry cough : grinding of the
slow fever: *tw

with J. A.

All ex-member* espec-

Weldon Winchester, who cut his foot
quite badly last March, is now' suffering
from blood poisoning.

starting during sleep;
often In children, convulsions.

TRUES

Stinson attended the comexercises of the U. of M. last
Wednesday in company with M. D. Chatto.
The Sunday school held at Rural hall
was reorganized Sunday June 4, with the
follow ing officers: Superintendent, Alden
H. Mann; assistant superintendent, Mrs.
F. M. Sinclair; secretary, Mrs. Florence
Young; treasurer, Mrs. Hannah Wasson;
organist, Mrs. Rose Mann; librarian, Miss
Sarah Stinson; assistant librarian, Miss
Carrie Treworgy; teachers, Mrs. F. M.
Sinclair, Miss Susie Stinson, Mias Anna
Stinson, Mrs. Florence Yonug, Mrs. Rose
Mann.
June 15.
C.
Miss Anna

mencement

ELIXIR

1

I'1

TIME and
MONEY »v 181*0

Challen’s Record Books

GOULD8BORO.

AilverttKcrN Bro»^
Subscription Record,
Job Printer s
Advertising Record,
Correspondence Record.
eBtrj
for
Indexed
and
Ruled, printed
<lu^. prfoi
and reference. Descriptive circular a
list on Application. Published by
a a. & w. is. chila

illness of the engineer,
Marcus Cleaves, there lias been no work
in Dunbar's mill the past week. Work
was resumed this morning.

Members of the school
improvement
league are preparing for an entertainment

BpocUitmtimifccTafwWw-

CAUr

Owing to the

There will be no preaching here next
Sunday afternoon, as the pastor, Rev. C.
B. Bromley, is to preach in Ellsworth in
the place of Rev. J. P. Simon ton, who is
to attend the memorial day services of
the Knights of Pythias at Prospect Harbor that day.

I

I* the Ur»t worm remrtly mad«*
bmm in uae Kitx-e 1
I. l» Pur*12Jr,**L
table, baruilewi and Oobctual. ]#be"
no worms an* urtaant It actaaaaTonic,
and corr>-4-tM the condiiton of tbe mocoos membrane ot tbe etomacn •*“
trowels. Aunltfrtcurt for Conwipw
tlon and BUlouenese, and a valoM*
remedy tn ail the common couipi**"™
of children. Price *5 cts. Ask J<>or
*
druggist tor It.
Dr. J. F. TUI K A CO., Aaburw.

Advertisers. Publishers and Printers.

Frank

day. They

P

BIRCH HARBOR.

Sunday, June 11, Children's day was
Rev. O. Mayo and wife, of Winter
liarappropriately observed by a special ser- bor, visited here
Friday.
mon in the morning by Mr. Reeies and a
Mr*. J.F. Dolan ha. gone to
Arlington
pleasing concert by the Sunday school in
Ma**., to visit her brother, R. A. Handy.
the evening. The church was
taste-

View

Franklin, has been
here visiting his son George.
Mrs. Maggie Crane and daughter Mildred

Frank Steele

Y. Z.

Anne.

has

Capt. Augustus Darby,

poor

grange is to have a
necktie social Wednesday night, June 21,
:o help swell the fund for buying the hall.

SOUTH HANCOCK.

Jnne 11.

Lord

store.

C.

The Alamoosook

Young left Saturday with a party
for a week’s fishing on Grand Lake stream.
Mrs. D. W. Kelley is employed
in
Charles Cousins’ boarding-house at Bar

Mr.

I*

June 1#.

Rev. Mr. Reeves, the new pastor of the
Congregational church here, in company
with Rev. C. N. Davie, attended the
county conference at Bluehill.
Mrs. Antoinette Harmon, who lias been
in the Eastern Maine hospital, Bangor,
was brought home recently by her son
George and seems in excellent health.
William E. Mason, who has been employed on lighthouse stone work at Owl’s
Head, is now at home. His wife, who was
with him, came to McKinley two weeks

and

from
Bucksport and reopened the Omar Lord

flood

R. H.

June 12.

Miss Tina Gray has returned home much
improved in health.

off

Nina

Miss

the

\lamoosouk.

grandchildren

and
June 12.

WEST TREMONT.

Beatrice Lunt spent last week with relatives at Mansct.

week.

The school here this spring has been a
lecided success. Mrs. A. P.
Harriman,
teacher.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Fannie Small went to Belfast Friday to
visit her sisters.

came

Mrs. F. G. Thompson
health.

grand-

leaves

l

Frank Lord, of Belfast, has been stopping with his aunt, Nancy Smith, the past

EAST ORLAND.

Maude

years old.
two sons, several
many other relatives.

seventy

husband,

risk to you.

a

P. Farnham is still at work on the
Patterson cottage on the shore of lake
his

visiting

or

absent several

Capt. Augustus Foss as
cook on his yacht.
LaForest Woodworth, who has been Harbor.
employed at Bar Harbor by the Brewer Ice
Mrs. A. P. Wooster returned from BosCo., for some time, is at home.
ton last week, where she has been receivHenry Jellison has a position in a gro- ing medical treatment.
Mrs. W. A. Haines and daughter, of
cery stoi*e on Peak’s Island, with his
cousin, Fred L. Brackett.
Fort Fairfield, are visiting Mrs. Haines’
Mrs. Vina Reed Brackett, of Boston, aunt, Mrs. Nettie Higgins.
C. H. Howe, pastor of the Baptist
who has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
Caddie Robertson, has gone to Ellsworth. church at North Billerica, Mass., has been
a guest at T. W. Baldwin’s the past week.
High school at the village has closed.
H. N. McCauley was in Walerville on
Those who attended from here were:
business last week. Mr. McCauley gees to
Verna Lawrie, Dallas Tracey, June and
Bar Harbor to-day, where he will be emPreston Williams.
ployed in the interest of the Waterville
with

She

of

tide without serious damage.
June 12.

Torrey.
Calvert and Frank Bridges returned
A rummage sale was given Friday evenfrom Bangor Sunday, where they have
ing for the benefit of the library. It
been to procure licenses to run their cleared about
|13.
auxiliary smack.
Mrs. Ruby Morgan will go to Prospect
The Swan’s Island grammar school held Hai bor this week to join her husband,
its graduation exercises in the Methodist who is working there.
church Friday night. The follow ing proThe bell for the schoolhouse arrived last
gramme was successfully carried out:
week, and has been put In position.
Rev.
F. N. Johnson; music;
Music; prayer,
Much credit is due the members of the
salutatory, Alena B. Staples; declamation,
Allegro club, wrhich earned the money
Wesley Stanley; recitation, Laura M. for it.
Turner; cornet solo, Mr. Ingraham, of
Capt. Clarence Turner made a short stay
Freeman
P.
Rockland; declamation.
at home last week. Capt. Turner sold his
Bridges; recitation, Phcebe M. Kent; recifish at Carver’s Harbor. He had the
tation, Beatrice G. Smith: music; declahe ever brought in, 140,000
mation, James Martin: valedictory, Mil- largest trip
dred D. Bridges; cornet solo; conferring ; pounds.
Mrs. Emily Dix, of Holden, formerly of
of diplomas; benediction; music.
this place, died Sunday. The remainli will
J une 12.
Spec.
be brought here for burial. Mrs. Dix was
NORTH FRANKLIN.

w

nailing through the falls under charge
pilot, broached to and struck on

K.

Barron

j

C. Pendleton, Capt. L. G. Gray,
ith lumber for W. C. Bales, while

John

Mr.

^

The W.

BASS HARBOR.

daughter, Mrs.

John Woodworth, of Montreal, is visiting his brother, Winfield Woodworth.

the

he drives with reins.

Capt. F.

to

11s.

Edwin Rumill, who has been attending
grandfather’s, has been quite ill.
Mrs. Lucy Gross went to Marblehead. school at Hebron, came home Saturday.
Miss Emma Thurston has been visiting
Mass., to join her husband, who is emMiss Bess Eaton, of McKinley, the past
ployed on a yacht there.
Percival Bakeman, who is preaching week.
here for the summer, was called home
Mrs. Eunice Lopaus, who has been vishis iting her parents at Duck Island, came
on Friday by the sudden death of
mother.
home Thursday.
Herbert Stanley and wife, of Bar Har- !
Miss Rena Lunt, who has been visiting
bor, called on friends here Thursday, j in Prospect, is now at work at the Ocean
Mr. Stanley is laying the foundation for a house at Manaet.
new schoolhouse at Slonington.
John H. Leland and wife, of Ellsworth,
The Children’s Day concert held in the and Mrs. Maria Dodge, of Sears port, have
church here was very fine. Three young been visiting their sister, Mrs. Frank W.
ladies prepared it, and their pupils did ; Lunt, and family.
The church was | Schools closed here
them much credit.
Friday after a very
prettily decorated with ferns and wild ; successful term of eight weeks.
Both
flowers.
grades gave a very pleasant entertainment
A.
June 16.
at the end of the term. Many of the parent* were present.
Much praise is due
SOUTH BROOKS VILLE.
the teachers, Miss Powers, of the gramAlfred A. Condon is painting Rodney's j
mar, and Mrs. Kane, of the primary.
Folly.
June 19.
THRLMA.
is
with
Henry Gray
going
Capt. Irving
in the yacht Iroquois.
WEST BROOK8VILLE.
W. E. Harvey and Levi Franks are
The grammar school closed last Friday.
painting the Perkins cottage at Deep Cove.
Summer boarders have commenced to
Mrs. Nellie Cline, of Lynn, Mass., who arrived.
started
relatives
has been visiting
here,
Herman Tapley has moved into the
for home Saturday.
Gusta Lord house.
The most peculiar team in this place is
Roy Tapley was at Stockton Spring*
Capt. Charles How ard, with his ox which Saturday and Sunday.

Douglass got

back home at 10.30

any address, without cost

at his

day morning,
He caught what he
went out fishing.
wanted, came home and dressed them,
took

with

curren-

by Registered Mail, Insured,

send it

Little Monte lie Harmon, who is visiting

be«en in

smart

frit-

on can

having surplus

an account

by opening

The Clover club will meet with
“General” next week.

tage is finished.

one

care

\

S. Mail.

of

never

entertninment

surceM.

COUNTY

C. L. Kstey and two children, Lacy
Howard, and Miss Helen Kstey, of
Brockton, Mass., came last Friday. They
will stop with Mrs. Estey’s parents, Nahum Hodgkins and wife, until their cot-

of

hand

by U.

nnd the

ELLSWORTH,

Mrs.

boast

given tn Union
ln«, Juno ». Both tenrher ,„d m,
putUnjf • front dm I of hnrd «„rk
in, V*
^
prepnnUlon of »n nUmetive

Rev. C. N. Davie, who was pastor at
Crauberry Isles for several years, is spend- ancc.
Surplus. $50,000.
MAINE.
Capital. $50,000.
ing a few weeks at Southwest Harbor,
Mr.. Mary Young, of Hurry, wa.
before entering upon a new charge in anin
rvolw
xvacczaE^SEE
over Sunday, the gneat of her
aunt
other part otythc State.
\o.
Mary Carr.
The young people arc home from the
Mrs. Marshall and
to franklin to load.
NEWS. son and Miss Evelyn Haskell will he pas- several institutions of learning for the Arthur Moore, who ha« been at hum*
nrlrlitinnat Count? AV «r*. tee other page*
summer vacation.
Fred Higgins, of Bates vi.iting hi. mother. Mo. Mary March, fw
sengers on the trip.
a
few daya, ha.
returned to work „
college, is again on duty at Hancock's
June 19.
E.
OCEANVILLE.
market. Annie Clark, Aquia Richardson Watervilla.

and

can

on

established it has

The First National Bank,

home last

F. R.

Kitchen has gone to Bangor

to

Oscar Ford, who has employment at
Northeast Harbor, is spending a few days
with his mother, Mrs. George Treadwell.

Marlboro

from the

once, we can

she had been visiting.

Roscoe

letter sent it

was

hnirrh^7~T

to bo

«w

Rowena Uebckah lodge held a pleasant
social at
the hall Saturday evening.
Strawberries
and cream
regaled the
“Bcckies".

At any time you wish currency to use at

Springs, where

from Stockton

EAST FRANK IJN.
Rena

cy

Waterville, where he has been at-

Thursday

a

yourself

tending school.
Miss Audrey Hodgkins came home Saturday from Pittsfield, where she has been

June 19.

Mrs.

Inst

here last

R.

June 19.

Do Your Banking By Mail.

MARLBORO.

attending school.
Mrs. E. C. Alexander

Xe*n

The yearly memorial sermon for Pemetic
lodge. I. O. O. TF\, was preached by the
Rev. J. B. Aldritch at the ball.

H.

12.

vl HHrmal Count*

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

JS M
Iu2

summer

with her aunt in Belfast.

from

here.

Miss Annie Liscomb and Miss Morse, o
Rockland, were guests of Mira Liscomb’i
uncle, Thomas S. Liscomb, a few days Iasi

mer

laid at rent in

COUNTY NKAvs.

apbrrti*rmtnt».

the cemetery here and
Ml. Adams.

remains taken from

-—

Tog?|

14 DOVKR STREET,

FOR
One

S A U E

second-band

! Knox Marine Gasoline Engio*
!

is U. p., 3 C-Tlindor. A bariealn ,or
offer refused. Inquire

«
Wsonable
*
SHERMAN S BOAT WORKS, BROOKIII,

roV NT Y NKW'?.
GREAT POND.
and Clarence Williams
Patterson
Qor
'in Bangor Friday. They carried in
of Great Pond pickerel.

simpie

evening, June 14, the people
to
gave a birthday surprise party
Li Ida Garland, and presented her with
watch as a token of their love and
Miss Ida
work here.
predation of her
wit h Mrs.
Li invited to spend the day time for
go ing her sister-in-law
in the houae.
LLsujI dainty decorations
and Mr*. Williama played
gilsby
Ur,
*
Mrs. Geneva laughlln
.,on the piano.
twnjo music. A picnic lunch of
with
,n,in!, cake and confectionery,
furnished by the hostess. Mrs. GarSnished a very pleasant surprise. A

Wednesday
r.

V|d

Ljjf.

happy evening is reported.
Storday evening F. K. Mace

yfrr

and

w

ife

Mrs- Finery attended the Good Will
The grange ia pro_„g at Amherst.
dnely under the management of
officers. The programme
Us very- efficient
was as follows:
Music;
,gthe evening
resting remarks by Mrs. lluseey; a
F. E. Msec, commendlbort Hddress, by
work of the grange every
ing the good
the Misses Ilernice
Shete: readings, by
and Helen Jewett.
gcbiiisen, Mabel Giles
an ice-cream sociable
[! was Ulted to have
of the
next Saturday night for the benefit
:
and ta invite Mariaville grange to
psng,.
1.
At the
meet with it Saturday, July
members from
dose of the session the
were kindly invited
Pond
by
(irMt
gdmond Giles and wife to a fine lunch of
was
much apge-crearn and cake which
pealed before their long ride home.
EJonc 18.

[Lsini!

SEAL COVE.

Mn- Seth Harding, of Indian Point,
tailed her sister,.Mrs. C. H. Sawyer, last
week.

Seal Cove school, taught by Miss Louisa
Heath, dosed Friday, June 16. A number
of visitors were present and listened to an
interesting programme.
The rite of baptism will be administered
to several candidates on Hunday afternoon, June 25, after afternoon service, or
about 4.30 p. in. Rev. Clarence Emery will
officiate. Service will be held in the

Superintendent, Ruble Higgins; secretary,
Kdith Dorr; treasurer, Olivia
Higgins;
teachers, first grade, Mrs. Lewis Dorr;
•eoond grade, Mrs.
Sidney Higgins, third
grade, Rubie Higgins.

GET INTO POLITICS.

COUNTY NEWS.
Onm*v /Tetn

«r

K. W. Btirrlll, of K»»t Dedham, so
Advises the Grangers.
\
PROSPECT HARBOR.
The address of welcome of E. W. BorJane 19.
F. F. I .arm bee was in Ellswdrth Wed- rill, of New Century grange, at the reH.
cent meet ing of Hancock Pomona grange
nesday.
NORTH CASTINE.
Mrs. Charles Blanco, jr., spent Saturday in East Dedham, was a little out of the
Samuel Dunbar is able to ride out.
1 in Bar
line of the ordinary welcome. He did not
Harbor.
George A. Grindle left Friday for New
Mrs. Everett Guptill was a guest of Mrs. devote all his time to patting the grangers
York, to join a yacht.
on the hack, but he pointed out some of
J. E. Pike on Saturday.
their short comings, and among other
Roy L. Ward wall and family leave toMiss Susie Over has gone to Mil bridge
day for their home in Augusta.
things advised them to get into politics.
tor a visit of several weeks.
In the course of his add re** he said:
Mrs. Frances Dyer, of Boston, is occu.'A*!*. Alfred Hamilton and Mrs. F. C.
“At all Heelings of Otis kind we hear It re
pying her summer residence here.
Bickford spent Saturday in Bangor.
marten that the grange Is a wonderful order;
Grace D. Leach arrived Saturday from
Mrs. Adelaide Dunn, of Franklin, was wbAi great things u Is doing for tbo farmer*
Portland for the summer vacation.
and what great Influence it Is haring upon the
here Wednesday calling upon friends.
Mrs. Esther Gott and daughter, of Bass
Issues of theuay
While we know It
S. Ray left this morning for principal
Irving
baa done much, 1* doing much and is destined
Harbor, are the guests of Mrs. Isaac Jonesport, where he has
for to do
engagements
more; while we are growing rapidly in !
Dunbar.
the week.
members and we hope In influence for good, we
Mrs. Mary L. I-each is home from MassThomas Bendix took his son Wayne to must not lose sight of the fact that If this
achusetts, where she has been since
Bar Harbor one day last week to have his work Is to continue we must put our shoulders
November.
to the wheel and keep lifting. If we stop going
eyes examined.
forward we will surely go backward.
Mrs. Augusta Leach is in Bucksport,
Mrs. Fred Seavy went to Bar Harbor
‘•Are the moral and uplifting Influences of I
called there by the illness of her mother.
where she had an operation per- the grange ket ping pace with Its numerical
Saturday,
Mm. Caroline Ames.
formed on her ear.
growth, or are we exonauglng quality for quan
Miss Jennie Perkins went to Bangor
E. D. Chase and family have returned tliy? The gtange was organised and Intended i
to be purely a farmer’s order, and is claimed sc
Friday where she will be employed in the from Winter
|
Harbor, where they have to be, even now. But how can we
family of Rev. T. W. Fessenden.
truthfully
been for several weeks.
claim it as au organization of farmers when we
Edward Varnuin, who has been ill a long
W. F. Bruce and wife went to Bar Har- represent every trade, profession and occupatime, has been removed to the home of his bor
Saturday to be the guests of the L. tion of labor, even to tr.e politician? Do these
daughter, Mrs. Daniel Webster, where he B.
people join us because they have such an InterDeasys until Monday.
! can have more constant care.
eel lu the farmer and the cause or agriculture
Mrs. William Stewart has returned from
and wtah to assist him along his rugged path
J. W. Bowden and wife visited Past
Bangor, where she has been several weeks way, or are the? seeking his aid to further their
Master H. J. Harriman, of Bucksport, on
for treatment for her eyes.
professional or political ends9
their return from the Pomona grange at
“As an order we claim to be non partisan, and
Charles Colwell, who bas tilled a posiDedham. Mr. Harriman is suffering from
tion in Portland for a year or more, has we are as far as U- members arc, and no further.
a serious trouble with his
caused by
eyes,
I
am proud to say that Hancock county had
j an
returned home for the summer.
injury received last winter.
non-partisan votes enough last fall to let a cer
Ernest
and Wilbur Cole returned from tain class know that
June 19.
L.
you can't fool all the peoWaterville Sunday, where they have been ple all the time and that the common people
BLUE!! ILL FALLS.
t»e
can't
nahd
a
by
rlrg but require that their
attending the Coburn classical institute.
be four square. What we need to-day
Willie Friend, %of Sargent vi lie, spent
Mrs. Sarah Cole, Miss Cole and Miss .officials
1*
more
ami
men.
women,
too, who are above
Saturday here.
Genevieve, with their guest. Miss Ethel party or prejudice, who will not
put a moucy
Edmond Sylvester has commenced his Cole, of Portland, were guests of Jaaon value on their honor.
season's work for Mrs. Ethelbert Nevin.
Sargent and wife on Wednesday.
"One of the great foundation principles on
■

Mellie Henderson and Eugene Candage
at work for E. Mayo on the Mill island
cottage.
Mrs. Colby Hooper and son spent Friday
with her mother, Mrs. Mandy Friend, at
the Falls.

Cards

are

out for the

marriage reception

of Mitt EluAbeth Pherson and John
Coombs for Wednesday evening, June 28,

are

at

Columbus

hall. A large circle of
the best of good wishes.
Halcyon assembly of Pythian sisterhood

friends extend

which the giange was organized Is co-ooeratton
along material and financial lines es well as so
clal and educational.
Grange stores were at
one time very popular, nut as the grange has
grown lu numbers grange stores have grown
beautifully lets. We tried the purchasing of
fertilizer!-, but little whs done. By becoming
better educated through the medium of the
grange the farmers found that they were paylug an unjust proportion of the public expense
In the form of taxes. The grange went into the
law-making business and was very successful
four years ago, wteu eight out of nine resolu
lions presented to the le. Islature were enacted
Into laws. Two years ago we were not so successful. for among other resolutions with which
our legislative committee was armed was one
to obtain the right of suffrage for tax paying
women. If not for all women; a resolution
which no Patron worthy of the name can refuse
V\ ell, what became of it?
to support.
If 1 am
correctly Informed, one of the committee opposed it by voice and being a representative by
vote the polit'cans saw their chance.
The
grange was divided and so the resolution was
side-tracked, much to the disappointment of
tax-pay log women who believe, as did out revolutionary fathers, that taxation without representation 1st ranny.

accepted an invitation from the sisterin Mil bridge for June 20
to a
6 o’clock banquet at the Atlantic house,
and an evening
with them in their
A backboard party from Grindlevllle
(Castle hail, where a fine programme will
evening, when the new members will be had a picnic on Mill island Saturday.
lie presented for entertainment.
received into the church.
They carried home some fine fish caught
Schoodic lodge, K. of P., held a decoraMrs.
at
the
Falls.
Cove
Seal
South
school, taught by
tion sen,'ice in Birch Harbor on Sunday
Ober, closed June 16. Number attending
Mrs. B. A. Wood and daughter Susie
afternoon.
About fifty knights particiFol- arrived here
school, 15; average attendance, 13.
Saturday from Jacksonville,
and the little church was well filled
lowing are names of pupils not absent Fla., to visit relatives and frieuds. They pated,
to witness the ritualistic service.
Next
Blanche Kelley, Grace expect to
one-half day:
spend a year in the North.
Sunday the Pythian memorial service will
Murphy, Winifred Kelley, Vernon Kelley,
June 19.
Crumbs.
be. held in Union church here, with a serNeal Murphy, Alfred Lnmphcr. Leslie
mon by Rev. J.
P. Simonton, of EllsSOUTH SURRY.
Lampher. Prise winners: First, Harry
worth.
Webster; second, Grace Murphy; spelling,
Harvey Candage was home from StonJune 19.
C.
Gladys Murphy. First and second prixes ington and Henry Young from Sound over
were for correct answers to questions in
BROOKLIN.
Sunday.
history, current events, etc.
Rev. J. D. McGraw preached in the
Eugene Sherman has gone to Boston on
N.
June 19.
Union church yesterday to a small con- business.
w hen our bgiriatlve committee was sent to
gregation. Thia is the first church service
E. J. Herrick, of Rockland, was in town Augusta last winter armed with re-olutioua
EAST SULLIVAN.
held here for some time, as there is no last week.
panned by Maine state grange, backed by ifqUit
j
Doyle & Havey are sawing long lumber.
Patrons of Maine, bad tin politic ans forgotten
regular pastor for this part of the town.
Mrs. Horace Batchelor came home from
A daughter was born to Hollis Leighton
vsh-l lUey UtU tau y.ara before?
Schooner Hazel Dell, Capt. W. V. Cog- 1 Bangor Thursday.
and wife June 16.
"ub, no’ They were alert, and 1 umkr>tuod
gins. sailed for New York last Friday I B. T.
Bowie, of Ellsworth, is in town 1 found the same man on the committee who had
Schooner
Catherine is loading edge
with stone for White Granite Co.
Fred
with his automobile.
opposed the woman's suffrage act. Titey raw
stone for Henry Bean.
Coggins accompanied his father on the
that tne grange Hus st1lldtYldedagaiortU2H.ll,
A. F. Blake, of Bar Harbor, visited
Edward Smith alt ended the graduating trip.
Not one or
and followed up their advantage
friends in town last week.
exercises at the Cniversity of Maine last
the lero utious got lar enough Into our legislaAmong the arrivals last wee k were Mrs.
F. A. Herrick has sold his yoke of oxen ture to be vote*! upon bv our r< present#lives.
week.
William Stewart aud her sister, Mrs.
N w there U one of two things the trouble here,
Alfred Stevens, of Steuben, was the Broadwell, of New York; the families of to James Byard, of Sedgwick.
Mr. and Mrs. Bibb, of Washington, D. either th< se resolutions were not fea.-lbie or the
guest of his sister, Mrs. Amanda Bixnpaon, Charles Sawyer and S. W. Wilder, with
men composing our legislative committee are
over Sunday.
v.
servants, of Newton Center, Mass., also C., are at West End for the season.
not worthy of the couildeuce of the Patrons of
Rev. K. S. Drew, wife and son leave this
George Patten dosed his school on L. B. Wilder and Dr. Briggs.
Tramp.
June 19.
morning for their annual vacation.
•Now. these things which I have referred to
Bridgham hill Friday, and left to-day for
has

Doris and Paul Morin arrived Sunday at
tbf ir cottage, the “Airly Beacon”. Others
are expected June JO.

hood

'•

Bar Harbor for the

summer.

Frank Haskins and wife gave a picnic
on Friday at the new 'flab stand at Sorrento, which was a very happy occasion.
Mrs. Frank Noyes, of West Goo Ids boro,
and Mrs. Edward
Bragdon were delegate*
to the Daughters of Liberty convention
in Bangor, June 14.
It is hoped that July 2 may be observed
a# Children's
day at the church by the
Sunday schools. The epidemic oi measles
has caused the postponement.
June 19.
H.

8WAN*8 ISLAND.

have been

L. B. Stanley spent last week at
with friends.

Mrs.

at

Molaaam pond

Miss Libbie Wilbur ia stopping with
Mrs. Girl Butler, at Franklin, (or a time.
John Piper is having hia new houae finished, and it will eoon be in readineaa to
live in.
A

party from Bar Harbor spent Sunday
•t Fred Jeiliaon’a
eauip, Webb’s pond,

fishing.
Tbt- hi Is worth Free Baptist quarterly
®H*tiug was held at the Eastbrook church
June 18,1; .„<! ig.
J*mes R. Butler, a well-known resident
6*

1!l>» town, traded one ot hi* work
for a carriage horse recently.
Jane IS.
G.

Charles Cousins, wife and daughter and
little friend visited Mrs. H. L. Perkins

Sunday.
Schooner 8. M. Bird is at McMullen Co.’s
*harf unloading timber, plank, coal and
n^hinery for the company’s works.
The four-masted schooner Fred A. Davenport sailed last week loaded with paviog blocks from the M. L. Allen quarry.

^•Pt. H. P. Robbins, keeper of Rocked Breakwater
light station, visited his
daughter, Mrs. A. A. Hodgdon, last week.
Millie Leslie, the eldest son of James
leslie, who is suffering from hip disease,
w®« taken to Bar Harbor
hospital last
week for treatment.
The schooner E. Arcularius, of Rocklandt bound from this place for Baltimore
" ith
stone, struck on a shoal while enter-

ing Chesapeake bay last week. She
°ff at the next
tide, leaking badly.
will repair at Baltimore.
June 19.

She
H.

SOUND.
Miss Inez Liscomb, of Seal Harbor, is
visiting friends here.
Rev. Myles Heminway organized a Sunday school at St. James chapel on Sunday.
The officers appointed were as follows;

Hill, who

Charleston,

home.

Mrs. Georgia Foley and Mrs. DeWitfc, of
Boston, are at their cottage, “Harbor

John I. Snow, of Rockland, is
C. Hail’s quarry at
at J.
Toothacre’s Cove.
stone

View,”

for the

season.

Miss Katherine Coombs, of West Brooks-

Nettie Tinker has recovered from
her recent illness at Southwest Harbor
and returned home.
Mrs.

ville, spent
the

days

few

a

in town last

week,

guest of Mrs. R. R. Babson.

Flye

R. A.

Spec.

went to Rockland last week

accompany home Frank J. Gray, who
has been to Portland for medical treatto

MT. DESERT FERRY.

Irving Newcomb spent Sunday

at W.

ment.

P.

Mrs. Lucinda Carter came home from
Boston Saturday, where she spent the

Clarke’s.
S. J. Johnson and
worth Friday.

wife

were

in

Ells-

winter.

Leslie Newcomb, who has been attending college at Princeton, N. J., arrived

She

was

accompanied by

her son,

Mr. Hanscom.

Rev. Edward Reed, of Martin’s Ferry,
Ohio, preached at the Baptist church Sunmorning. Mr. Reed’s father was pasJohn Stanley and wife, of Manset, and day
tor of the Sedgwick Baptist church during
their daughter, Mrs. Nellie Noyes, and
the Civil war.
four children, spent a few days here last
home last week.

Percy Clark

Cora Bridge* and Mr*. Alwilda
Newman were in Rockland the past week.
Mrs.

Alice M. Sprague, who is teaching
school on Outer Long Island, spent Sunday with her parents.
Frank Sprague and Mrs. Amanda StockMia*

married

were

last

Wednesday

home of Mrs. Fred Gott, a
sister of the bride, by Rev. F. N. Johnson.
J.
June 18.
the

ASHVILLE.
Mrs. H. H. Johnson, of East Sullivan,
was a guest of Misses Prudy and Ellen
Preble last week.
School closed Friday afternoon. George
Patten, of Sullivan Center, taught a very
successful term, and was much liked by
the

pupils.

Maria Roberston, who has been
very ill with the measles, is better. Milton Johnson’s family, all of whom have
been ill, are better.
B.
June 20.
Mrs.

___

FRANKLIN ROAD.

Mrs.

George P.

home.
J une 19.

nk

Femme.

a

Clark

has

come

few weeks’ stay at her

Pittsfield for a (ew
days last week.
Miss Effie Clark has gone to Bar Harbor tor the season.
went to

Miss Lula West is at home from the

from
sum-

mer

G.

operation. I a-k you why they
with the growth of the grange,
and prorpertd?
It seitns to me that it Is be
eau*" we Kite lost one of the things that the
are forms
have not

of

co

grow

1

organiz d for—to increase on tldecce
fellow men, coniidencc iu our business,
confidence lu ourselves. We are not proving
ourctUea equal to our opportunities. The lime
is ripe for great reforms. The common people
are demanding thorn and the grange is the
grange

was

our

lu

representative of the common people.
“I hear somebody say we mustn’t get mixed
Ilroihers and sisters, we are
up lu politics.
already mixed up In politics and politics is
mixed up with us. There is one of two things
get into the thick of the tight and reform
ring rule of the politicians, or make our
bow aud gracefully retire from the Ik Id. I say
let us have a hand In this reform and prove that
we are a power for good In the world.
"The time Is ut hand for the common people,
who feed our public treasury cash, to kn.»w
where the funds go to and who Is reaping the
benefit of their toll. They are demanding economic expenditures of these funds in accord
he laws of the State and the vote of
a nee with
the people. The grange.stands for fewer high
salaried officers, but our legislature keeps on
creuting new ones. We are to pay a highway
commissioner $2,50u a year to go about the
Mate and tell the people many things any fifteenyear-old boy ought to know, and the Sturgis
commission twice as much to see that the officers
whom we elected, do their duty. Who, 1 ask
you is going to see that they do theirs?'*
to ao;
the

Teachers.

Summer Schools for
The

summer

the present

schools

season w

for

teachers

111 be held

as

for

follows:

Hampden, July 12-10; Union, July 24-28;
Limerick, July 31 to August 4.
C. H. Albert, of the state normal school,
ployed in the family of Mr. Gross.
Bloomsburg, Pa., will have charge of the
Fred McKenzie has gone to Seal Harbor,
work in general pedagogy and methods in
where he has employment for the summer.
Miss
the higher common school grades.
Leonard Clark, of Bar Harbor, has pur- Elizabeth Hall, principal of the training
chased a place here and moved here with school for teachers, Lewiston, will have
his family.
charge of the conferences and methods in
N. L.
Mrs. J. C. Winterbotham, of Lainoine the lower common school grades.
Beach, is spending a lew weeks with her Mower, of Auburn, will direct the work
in music.
daughter, Mrs. George Jordan.
Anon.
June 19.
Information as to board, rooms and
Castine normal school.
Miss

Ye vie Clark is at

Hancock,

em-

WEST TRENTON.
Edward Rinalda

paralysis

two

about the

same.

was

weeks

Mrs. Mary Reinick
Reed, of New Jersey,

stricken down with
ago. He remains

sister, Mrs.
visiting Aruo

and
is

Marshall and wife.
have
here

Virginia Thompson

arrived and opened their residence
for the summer.

William

Moore,

of

Fall River, Mass.,
after an

has been in town visiting friends,
absence of twenty-one years.

Mrs.

Haynes, with her little
daughter, of Bar Harbor, has been isiting
her parents, C. L. McFarland and wife,
the past week.
June 19.
S,
Inez

railroad rates may be obtained from F. H.
Damon, Hampden; Miss Lillian A. Cole,
Union; or Prin B. A. Sanderson, Limerick.

Nip—What was the greatest luck you
had hunting? Tuck—Once when a

ever

(eilow shot at
and

Misses Sarah and

Miss Delia Clark is in poor health.
MrB. Sarah Robinson is visiting relatives
in the western part of the State.
Mrs. Herbert Herrick, of Old Town, was
at her old home here Wednesday.
Boston for

I

EGYPT.
M1MLK.N.

at

June 19.

C.

June 19.

bridge
evening

1

|

week.

came

•

at

in town.

mer

Schooner

■

HALL QUARRY.

Mahlon
school

Howe and family, of Boston, arrived Saturday morning to spend the sum-

friends.

loading

and

attending

Mr.

Mrs. O. L. Milan has gone to Tremont
and Southwest Harbor for a few days with

June%».
Th«re «u»

are at

Sedgwick

EASTBROOK.

Sunday.

Everett Kane

**

missed

me

in

mistake tor

“A gwtd book is like
bears

a

deer

me.

acquaintance.

a

The

happy
more

face.

It

study
inspira-

you

it the better you like it. It is an
tion when present and a pleasant memory
w'hen

away.”

It’s a mistake to Imagine that itching piles
can’t be cured; a mistake to suffer a day longer
than you can help. IHmn’e Ointment brings
At any
Instant relief and permanent cure.
drug store, &0 cents.—Ad vt.

Sega! ITotio*.

Teachers* Mooting at Portland.
bulletins of the American
Institute of Instruction convention to be
held at Portland July 10-13 are in the
hands of Supt. Parson Smith, of Auburn,
for distribution. Any teacher or club
woman interested in these meetings may
procure a copy by sending him a postal

Programme

other pagn

im

To all persons interested in either of the ©s
tales hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
day of June, a. d. UK.
following rustlers baring been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter molested, it is htrt-uy oruered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested#
by causing a copy pf this order to be published three weeks »nece*srro!y in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsv. orth, in said county, that they may apat a probate court to be held at fiiueill. in said county.on the fifth day of July,
a. d. 1905, at
ten of the Clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see cause.
Eliza A. Darby, late of Castine, in* said
county, deceased. A certmu instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
saio deceased together with petition for probate of same, presented by Ira W. Varna in
and Etla M. Yarnum, the executors named

THE

card.

This convention will be the largest ever
Maine. The programme includes
the names of prominent educators known
throughout the United States and Canada.
Full information of hotel and railroad
rates is included in the programme bulheld in

Irgai

fear

Jsotitfs.

Joseph Tillock, late of Backaport, in said
ST.1TK »r MAINE.
county, deceased. A Certain instrument purHancock **.—At a probate court held at porting to be the last will amt testament of
Ellsworth. in and lor s*»d county of Hancock, saio deceased togt'hy with petition for proon tbc aixth day
of June, in the year of bate of same, presented by Hannah D. Tillock#
the executrix named therein.
our Lord one thon*aud nine hundred and five
Rose D. Jordan, iate of Ellsworth, in said
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
Petition that Charles P.
a copy of the last will and Ustament
county, deceased
and codicil of Phebe A. Lawson, late of Den- Dorr or some o«her suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
ver, in the county of Denver, and state of
and of the probate deceased, presented by Elvira L. Jordan,
Colorado, deceased
thereof in said state of Colorado, duly an ! sister of said deceased.
8*wail J. Mitchell, late of Sul ivan, in said
tbenticated, having been presented to tue I
county, deceased. Petition filed by Ella F.
lodge of probate for our said county of Han
Mitchell, administrat-ix, for license to sell
coca for the purpose of being allowed, filed
and recorded in the probate court of our said certain real estate ol said decease! as described in said petition.
county of Hancock.
Eugenia M. R .dick. David O. Rodick and
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persous interested therein, by publishing Serenus B H oick, minors, of Eden, hi said
tiled by Elizabeth M. Roa copy of this order three weeks
successively county. Petition
iu the Ellsworth American, a newspaper dick. guadian. for license to mortgage cerprinted at Ellsworth, in said countv of Han- tain real estate of said minors as described in
said petition.
cock, prior to the fifth day of July, a. d.
Frances A. Gordon, minor, of Edeu, in said
»SQ5. that they may appear at a probate
court then to be
held at Bluehill, in and j county. Petition tiled by Melvin P Emerson,
for said county of Haucock. at ten o’clock in guardian, for license to sell certain real esthe forenoon, and show cause, if any they tate of said minor, as described in said
petition.
have, against the same.
Khoda C. Dickens and William J. Dickens,
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate, i
minors, of Mount Desert, in said county. PeA true copy of the original.
tition
filed by William 8. Dickens, guardian,
Attest:—T. F. Mahokiy, Register.
for license to sell certain real estate of said
fDHE subscriber hereby gives notice that minors, as described in said petition.
X she has been duly appointed executrix
Stephen B. Dow, late of Tremont. In said
of the last will and testament of John 23. county, deceased. Petition tiled by Benjamin
Whitmore, late ot Eds worth, in the county B. Reed, edministrator, for license to sell cerof Hancock, deceased, no bonds being re- ; taiu real e.-tate oi said deceased, as;described
quired by the terms of said will. All persous in said petition.
having demands against the estate of said
Charles B. Coggins, late of Surry, in said
deceased aredesireo to present the same for county, deceased. First and fiual account of
settlement, and all indebted thereto are 1 Ida A. Bellatty, administratrix, filed for settlement.
requested to make payment immediately.
Delia F. Whitmobk.
Noah Brooks, late of Castlne, in said
June 14. 1905.
couuty, deceased. First and final account of
William H. Hooper, executor, filed for settleffAHfc subscribers hereby give notice tba.
ment.
1. they have been duly appointed adminis- I Lorinda A.
Candage, late of Bluehill, in
trators of the estate of Ivory Grant, late J said
deceased.
First anu final acof Bucksport, in tue county of Hancock, countcounty,
of Urial L. Candage, administrator,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
filed for settlement.
AH persons having demands against the esWilliam Tracy, late of Gouldsboro, in said
tate of said deceased are desired to present
county, deceased. Firs'and final account of
t e same for settlement, and all indebted
Bedford K. Tracy, administrator, filed for
thereto are requested to male payment imsettlement.
Sarah L. Pascal.
mediately.
Hannah F. Tracy, late of Gouldsboro, in
Dwinal Grant.
said county, deceased. First account of Bedannir E. Collins.
ford E. Tracy, administrator. filed for settleJune 6, 19C7>.
IxkzWitham.
David Coffin, late of Castine, in said countv,
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
deceased.
First account of
Joseph W.
Aianson F. Haslam and Aldis Thompson, administrator de bonis non. filed
1
P. Haslam. of Waltham, County of for settlement.
Hancock. State of Maine, by their mortgage j
DeGrasse Fox. late of Eden, in said county,
deed dated »he twentieth day of August, A. D. deceased.
Petition filed by
Harriet Fox,
1888, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds widow, for an allowance out of the persoual
for said County of Hancock, in* Book 227, estate of said deceased. *
to
the
me,
Page 100, conveyed
undersigned,
Mary M. Adams, late of Redlands, State of
Fred K. Hartshorn, formerly of Ellsworth, in California, deceased. Petition filed by Robert
said Countv of Hancock, but now of New
Mathews and Henry B. Ely, executors, that
Haven, in the County of New Haven. State of the amount of collateral inheritance tax upon
Connecticut, and Aworose W. Ellis, of said said estate be determined by the Judge of
Ellsworth, premises described in said mortProbate.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
gage as follows:
“Lots numbered Forty-three and Forty
A true copy of the original.
four situated in the town of Mariavilfe,
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
Hancock Co., State of Maine, and bouuded
aud described as follows: On the north bySTATE OF MAINE.
Lots No. Fifty three and Fifty-four.
On the
Hancock ss:—At a probate court held at
east by Lot No. Forty-two. On the south by
i Lots No. Twenty nine and Thiity on Tilden Ellsworth, iu and for said county of Hancock,
Lots so called. On the west by Lot No. Forty- on the sixth day of June, in the year of our
five on Orrin Frost lot. according to a plan Lord one thousand nine hundred and five.
appearing that the first Tuesday ot July,
J and survey of said Mariaville by Isaac Coolthe day lor holding the regular July term
I idge. the West Branch of Union River crossing said No. Forty-three. Containing Three of said court, falls upon the fourth day of
I Hundred and Twenty Acres, more or less, July of this year:
It is hereby ordered that said court be held
meaning and intending to convey same lot
conveyed by Fred Dorr to said Fred E. Harts- on Wednesday, July fifth, at Bluehill, the
I horn and Ambro«e W. Ellis by deed dated regular place for holding the July term of
October fourth. I87tf and recorded in Hancock said court.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
Registry of Deeds. Volume 165, page 444 arid
conveyed by said Hartshorn and Ellis this day A true copy, Attest:—T. F. Mahonky. Register.
to us the said Aianson F. and Aldis P. HasSTATK OF MAINE.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage !
Hancock ss— At a probate court held at
has been and is now broken, now therefore,
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
i
reasou
of
the
the
therecondition
j by we claim a breach of
of June, in the year of
i on the sixth
i of,
foreclosure of said mortgage, our Lord oueday
thousand nine hundred and
and give this
otice for that purpose.
five.
|
I Dated this twelfth day of June, A. D. 1905.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
Fbkd E. Hartshorn.
a copy of the last will aud testament of
Ambrosk W. Eli.is.
| Mary Scott Newoold. late of the countv of
and state of Pennsylvania,'deMontgomery,
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
and of the probate thereof in said
j ceastd,
In the matter of
)
! state of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated,
A. Bird Cough,
In Bankruptcy.
having been present'd to the judge of pro)
bate for our said conuty of Hancock for tbe
Bankrupt,
To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of the DisDurpose of being allowed, filed and recorded
trict court of the United States for the Disin the probate court of our said county of
trict of Maine.
Hancock.
4
BIKD COUGH, of Eden,
in the
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to
county of Hancock, and State of all persons interested therein, by publishing
Maine, in said district, respectfully ref resents a copy of this order three weeks successively
that on the 31st day of December, last past, he
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
was duly adjudged
bankrupt, under the Acts printed at EH: worth, in said county of Hanof Congress relating to bankruptcy; that he
cock,
fifth day of
prior to the
July,
has duly surrendered all his
property and a. d. 1905, that they may appear at
rights of property, and has fully complied a probate court then to be held at Bluehill,
with all the requirements of said act* and of in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
the orders of court touching his bankruptcy. o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
Wherefore he prays that he may be de- any they have, against the same.
creed by the court to have a full discharge
O. ^ CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
from all debts provable against his estate
A true copy of the oiiginal.
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register,
law
from
as are excepted
such
by
discharge.
Dated this 12th day of June, a. d. 1906
STATE OF MAINE.
A. Bik
Cough,
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Bankrupt.
Ellsworth,
in
and for said county of Hancock,
Order of Notice Thereou.
on the sixth day of June,
in the year of
District of Maine ss.
our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and
On this 17th day of June, a. d. 1905, on five.
reading the foregoiug petition, it is—
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
a copy
f the last will aud testament
upou the same on the 7th day of July, and four codicil, of John C. Nichols, late of
a. d. 190*>. before said court, at Portland, in said
Brookline. in the county of Norfolk, and
district, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; aud that Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased,
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth aud of the probate thereof in said CommonAmerican, a newspaper printed in said dis- wealth of Massachusetts, duly authenticated,
trict, and that all known creditors, and other having been presented to the judge of propersons in interest, may appear at the said bate for our said county of Hancock for the
time and place, and show cat.se, if any they purpotv of being allowed, filed and recorded
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
the prvoate court of our said county of
not be granted.
nincock.
And it is further ordered by the coo i. th«'
i-der d. That notic** thereof be given to
the clerk shall send by m. il to ;»tl kr.. wuoi vi
pe s >u*- ? iif r>tM atm in, by publishing
ttors copies of sai ■! petition ,.ud t:us ordr-, n ecp\ if
usorie. t >rre .-■( k* successively
addressed to them -t their places of residences la the Ki.3Wu.tQ amei .can, a
newspaper
as stated.
«t Fllstvorth. In said
county of UanWitness the Honorable Clarence Uaie. cov.^,
tne
fifth
of
day
July
1 Judge of the said Court, .u.d Un .•>■ »i thereof,
a. d. 1905, la-, they may appear at a probate
at Portland, in said district, ou the 17th day
court then to be held at Bluehill, in and for
I of June. a. d. 1905.
said county of Harcock. nt ten o’clock in the
James E. Hkwky, Clerk.
fi re .toon, aud show cause, i. any they have,
IL. 8.J
A true copy of petition and order therebu.
agatusl the same.
Attest:—Jambs E. Hkwky, Clerk.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original.
Bankrupt's Petition lor Discharge.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
1
In the matter of
Willard T. Smith,
In
Bankruptcy.
subscriber
rPHE
J)
hereby gives notice that
Bankrupt.
JL he has been duly appointed administraTo the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dis- tor of the estate of Margaretta D.
Webster,
trict Court of the United States for the Dislate of Castine. in the countv of Hancock,
trict of Maine.
deceased, and given bonds as tne law direct*.
1LLAKD
T.
of
SMITH,
Eden, in All persons having demands against the esYV the county of Hancock and State of tate of said deceased are desired to present
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents, the same for settlement, aud all indebted
that on the 6th day of May last past, he
thereto are requested to make payment imwas
duly adjudged bankrupt under the mediately.
Edward C. Bowden.
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
June 6, 1905.
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully complied HHHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
with all the requirements of said acts and of
JL
he has been duly appointed executor of
the orders of court touching his bankruptcy.
the last will and testament of Harriet Upton
Wherefore he prays that lie may be de- Butman, late of Ellsworth, iu the
county of
the
court
to
have
a
creed by
full discharge Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required
from all debts provable against his estate by the terms of said will. All
having
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts demands against the estate ofpersons
said deceased
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
are desired to present the same for settleDated this 8th day of June, a. d. 1905.
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
Willard T. Smith,
to make payment immediately.
Bankrupt.
June 6,1905.
John A. Peters.
Order of Notice Thereou.
f
subscilber hereby gives notice that
District of Maine ss.
she has been duly appointed executrix
X
On this 17th day of June, a. d. 1906, on
of the last will
and testament of Henry
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had W. Gray, late of Orland, in the county of
no bonds being
Hancock,
deceased,
same
required
the
on
the
7th
of
! upon
day
July, by the terms of said will. All persons
having
a. d. 1905, before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; and that demands against the estate of said deceased
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth are desired to present the same for settleand
all
indebted
thereto
are
requested
American, a newspaper printed in said dis- ment,
trict, and that all known creditors and other to make payment immediately.
June 6. 1905.
Mary E. Gray.
persons in interest may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any thev
subscriber hereby gives notice that
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should HHHK
he has been duly appointed executor
X
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that of the last will and testament of Harriet
the clerk shall send by mail to all known J. Gott, late of Ellsworth, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
creditors copies of said petition and this orby the terms of said will. All persons having
der, addressed to them at their places of residemands agaiust the estate of said deceased
dences as stated.
the
Witness
Honorable Clarence Hale, are desired to present the same for settlement, aod all indebted thereto axe requested
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof, to
make payment immediately.
at Portland, in said district, on the 17th day
June 6, 1905.
James L. Brown.
d.
a.
1905.
of June,
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
[L. S.j
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—Jambs E. Hewey, Clerk.
Subscribe for The American.
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to the Kiln-worth
Public Library.
Following i* the list of books received
at the Ellsworth public library June 4£l:

{Original.]
Talk of the battlefield, the horror of
out at

went to

work

as

clerk in

a

mercantile

Chart** Wagner
The simple Life,
If ago MunMcrberg
The Eternal Life,
The Americans,
Hugo Munster berg
T W Higglason
History of the United States.
Problem* of the Panama Canal. Brig Gen Abbot
Lafcardlo Hearn
Japan.
II G Hawkrtt
The Art of the Musician,
Architecture East and 'Vest, J R I'h ne Spier#
Ru'seil -turgl*
How to Judge Arcfaltectinj
S RHttiacb
Story of Art,
%
L T llobbouse
lnomocracy an<!| Reaction,
S
Ashmore
The Classic* ol "h**.m:r»
Karl Lamprecht
What is History,
R K Duoctn
The Ni w Knowledge,
A Norwegian Ramble,
By one of the Ramblers
.1 S McLain
Alaska and the Kfondyke,
F" Alleyne Ireland
The Far Eastern Tropics,
W
and
G
A
B Peck ham
Social
Solitary,
Wasps
tl R Hatfield
Lectures on Commerce,
Andrew Lang
Historical Mysteries,
Was B Smith
The Color Line,
Maurice Hewlett
Fond Adventure*.
The Abbes* of Via ye.
Stanley Weymao

I mounted a platform
the building.
on which it stood and looked down on
the water, the surface being some five
feet below the top.
Floating about
was a toy boat—bow It came there I

Training.

don’t know—and it occurred to mo to
take it home to my little boy. It was
In the center of the tank, and instead
of getting something with which to
draw It nearer I leaned over and reached for it. I lost my balance and fell in.
I found the water to be up to my
chest, but noticed a mark which indicate-i that the overflow point was
•bout two feet above my head. Next

Marriage of^VVilliam A*he,
Mrs Humphrey Ward
The Dryad,
Jaatio McCarthy
I Zangwill
The Celibates Club,
C T Brady
Tt»e Two Captains,
Norman Duncan
The Way of the Sea,
The DiTlneJFlre,
May Sinclair
Mary I T»>1 »r
My Lady CUncanr,
letdvo,

out But I was helpless in water
Therefore when the
my head.
surface reached a point above my
would
be
breathing apparatus I

Michael Strogoff.
From the Earth to the
Stinoaree.
A Maocap Cruise,

over

wife,

Pe-ru-na Is Invaluable in Such
Cases.

Dover,

were

pleased

|

Been Cured.
Daniel I>. Bidwell, Supervisor, Xotary Public *>'d
1*> Pearl street, Buffalo,
mi mlwr of I. O. O.
X. Y., writes:
‘Haring used Peruna for a shor time, I deatre to
[ write you a* to my present condition
"\\ ben I obtained Peruna / was nattering from
i chionie indigestion and kidney and bladder
II seemed to help the circulation at once.
trouble.
!
My digestion Is nose perfect and my kidneys and
l bladder do not trouble me In any way. In fact, I
give Peruna the entire credit.
“Hoping that your remedy will reach all sufferers
a similar case, and thanking you, I remain,”! I>aniel D. Bidwell, X. P.

Nelson Hadeen and wife left
Thursday night for Brewer. They will
start for Portland Saturday, and will go
from Portland to Michigan to visit Mr.
Hadeen’s mother. They will go as far
West as Dakota before returning.

f*

MOtmi OF THE KIVKR.

j

Aliie Blaisdell, of Bangor, is visiting bin
aunt, Mrs. Cara ilia Holt.
Isaiah Garland visited his mother, Mrs.
Eunice Williams, recently.
Mrs. Frank E. Swett, who has been critically ill, is gaining slowly.

[in

has been taking a
the Inlands, visiting old

William Remick

Capt.

vacation among

j

Have

Who

Persons

Prominent

to learn

Rev.

friends.
Mrs. Fred Hall, of Brewer, with her two
children. Avis and Erma, is visiting her
mother, Mrs. George Fullerton.

sornn

Cured

The school in district No. 13 closed Fri-

“Work and Win”.

\ that I felt

seventy-four years. At ^the time of the
Miss Ella Bpearing, of Orono, who has
breaking out of the war he enlisted in the been visiting relatives here, returned home
Maine regiment^ organized for active serMonday.
vice April 28, 1861. He re-enlisted in the
Martin (Garland, Harold Salsbory and
10th Maine and Iwasjnade senior captain
Clarence Garland have employment at the
of that regiment.
Capt. Emerson was promoted to major, hatchery.
Miss Mary Garland entertained several
and at the expiration of his term of service in the 10th he organized the 29th of her young friends one evening last
Maine, and was made lieutenant-colonel. week in honor of Miss Spearing, of Orono.
Alter the dose of the war Col. Emerson
School closed last Friday for the sumpublic

He has held

office several times, and has been

He

|

of the Auburn city government.
enthusiastic member of Burn-

member

was an

post of Auburn.
He leaves four children—Mrs.

side

Morrell,
Emerson,
D.

Frank

|

Angeles, Cal.; Frank
of Baltimore, Md.; Dr. George
Emerson, of Kouth Berwick, and Mrs.
of

Homer N.

|

vacation. Those who were not absent
day are: Bessie Garland, Geneva Web- j
her, Roland Salsbury, Rodney Salsbory.
May Garland, Fanny Garland. Delmar
Garland, and Eulalie Finn.
KJune 1».
a

Loa
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i

Chase, of Auburn.
SITUVAN.

8URRY.
Fred Beede

came

Saturday night.

home

He ia

from

engineer

Arthur Dyer is spending

Holden

in

a

lew

a

days with

“Very few people are aware how much
harm is done to young men by the almost
universal habit of cigarette smoking,*’
‘The man who
says a medical journal.

been

quite serious,

know

of

her

under

the

care

A

until the system is saturated with the

“The result of this practice is a cacondition of the nose, throat and

andfvery

the nervea, a weak and
action of the heart, and indigestion.

rapid

“Thin, anarnic, weak, with clammy
hands stained with nicotine poison, unstrung nerves 'and degenerated rnus les,

youth
suffering the consequences

the

of the

land go

ignorantly
pernicious

on

of

a

heart trouble, nervous
prostration^! me lane holla, etc., bring
their condition to the attention of the
habit until attacks of

physician.
“If ajraan

must

smoke-and

we

sum

will rot
ho

v

men

cigar-

<

v

cun

was

were

andt

a

smoke

more

evening, giving
structive

Bates has gone

on

small

than three

months, and her death was not unexpected. She leaves besides a husband and
boy of three years, her parents and several
brothers and sisters, who have the symThe repathy of their many friends.
mains were taken to North Ellsworth,

Tuesday afternoon,
held in the chape), Rev. J. P. Simonton
officiating. Interment was at North Ellswhere services

GRADUATION

have

A

a

background.

little boy

was being reproved by his
“Charlie,” she said, “If you behave like this, yon know, you won't go to
heaven.” The child thought a little and
then said: “Well, I’ve been to two circuses and to ‘Unde Tom’s
Cabin’; I can’t
expect to go everywhere?”

mother.

KXKKCIHRH.

The graduating exercises of the FalU
grammar school were held in the church
on Thursday evening, June 15.
The room
was prettily decorated with evergreen and

a

programme was as follows:
Prayer.Bev

Sunday.

Music

Salutatory- Recitation

Please

to

Say 'Amen',
Hazel M Lord

George
Recitation—The Patchwork Quilt,

W

Hamilton

Caasie E Blondette
Recitation—The Indian’s

Story,
William B French

The class parts and recitations were well
delivered. The music was by Lynch’s
band. The teachers at this school during
the term just closed were Misses Ella
Jude, principal; Bernice Lord, >ddie
Leach and Annie M. Davis.

Condon, Harry Chatto, A1
fred Chatto, Esther Gray, Kate Haskell
Hiram Orcutt, Hattie Haunders, Russel
Condon. All hope that Mrs. Haskell wil
bs

C.

Mr*u

Time may
many

a

managed

man

some

with nothing

to starve to death.

»

j

Brown—My

husband

has

W. If. Sawyer and wife, of Bar Harbor,
visiting Dr. H. E. Snow and wife.

are

nuraen

ol

seemed loan in

pence* narmony wita
the system, eliminating the poisons,
stopping the ravages of the dtxeasa
amt gradually restoring me to health
and strength.
We have on file many thousand testimonial* like the ones given here. Ws
can only
give our readers a slight
glimpse of th© vast array of unsolicited
endorsements we are receiving every
No other physician in th#
month.
world has revived such a volume of
enthusiastic letters of thanks as Or.
Hartman for Pcruna.
All c<-re»pottdailcs held strictly -onHdvuiial.

Mrs. Charles Blake, of Cape Rosier, ha*
visiting her niece, Mr*. L. J. Gilley,
this week.

iind the gathering of the people for “old
home day" has ptused into history. It wu
a meeting that will long be remembered
There were
by resident* and visitor*.
former citizen* from Ohio to Calais. The
programme for each day was carried out
to/the minutest detail. The pastor is to
be congratulated on his success in formalating so interesting a programme. The
address of Judge Warren C. Phil brook
The
waa one qf the feature* of the week
banquet was a success in every way. Dr.

Hagerthy

Tfye schooner T. M. Nicholson, Chpt.
Lester Gilley, sailed Monday for the
Grand Banks.
Mrs. Frank C. Kennedy and son Malcolm, of Boston, are at John Kennedy’s
for a few weeks.
g
Morton Homer and Fred Sails will run
on
the Boston boats
as news agents

through

the

summer season.

Leslie C. Homer is

having

a

long

illness

with rheumatic fever. L. C. Davis is
aging the Homer's express business.

Googjns

Capt.

Joeeph

has gone to
been engaged

Clay,

a

well-known

resident, is spending a few days in
town visiting his daughter, Mrs. Frank
Robbins.

GOTT’S WLAND.

JLenora Wharton, of Atlantic, is
her brother, O. J. Joyce.
Capl. Freeman Staples and wife, of
Atlantic, called on friends her* last SunMrs.

visiting

day.
Will P.

from

and Re be ka ha

on

Harding and

Frank

went to Tinker'* Ialand alt.
fresh herring last week.

r a

bidgt!

of
June

load

19._Cnm.
ORLA.ND.

Riverside chapter, No. 123, Order of the
Eastern Star, was instituted here on Friday evening. The grand patron was P***“
ent to preside over the organisation.
oiembe s of the chapter from Penobscot

*n<J

work

in

exemplified
manner.
During the evening
the

an

impressive

a

collation

served at grange hall.
June 20.

was

Ellingwood
the E. M. C. 8. faculty,

Wilton.

excellent toast master.
*-'•

M. V. Babbidge is doing some carpenter
work on Old Farm cottage.

Prof, and Mrs. H. 8. Filing wood left

Monday for
has resigned

j

__

man-

Northeast
as bookHarbor, having
keeper in Atwood's stable for the season.
Warren

was an

June 19.

been

Spec.

Prof.

Sunday.

Dustin Farnum, the well-known Bucksport boy who has made such a success as
an actor, particularly in his part in ‘*The
Virginian”, arrived Tuesday to spend his
vacation at his cottage at Verona park.
He brought a large automobile, and is accompanied by bis brother-in-law, Craig
Muir, of Boston.
IN THE HARBOR.

jlWjirtiwmcnis.

HeeJthy

at 70

A Good Record for “L.
March

F's."
4

1

tu0^

2.!.

0ear Sirs:—
I have used your "L. F." Bitters iot
number of years and find them
ne
what they are recommended to be.
best family medicine we have ever used.
Also have an uncle over (70) v'- ntf
nothyears of age, who says: "There is
ing that ever could take its place to*
a

excitement was caused on Tueshim.”
day by the report which spread like
Respectfully,
wildfire that there was a school of white
*
MRS. C. S. MOODV,
whales in the harbor.
Es'eryone who
Skowhegan, Me.*
could ^et out, rushed through the mud
and rain to points of vantage on the
R.F. P..NJ-7*
water-front.
There, in plain sight of
To keep well, beyond the usual acteveryone, were two huge animals of a
dirty white color snorting in the water ive time of life, is a blessing. B“t >* ,
not far from the wharves.
People who ! easily done if you use the True "1knew said that they were not
white
•*
Great

whales but a species of
sometimes called “skunk
which are
somewhat rare although
no means uncommon on the
New
England coast.
Several men put off in boats after them,
but the visitors disappeared down river.

porpoise,
porpoise”,
by

the

case of insomnia 1 ever heard of.
Mrs. Green —Is he unable to sleep at
night? Mrs. Brown—Yes; and he can’t
even sleep in church.

wont

cases, bu
but time ha

Louis William* has entered the employ
of 8. C. Homer A Son as clerk.

WHITE WHALES
Clas* History...Wlnfrod B Joy
Recitation—Lord Ullin’s Daughter.-Leo B Betts
Recitation—The Battle Above ibe Cloud*,
Valedictory.Earle H Jordan
C Laat» Addreea
.George B Stuart
Conferring of Diplomas.....W H Dresser
Class Ode.... ..Sung by Winfred B Joy
Music

Beatrice

be money in

BUCKSPORT.

memorial address before the Odd Fellows

M Adam*

Recitation—Kit Carson’s Wife,

following pupils were not absent one
half day: Lena Bates, I .aura Bates, LmIIi

returned for the fall term.
June 10.

)»«#•

plant*, and the class colors, blue and and will not return here.
white, were very much in evidence. The
Rev. T. W. Hunter, of the Methodist
class motto, “Wisdom is strength,” was
delivered a specially prepared
hung across the front of the room. The church,

Addie A. Bates, who was on a business
trip to Portland last week, returned home

Black,

«w

former

to watch.

Don’t plant^his in the middle of the
lawn, as most folks do. Put it in front of
bigger bushes, so that the flowers will

were

worth.

E. J. Spurling and wife, of Cranberry
Popular Hydrangeas.
The choice of varieties is perplexing Isles, visited Mrs. Spurling’s parents at
because there are hundreds of lovely South Brooksville last week.
shrubs, but there is a list that the beginner
Ralph B. Peterson and wife, of Concord
may tie to. It contains those good old Junction, who are spending their honeystand-bys that are sold by the million moon at Sargentville, were visiting reland which are sure to give one his money’s
atives in this neighborhood last week.
worth.
The schooner Adam Bowl by is loaded
First of all, the hydrangea, undoubtedly
South Boston. Th«
with lumber for
the showiest of all shrubs and the only
schooner Louisa Frances has gone to Surrj
one for
autumn
flowering. Its huge to load with
pulp wood for Portland. Th<
flower clusters are a foot long or more and
schooner Lizzie J. Clark is loading gravel
when cut will last a year without water.
The Buck’s Harbor school, taught bj
The change of color from white to purclosed Monday after
plish, with brown and other tones, is de- Mrs. Viola Haskell,
Tbt
very successful term of nine weeks.

lightful

sermons.

eral

visit to

made

and in-

death of Mrs. Cba.ies E. Carter oc
Bunday morning at her home here,
at the age of twenty-seven years. Mrs.
Carter has been in failing health for sev-

schooner

a

interesting

two

The

Adam Bowl by.
Louisa A.

train.

curred

SOUTH BBOOKSVLLLE.
Robert Ladd is mate ol the

evening

H. W. Conley, of Btonington, occupied the pulpit Sunday morning and

u ns uccesa fully.

taken.

the

Rev.

broken open on
road. The safe

knives

on

C. J. Treworgv and Misses Millie,
Lara and Ruth Trvworgy have been visiting relatives in Orland this week.

made at
Thursday

Cranberry Isles.
Joseph Bates^of Herman Centre,
in the matter of smoking,
rdo it, and there are few short visit here Thursday.

dpy without injury.”

a

of money

admit

charm of the habit to those who fan :e
become! accustomed to its soothing influences—let him < hooee a mild cigar and
havej certain set times for indulging. If
he puts a certain restraint upon himself
from the star?

window

home

Mrs.

The Jlast lay service of the Liberal
j Christian society took pla> c at the church
of Our Father Sunday afternoon, under
| the direction of Mrs. Cummings. The
j sermon was nicely rendered by Mrs. Julia
Noyes and was entitled “Unnoticed
Lives”, by Rev. Paul Revere Frotbingham.
After this service the society will be ministered to by Albert Vail, of Harvard
Divinity school, for the summer.
R.
June 20.

the

he

ing

to

was

last

Simpson,

revolvers,

Several

tarrhal

of

A.

the side, of the Franklin
with
was
tampered

poison.

state

rejoice

She is
better condition.
of her brother, Dr. Bridg-

bold atte mpt at robbery

cigarettes has one always in his the store of
mouth, and is continually inhaling nico- night. The

|

but all

ham.

smokes

irritable

Mrs. Elizabeth J. Max Acid, of Bangor,
here Wednesday of last week, return-

was

The many friends of Mrs. Helen Stevens
are sorry to know of her illness which
has

4fMtf«o*ai t\mn*y Ann,

Miu Josephine FkmhllB, of Dover, is
guest of Miss Ethel B. Jellison.
Miss Josie Thomas, of St. Louis, Mo., visiting at D. P. Farmer ®.
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. E. P. i
Mr®. George D. Crane ia visit mg relaLord.
tive* in Massachusetts.

hospital for treatment, is reported
doing nicely, and hopes are entertained
for a speedy recovery and return to her
home and friendaihere.

_____

o-

the

the

Points For Smokers.

disordered

Mis* Mary D. Jordan, of Bangor, is
visiting relatives here.
Miss Lucy F. Ruddy, of Lynn, Mass., is
j

ing terms of the cuisine there.
Mrs. Nathaniel Noyes, who has gone to

waitress there several years.
Capt. McKay surprised his wife last Friday afternoon by walking into the houac
very unexpectedly, she supposing he was
on board his yacht at New London.
He
left Monday.
June 20.
8.

a

cure*

COUNTY NEWS.

KIXSWORTil FALLS.

Phillips Eaton was home with hi*
for Sunday.
Miss Martha Beede went to Bar Harbor family
A party from Bangor is stopping at “The
last Saturday to take her place at the
and speak in glowLynam hotel. Mias Beede has been head Bristol” just opened,

bronchi,

ine

the Hinmans.

mill

there.

tine

up

[would

all the catarrhal
derangeAt the appearance of the first aymp- ment* of the kidtom of kidney trouble, Feruna should ney* should cerbe taken.
tainly be considThia remedy strike* at once the rery ered a household
root of the disease.
necessity, reruns is such s remedy.
It at once relieve* the catarrhal kidA Prominent Merchant Restored
neys of the stagnant blood, and prevent*
to Health By Pe-ru-na.
the escape of serum from the blood.
Mr. John Niuimo, 215 IJpptncott Hi.,
Feruna stimulates the kidneys to
Toronto, Csn., s prominent merchant
excrete from the blood the accumulatof that city, and also a member of the
ing poison, and thus prevents the con- ;i Masonic Order, writes:
vulsions which are sure to follow if the
have been In poor health generally
|
poisons are allowed to remain.
H ben I caught a
for ot er four y ear*.
It give# great vigor to the heart’s had cold last winter it fettled In the
action and digestive system, both of bladder and kidney a, causing serious
which are apt to fail rapidly in thia trouble. I took two greatly ads ertlsed
disease.
kidney remedies without getting the
Feruna cures catarrh of the kidneys desired results.
“I’trnna Is the only remedy which
simply because it cures catarrh wher> was
ever located.
really of any beneilt to me. It
!

wine

I wonia nerer d© aoie

► life again in the morning, bat when morning came!
get out aomehow. Thla dragging through life continued for a opupl© of month*, when I decided I would1
take Perona.
•«/ am glad to state that I found It fust the medicine tor
In a couple of months I was restored to perfect
me.
health and strength, and my work uas no longer
burden. I therefore endorse your medicine as worthy
of the confidence of the sick."—Alfonso d' Alfores.

that

remedy

A

Diseases

Dangerous Kidney
Cured.

mer

a

by Pe-ru-na.

Count Alfonso d’ Aijores, of £-7 p|tll
del Torro, Buenos Ayres, South America
while visiting In Chicago, wrote from 21:
Cleveland avenue, that city, a* follows:
“I used Perunm a short lime ago lo build qp n:v
system, which w»* all run down from overwork,
worry and a cold which bad settled in my back and
kidneys, causing me serious annoyance and trouble.
••When I returned home from work at night, I wna so exhausted and worn out, together with the pain In my back.

First to Enlist from Maine.
LAKEWOOD.
Col. Charles S. Emerson, w ho w as the
find man in Maine to enlist in the Civil
Harry E. Rollins, of the Ellsworth high
war, died in Auburn, Saturday,
aged school, is at home for the summer.

entered business in Auburn.

American

'*•'*'*'**

uates, Vera G. Pratt, Leon E. Swett and
The recitations were all
Earle Tinker.
The class motto was
well rendered.

Otie Bates

Alice Megan Rice

ferings.
By this time the water was up to my
chin. I was completely unnerved. In
battle I had commanded my company
and was so Intent upon keeping my
men up to their work that 1
felt no
fear whatever. Vet here I was needing
all my faculties to save tny life, and 1
had lost control of them. As the water
slowly rose and reached my mouth I
tilted back my head, then began to
raise myself on my toes.
People have suffered incipient drowning and described their sensations. I
was in a more agonizing position than
one drowning who sinks beneath the
•urface and is soon unconscious. I was
rather like one who is about to suffer
death by torture.
The most dreadful
sensation I experienced was from the
inclosure—those horrible sides of the
tank that held me In.
Now that I was
obliged to hold my face upward 1
could look at the joists and roof above,
and It was better than looking at my
little prison. But it was all dreadful.
I had seen rats drowned in such manner and remembered their frightful
leaps—leaps from water that furnished
little resistance. The water rose above
my mouth and nose when I stood on
tiptoe, and I began to make spasmodic
leaps. It was remarkable how far 1
could rise above the surface, but the
farther I rose the worse it was for me
on the return.
Still there was no sound.
Fancy
made me hear people hurrying up to release me, but I could not stop to listen.
I must struggle on till unconsciousness
came to end my sufferings.
There was
a buzzing In my ears, a tingling in ray
while
I danced a dance of
finger tips,
death on my toes on the bottom of the
tank.
Then suddenly something happened.
I felt a current catch my toe. aad in a
twinkling It was sucked into a hole.
Was it life or quicker death? In a
second 1 t.i-.r that It was quicker death.
My toe had soiled the outflow of
water, and it would now rise rapidly.
Ent. la. ! Tile C;st stroke of a city
clack I I counted twelve strokes. There
was a ray of
: e. The clerks all went
to lunch at tint hour, and many of
them washed il < r hands before going.
They would notice that the flow of
watdr had been stopped.
rut would
they come In time to aee what was the
matter?
X went through the sensation of one
drowning-an e seta tic thrill accompanied with what I had suffered- and
when I came to consciousness was being roughly rolled on the floor. The
clerks had missed the running water
and had come up to And the cause.
RIB TON L. INGKAUAW.

done.

of the birth to them of a ten-pound boy
He was named Cecil Reginald.
on June 2.

Qu liter Couch
Basil King

Shining Ferry.
Step* of Honor.

drowned.
Now. when I was bleeding my lift*
•way on that battlefield I soon became
unconscious. and that was the end of
mental or physical suffering for the
time at least, for the ambulance corp*
came along and took me in. But in the
tack I had my full faculties that is.
for appreciation of my horrible sltua
tkm. Had I been cool I might hare hit
on an expedient for saving myself, but
occurred to me to
as it was it only
•hoot for help. 1 might as well have
shouted on the inside of a hermetically
sealed boiler. There was no one on the
floor, and even if the sound could have
got out of the tank it could not have
reached the floor below, which was
shut off by a trapdoor.
It occurred to me to make some way
for the water to escape as fast as it
flowed in. I put by hand in my pocket
to get out my knife, with which to cut
a hole just below the surface.
Luckily
It was there. I opened the only blade
and hacked away. The tank was of
pine, and I made progress. I had cut a
hole the size of my Utile finger when
the blade snapped. The outflow reduced
the speed of the rise. making it ex
tremely slow. 1 dived several times,
hoping to recaver the lost blade, but
failed signally. I made a water mark
on the side of the tank and found that
the water was rising, according to my
uncertain estimate, but about an Inch
an hour. I had only prolonged my stif

Backache, the First Symptom
of Kidney Trouble.

Mrs. Lyndon Phillips, who has been at
the Eastern Maine general hospital for
treatment, is at the home of Mr. Phillips’
parents, Josiah ^Jiillips and wife.
The friends of Alexander McGown and
of East

OF KIDNEYS M

OAJARRH

HAVE

Howard McGown was thrown from bia
became
The
erse
carriage Sunday.
frightened at an automobile. No damage
was

PEOPLE

day, June lt>, after a pleasant and successNathan Gallizter ful term
taught by R. E. Sweeney. The
Austin
Mary
decorated in
schoolroom was prettily
Juies Verne
cedar and bunting of the class colors,
Jule* Verne
Moon,
and white. There were three gradR H Hornung pink

Caste!del Monte,

myself

MANY

Goodins, who has been at work at
Hancock, is at home.
Bernice Patten, who has been teaching
in Massachusetts, has returned home.

The

I noticed that the water was running
In faster than it wag running out. Had
I known how to swim or float I would
Have had only to wait till it came up to
bigh water mark, when I could have
reached the edge of the tank and pulled

visiting

is

Anna

••
*•
Theodore Thomas, 2 roU
Frederick lUrrUon
Life of Calhatti,
Justin .'<cCarUy
The Irishman’* Story,
M P4B Man-field
Romantic Ireland, x vola,
Johnston A Spencer
Ireland's dtory,
Sidney Low
Governance of England,
Geo W Browne
The St I.Mwn nce Hirer,
voi
Modern
3.
Cambridge
History,
Ernst llaeckei
tvolution of Man, 2 vola,
Ernst Haeckt I
The Wonder* of Life,

house.
One morning I went up into the loft
to hunt for some goods that had been
etored there. In the center of the loft,
which was open from end to end and
eide to side, stood a huge tank through
which flowed the water that supplied

ElLnrortlk,

relatives here.

Autobiography of Joseph Jefferson
••
•*
Andrew D White, 2 vol*

night slowly bleeding to
death! I hare been through it. Nevertheless I once had a worse experience.
I came out of the SpanishAmerican war alive, which is saying a
great deal, recovered my health, then
lying

Abbie Kuon, of

Addition*

Itrrrnt

Experience

KLL8WOKTH.

NORTH

IIOOKS

XKW

Memorable

A

SEDGWICK.
E. Garter and O. J. McDonnell have
returned from Bar Harbor.
R.

The centennial of

the Baptist church,

| Atwood’s Bitters.

—Dr.

LaFranco’s-~

0"k.w
Compound
Reliable

Sato,

Quick,

Superior to Other remedNw *oW at
Cure guaranteed. PrtM» W C«*:fr*«.
Kt»ia or by mail. Testimonial** a1'*
p*.
FI»ll*«lell>«>U, «"
Dr. UPrtA««l

fdra#

i

